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nouncedly-expressive treatment of the
subject. John Lyman’s paintlogs of the
nude take up many of Motice’s discoveries end continue to extend the
emotionel mnge of this erstwhile staple
of the academic regimen. Later, Group
of Seven artist Frederick Varley btigs
to tbe gem the subtlety and psyche
logical complexity of his outstanding
portraits.
It is only after Alfred P&n’s mtom to Montreal from France in the
194Os, however, that Canadian artists
are confronted with the full scope
of the dilemma and challenge of contemppohy art.
The major developments in the
visoel arts in this century have lergely
been confined to the domain of the
formal and the abstract. Increesh@y,
the thrust of “advanced” painting has
been away fmm a figurative or repre
sentationel art towards one exclusively
preoccupied with purely formal problems and various internal relationships.
Refusing to depict, or “be e picture”
of something, contemporary paintlog
has, Gith astonishing rigour and singleness of purpose, refmed itself down to
the point where it is exclusively concerned with its most basic elements:
paiat on a given size and shape of
canvas. In short, the means once employed by an artist to create an @ion
have become the ends.
Morris feels thet to restrict one’s
view of contemporary art to only the
abstract is very narrow indeed. In the
lesthelfofhkessayhearguestbetthe
only way to gein e proper apprecletion
of the riclmess and diversity of recent
art is to set aside the concept of the
mainstream (i.e., the soaIled modemlst tradition) and look at the corm+
pond@ developments that have taken
place in figurative painting over the
past 20 years. The fgomtive artists
have responded to the rapidly changing
times by creating new images and, as
such. Morris tits, have produced a
body of work &t may justifiably lay
claim to be@ a valid contemporary
art form.
This section of the book deals with
howfigurative~tlng, endspeciflcally
the paintings of the nude,have absorbed
the influences of Pop Art, experimental
fti, heightened social awareness, Op
aqd conceptual sti. While stbntitiog
and often laded with intriguing imp&
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cations, r&it, B number of the main
ideas and insights of thls section ere
not SuftXently worked out or em
rather lamely stated. Only rarely does
Morris’ commentary degenerate into
the distressingly pedestrian end superftiasinthecaseofhisnotesonthe
New Realism end the use of metaphor
end symbols. On the whole, one comes
away wishing that these last 12 pages
of text could have been expanded into
a fidl-length book.
No doubt, however, the author and
publisher intended the book to be
primarily an introduction and not e
major systematic study. Consideriag
the number and quality of illustrations
(both in colourand in black and white)
and its modest price, fie Nude in
timdian Painting can be higbly recommended to the general reader. 0
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BOOKSkCANiMBA ImC#?AL
THE FINAL REPORT

Of the Royal COmmission on Book-Publishing has been
delivered at last to the Ontario government. It is not possible at this late
hour, with the magazine about to go
to press, to attempt a detailed review
of all its components, or even of its
long list of recommendations. It is
enough to say that in general the report
is an anthology of conventional wisdom
about Cadadii book-publishing, useful
in tbat it indudes in a single volume
detailed discussion of many, though
unhappily not all, of the concerns of
tbe book community.
At least some of the Commission’s
recommendations *relating to trade
books (those books that we review
and you read) must also be described
as conventional and, in a few cases, as
unimaginative. Since the bulkof our
distribution is free and not liable to
taxation, the coniroversial recmnmendstion that magazines be taxed tb
finance projects of tipport for bookpublishing is not a matter of direct
concern to us. What does concern us
greatly, however, is how such revenue
might be used.
One use would be to create an
Ontario Book-Publishing Board, with
the ostensible purpose of fo&.ring
Canadian authorship. This ‘purpose
would be effected apparently by the
further guarantee of low-interest loans
to Canadian-owned publishing housed,
further duplicatii dubious policies already being pursued bi Ottawa and in
Ontario. There is little evidence to sug
ge%t that the rimIt-loading of unproven
publisherswithcapital,beitbygmnt or
loan, doesmuch beyond inducing more
and more Canadiin writers to share
the hopeful penury that tends to nxult
from publishing a book with a small
Canadianhouse. And there are grounds
for suspecting that in certain cases the
capital so obtained is being used
to proliferate titles, irrespecti? of
theii salability, as grounds for further
m%ng of the public purse. Unless the
projected Board can ensure that par-.
ticipating publishem undertake only
books that they can edit competently

and promote effectively, many of the
proposed lcans will never be repaid
and will become wasteful charges on
the taxpayer.
Too many’of the smaller and more
nationalistic publishers, lost in their
posturing as cultural heroes, seem.out
of conta$t with the reality of what is
demanded of them as nationalists, as
publishers, and as busbuxsmen. The
Commission is to be commended certainly on its insistence that Canadian
publishers should be obliged to have
their books printed and manufactured
in Canada. Unlike the Canada Council,
it does not turn a blind eye on the
hypoaisypraeticed by some Canadianc&ed &ses in sending thek books
for manufacture abrtid. thereby denying Canadian book-manufacturers
(equally oppressed by the exige.ncies
of the book business) their fair share
of public support. Nor does the Commission shrii from condemning the
unworthy-attempt by some publishers
to misuse grant money by disguising it
as advance royalties due to authors
under their contracts. Such f&mess
may underline the sincerity of the
commissioners’ concern for au&a,
but it scarcely comwnsates absence in
that might. bring about an &mediate
and substantial improvement of tbe
Canadian author’s lot. Their scheme
for insuring authors against *on-payment of royalties by their publishers,
for instance, seems unlikely io help the
authors most in need, those who
ineptitude of their publishus have
little in the way of Toyalties to collect.
Poor editing and poor promotion
am the most crucial of the ills endemic
in Canadian publishiw and yet, while
the Commission takes note of them in
pas-, it makes no recomme ndations
that might provide a cure. Publishing
+&utives in Canada earn substatitially
the sanie as their opposite numbers in
comparable bu@e.sses. And yet editors
(who represent the creative spark in
publishid and promotion staff (who
represent its commercial spark) subsist

on average earnings that barely surmount the legal minimum. Is it any
wonder then that Canadians tend to
remain either unimpressed by or illinformed about Canadian books?
The editorial competence and promotional effort of Canadian publishing
houses is naturally of prime importance
to this niagazine, for we (like the Commission) see publishing as “the interf&e between a nation’s writers and its
naders.” Unlike the Commission, howI
ever, we seem to base our activities
on a much wider attention to the needs
of the ordinary Canadian read&r.
\Vhilk the Commission’s obvious
thoroughness in most of its research
compels some admiration, its consideration of the book-reviewing media in
general and of this mapaine in particular strikes I& superficial, if not
cavalier. It singles us out for this description: “ . . . the commendable, but
in some respects inbred, review, B&x
b Canada, with its limited and eonsequently repetitive’cast of contributors . . . ” And it goes on td remark:
‘L . . . . we think - and have found
agreement among many paople in the
book industry - that Books In Canada
has indulged top often in what almost
appears to be authors assassination for
its own sake.”
Such slighting comments, as vague
as they are damaging, seem to us unworthy of the commi@oners, speakii
as they do from a-privileged position.
Anditseemstousthattheymigbt
seriously prejudice against us any reader
of the report who is unfamiliar with
this magazine, since he might assume
such opinions to be as well-founded, as
thoroughly researched and as so&y
based on relevant comparisons as the
rest of the report. Our own experiences
with the Commission did not lead us
to make any such assumption.
Our first encounter occurred during
the Commission’s initikl year of research. We responded to its general
appeal by submitting a brief and were
in due course invited to appear before
the commissioners at a public hearing.
Our examination by only two of the
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to the Raaders’ Club of
Cana&, many of whom are readers of

and IN) less varied than that of any
book-section @ a Canadian magazine
or newspaper. Moreover, despite shortrclevult. Little interest was show” in
our magatine. Having in the meantime
age ofstaff and funds, we have achieved
conducted mu own more extensive
our aims, ourfunctio”i”relatio” to the
a far wider geographical spread in our ’
book industry, or our operational survey of readers, we are now happily
in the position of knowing what they
list of reviewers than any other bookproblems. During last summer, thaw
section in the country. since our aim
do think of Books In Chada Their
problwns, acuteat the time, were again
is to review as many Canadian books
brought to the attention of the Com- verdict does not.coincide with the
of as many different kinds as we have
joint verdict of the commissioners and
mission thro”gh the good offices of its
space for, we do not skim off the cream
the publishers.
Executive secretary. The co”““issi0”we are as much aware of our short. of current books. And ho it is inevitable
els’ respo”se was to ask publishers
that we do publish more adverse recomings as we arc of the IMitations
what they thought ofBooks In GwI+?
views of Canadian books than anybody
imposed on us by our hwk of resources.
The result of their enquiry was as amBut we are Fateful to those many
else. But in any event, when one of
biguous as one might obtain by asking
our reviewers fairly coneludes that a
defendants what they thought ofjudges. readers who, while expressing a general
Had the coMnissioners bothered and predominant satisfaction in thcii
book is badly-written or illconceived
replies, have suggested ways in which
or poorly-edited or shoddily-pmduced.
to study our brief or many of the
we regard it as our duty to our readers,
editorials published here, they “dght Books In Gmda might serve them
even better. Our attempts to respond
bave4hcovered that we feel our rcas consumers, to advise them of that
conclusion.
to some of those suggestions should
sponsibility is primarily to the writers
be evident in this issue.
If the commissioners then, or the
and the readers of Canadian books.
. publishers, wish to sustain their charges
In response to the Commission’s
Whether this proves of service to Canacomments, however, we can only sagthat we have “assassb~ated” any Canadian publishers or not is incidental.
To our knowledge the Conunissio”
gest that the commissioners should
dian authors, I& them produce the
bodies. We suspect that the hopes and
made no sustainedattempt to fmd out reexamine the grounds on which they
what writers or readers thought of
were based. Even a cursory cbmparison . talents of far more Canadian authors
will show them that our roster of reBooksIn Gnu&. And yet it is a matter’
will be kfflcd off by inadequacies Of
of record that it did conduct subviewers, considering the “umber of
Canadian publiiers (and eve” ofRoyal
sequently a survey of some 2000 readers Canadian books we review, is no shorter
Commissions) than by our reviewers.
“AL CLERY
three co”7mlssio”ers was, as their own
records must show, cursory and ir-
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BOOKS IN ENGLISH CANADA: 1971
Nwa judge a book by its cover, so the saying go&And never judge a book by one review, we say. We’re happy
‘with the thought that many of our renders in larger (cad some smaller) &ii can compare our judgments on
Gmadian books with those in a newspaper book-page or column. With the idea of letting all of you see bow the
Canadian book xene wow from dierent parts of the country, we invited a widespread selection of.book columaists and editors to set out their literary retlections on 1972. Hem. belatedly, is what they bad to say:
bid Hurtig quit the bookselling business io Edmonton to..
devote his time entinly to book publishing and already the
results are impressive.
In September nearly 130 delegates tomed up in Vancnuver to see what bentits for Ie@Mti publishers could
be obtained by banding together. With federal government
help they hope to publish a joint catalogue this year and
work toward a significant incmase io the production of
regional-interest books.
The third sigoificant move in the West was the launching
of a search for a new Alberta noveli% The $1,000 prize
and promise of a $1,500 advance on royalties if the’work is
publishable, brought more than 25 i%st novels into the
offi of John Patrick Gillese, the bead of the pmvince’s
new creative writing division. He hopes to make the compe
titian an annual’ event Gillese also started a pmgmm of
bringing the author to the student. Last fall be bad several
‘eStablIshed” Alberta writers visit schools acre+ the pmvincc eoc4luraging the kids to write and write well.
There wen other enwpmgiog signs. The fiit course
devoted to studying the prairie writcx was held at the Calgaryunive&ysndatthesamecam~aCamdimco~
ference of titers and critics was held this February.
Calgary authors James Gray and .Herbert Harkcx were
both on the national bcst4lc.r lists with their Booze and
Goldenrod books. Gray’s Booze was a highly-readable
followup to his Red Ligtrrs on the prniries and stamped
him as the West’s leading writer of popular history. Harker’s
story of an over-thehill bronc rid& trying for a comeback
in southern Alberta turned out to be the sleeper mxes
of the year. Another C&y writer, Hugh Dempsey, did
amazb& well in the West with his biography
_ op Cbicf

crowf&i

Edmonton author Ruby Wiebe’s Smries fmm Westem
Gmeda prompted Tomnto G&be book editor William

Reg Vickers
ONTARIO with its nationalistic young publishers aod its
Royal Comndsston on book publkhing showed the way,
but last y&r the West caught the wave of Canadiana that is
ding wros the country and appears to be riding it for all
its worth. The evidence:
.
-.-_.

French to wonder: ‘Why does the area between the Red
River and the Rockies produce more writers per acre than
any other part of Canada?”
Wiebe’s book was intercstig for another reason: it cottained a chapter from ,W.O. Mitch&t new novel. The
Vo&hing Point, due out this fail. Ivfitchcll’s book could
well be the most -cant W&em book this year.
Hurtig’s winner last year was James Maffircgor’sHiJlory
of Alberta, the fit such attempt in 50 years, and the
interest w+s so high that 300 copies went in one day atan
Edmonton department store. Another prairie writer to
make an impression was Regina’s Ken Mitchell whose fmt
novel, Wanden& R@r@, had a young rebel wandacmsJ the West. One reviewercalled Mitchell’s book “the
Canadian On the Road” On the West Coast, Victoria
novelist Alice Munro received national acclaim with Lives
of Girls and Women, which was judged the best Canadian
book last year at the Canadian BookseUers’+Lwociation
convention in Ottawa.
Bill Few, a professor of English literature at the Universily of British Colombii compared the litersture of Western
‘5
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Canada with that of the East in Articubzting West, which
John Gillese said “surpassed anything 1% seen pertaining
to the broad Canadian literary scene.”
Something is obviously stirring on these Prairie flatlands
and west of the Rockies too. Tiny publishing houses ere
sprouting up like crocuses io the springtime. Regional
publishingisthe coming thing hi the West and there appears
to be no shortage of authors to do the job. Cl

h&k chronide- her&I
Lorna Inness
IIwT CAN YOU say of a year which saw the popular taste
of readers dominated by Jonathan Livingstone Seagull (an
American book, by the way) on the one hand, and more
about the CPR from Pierre Berton on the other? Not that
best-seller lists are the whole answer to what is being read,
but they do point the way the wind h blowing.
Iaoking at the output from Canadian publishers in 1972,
one senses a little less of that militant Canadian nationalism
(It’s a Canadian book, by a Canadian, so there!) so evident
a few years ago. Canadians are writing, desigGng and publishing some first-rate books which can face the international markets without any sense of inferiority.

Small Canadian publishing companies from coast to
mast have added to their lists and widened their markets.

new press, for example, sent several of its authprs on drum
beating missions to the Maritimesand intends to repeat the
‘process this year. McClelland and Stewart followed the
lead of MaeCraw-Hill Ryerson and opened a business
ofiice in Halifax, covering the Maritime provinces. The
mushroomlike gmwth of the Mariner Book Shops chain,
the Maritimes’ fmt, in New Brunswick and Nova Scotia
is an indication that a booming market exists down east.
Concerning the 1972 crop, it has been our national good
fortune for the past few years to.see the publication of at
least one superb addition to the general Canadiana classification of heritage .of home and hearth. Una Abramson’s
God Bless Our Home was one; At Home in Upper Caneda,
by Mihinnick, was another; as was Heritege, by Symonsl
De Viiser. In 1972, The Barn, by Eric Arthur and Dudley
Witney, was an exceptional work, a timely study of a fast
disappearing feature of our landscape. Equally good in its
way, though of a narrow interest, was the Univetity of
Toronto Press’s Keep Me Werm One Night. The Rai!wqvs of
chnah, by Nii and Helma Mi, served to remind us that
there is railway history in eastern Canada, too.
One of the Maritimes’ outstanding writers, Hugh Ma&n“an, was represented in The Color of Gweda, writing the
text of the revised edition of another of those armchair
cross-country &our tours with, guess?, Peggy’s Cove and
the Cabot Trail.
I
Wti R Bird, with two dozen titles tdhis credit andnow
working on two man books, wrote not about his native
Nova Scotia this time, but about Newfoundland. His collection of short stories set in a remote Island outport in the
19208, Angel move, was widely popular, even registering on
‘the national bestAler list.
Veteran New Brunswick newspaperman Stuart Trueman
contributed My Life es (I Rose-Breested Gmsbmk, a collection of columns with the gentle humour for which he
has become known.
Helen J. Dow’s book dealing with the work of New
Brunswick’s Alex Colville was long averdue, but it would
be nice to see other studies of this artist, whae work merits
longrange views fmm a variety of directions.
One of the most excitingbooks to be lured out of the
Maritimes by a national publisher was The &stern Panther,
a real-life detective story in which Prof. Bruce S: Wright of
Fredericton sets out the results of some 20 years of study on
the trail of a magniticent animal long thought to be uc.tjnct.
For all its colourfid association with the sea, for all its
tradition. of wncks and rescues, Nova Scotia has failed to
produce a sea-adventure novel writer of the calibre of
B. I. Perraul~ And if there is a Margaret Atwood in this part
of the country, she has yet to surface.
History remains the thing local titers tend to do well.
And, in a province where the literary tradition includes the
fust dramatic presentation in North America (Theatre of
Neptune, Port Royal), Thomas Chandler Halibuton and
Joseph Howe, the latter quoted widely eYen today, this is
hardly surprising.
The development of sophisticated offset printing pmcesses has made a distinct impression in Nova Scotia. Not a
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decade ago, the publication of a made-in-Nova Scotia book
was a major event. More likely, a Nova Scotisn author had
been recogniaed by a central Canadian publishing company.
This Upper Canadian badge of acceptance was au accolade
keenlysought, but rarely achieved.
Now, two small publishing cmnpauies, Petheric Press
in Halifax and Lancelot Press in the town of Windsor, do a
thriving aperback business. Each year they add to their
Iists, mostly historicel studies or biographical materM
Iielifax was once de.scaibed’byIiugh MacLennan as a city
Dickens wouldhaveloved. That aknosphem, which persisted
until recently, is fast cben@g. The historian s#ii to
preserve somethiog of the traditional 19~century waterfront aspect of the city frequently fmds himself at loggerheads with the developer with visions of concrete and glass
&g into theheavens. The environment and city pIann&
for the future tend to be subjects of major interest. A local
group, the Heritage Trust, added to its published works this
past year withSasoned Timbers, a study of historic houses
in several counties of western Nova Scotia. The Pictou
Heritage Society, with the help of an LIP grant, produced a
book of artist LB. Jensen’s meticulous pen and ink sketches
of the town’s highly distinctive architecture.
In addition, small pinting companies will print privately
at a reasonable cost manuscripts brought to them. So it is
easier dew for the budding author, whose work might never
have seen the light of day if sent to a national publisher, to
get into print. The quantity is uo longer the problem; more
attention might be given to quality.
Another by-product of tbe offset process has been that it
has made practicable the reproduction of facsimile editions
at a fraction of the cost of the out-of-print volume. The
latter part of the 19th century saw the publication of a
succession of Nova Scotia county histories with a wealth of
local lore about early settlers, county development and
genealogical notes about leading families. These volumes,
long out of print end sceme., in some instances have been
banded down carefully fmm father to son. The Mika
Studio of Belleville, Ont., reprinted about a dozen of these
histories during 1972. They phm to do moxe this year.
ti has had the virtue of making the books av+lable,
especially for schools and hiraries lacking copies and for
those people with a special interest io them. A fust edition
of an out-of-print volume remains a f& edition and will
finds its own price, but the facsimile editions ban a useful
purpose of their own to serve.
blwitime books sell wall here, espeejauy during the
tourist season. One looks at the books about the West and
the North on the shelves here and wonti why Maritime
books are not more readily available io other parts of
Canada. Surely there is a vacuum that somebody could ffl?
Looking abead, let’s see some mom books about the
Caoadiao outdoors, about the wonder of the Iand itself.
Let’s see some more books on the changing nature of our
cities and their problems.
Glossy picture books of the North and of Indian and
&kimo art are fme and we have had some exocllent ones,
but how about more fmt-hand personal accounts about
what is going on in the North now, written by knowledge
able people - and not at the university study level with

every page with its leugthy footnotes and refereuces to
obscure studies and paper3 not available to the average
.
.
reader.
Let’s stop &iog so much on hdiau, Eskimo and other
etboic legends end foIk tales and let’s have some children%
books that either mine the lode of historical backSround
or deal with contemporary issues - with life in the suburbs,
in the cities. What about an B&no boy lim on the edge
of au oil drilling site, an Indian youngster in a British
Columbia fishing community, an Acadian boy on a farm
in New Bmnswkk, a young girl growing up iu Stratford
in the shadow of the theatre?
What about more biographies, at the young modems’
level. of distinguished contemporary Canadians, in other
fields besides spor$?
What the world’ needs now, es much as “love, sweet
love,” is some rib-tickling humour. I used to think that the
suggestion that Canadians were a people without much
humour wes a national Iiiel. Now I wonder. Without more
or less annual presentations by’Eric Nicol, Robert Thomas
Allen and Stuart Truemen, humour in Canada wouJd be io
a worse way. At least they keep some semblance of it on
the book shelves. The hayseed wit of Charlie Farquharson
goes down best in small ties. What we need is a new
humourist with topical subjects and a national appeal.
After all, it is not only the task of a book to educate,
to explain, to preserve a tradition. It can also be entm,
and there are still readers who ask pkintively: “Whet can I
read that’s amus@?” May 1973 keep them in mind. 0

vdncouver sun
Alan Fotheringham
distant past when ail the grubby
ink-stained wmtches of the press’ had a vast resentment
toward the toffs who laboured forTime,Inc. The contempt
for that brand bf journalism was justified, but what really.

THSRE WAS a time in the
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There are times when one must say something good
about vulgarizers - and about old Lute. 0

irked the pencil press were the outrageous salaries that the
Lute empire foisted on its minions.
Those of us who toiled f&‘what we assumed were more
worthwhile goals thought it somehow evil that Time men
wereas well-paid ti their counterparts in the business world.
The years have disabused us of those opinions, since it
has been made apparent that the h&l-flown salaries paid
the journalists at l%ne merely served in the long run to
drag up the salaries of those beneath theml. They set the
pace and Canadian newspapermen everywhere now benefit
from the scale they established.
There is a similar lesmn, I susp&t. in the Canadian book
world at the moment. The ogres in question are. of course,
Mr. Pierre Berton and Mr. Parley Mowat with - by retleation - Mr. Jack McClelland. There seems to be much
moaning and threshing about on the plllow,over the fact
that these two showmen, who also happen to be able to
write rather well, seem to monopolize that share of the
Gmss National Product apportioned td the literary world.
McClelland, it is complained, not only blmters and bullies
his way into grants from the taxpayer but dominates the
media to the extent that the public hardly knows other
publishing houses exist.
There is, one suggests, a vast fallacy in this weeping
indictment.
Mr. Berton and Mr. Mowat (as if anyone could stop
them) should be given their head. As the great vulgarizers,
they’ve done more for Canadian books in the past decade
than all the literary seminars and Canada CounclI grants
in Christendom. If both of them, like Hemingway, teeter
on the brink of becoming caricatures of themselves, that is
their own personal matter.
The point is that they are masters at self-publicity and
so, perforce, publicity about Canadian books . . . and
Cauadian authors . . . and books. Period. Books. I note in
my travels that both Ottawa and Victoria now have thriving
bookstores that deal only io Canadian books. I do not know
how many other cities have the same but if they do not at
present, they will in the future. That would not have
happened - not this quickly at any rate -without Berton
and Mowat, ihe superstars of aggrandizement.
One notes a recent Toronto Star list of best-selling books
In Canada. Every book on the list was Canadian. That has
never happened before. It was greatly boosted into being
by the two aforementioned gentlemen who are merchants
who can also write, writers who can aIso merchandise.
As for the first of the red-hot publishem, shy Jack
McClelland, his gimmicks and his extravagances offend the
more delicate in the book world. His grandstanding is
deplored. He has even gone to the extent, now that every
gossip-column drop has been squeezed out of the New Yorkgenre publiahineparty trick, of announciog that he has a
new gimmick: he will give no more publishing parties. He
gets news even out of each swing of the pendulum.
Mc4!lelland is merely the literary version of old Lute L.
settJng the pace for the less adventurous to follow. His publishing pymtechniis in fact do not monopolize the market,
shutting out obscure poets and cmators of thin books of
whimsy. He succeeds only in enlarging the marl+, with
benefits to all.
.

Max Laidlaw

cannot hope to read a year’s full output of
books, even those produced In a limltea ftid such aa
Canada. Observations, critical 01: complbpentary,. ,%refqre
must be restricted to t@se books that were selected for
mention ln my weekly Pmbie Bookshelf column.
Looking back on 1972, I did manage to review some 250
books - but precious few of these were Canadian.
I select books for review on the basis of variety of
interest - a wide selection of publlshera be& a secondary
A RBVIWER

UltiO”.

A review cohmm has to have a fairly wide appeaL It if
has not few oeode will read it and it Imes the first
requisite of a r&&r newspaper feature.
Canadian books did not score highly in the numbers 16
viewed by me largely because they seemed to lack reader
interest. As far as books published in the westem provinces
are concerned, few Indeed rated readlog at all, far less
mention in a cohmm.
Some tbne ago Canadian publishers pulled a long face
about the odds they encmmter in business tipetltioo and as the result of favmuable hearlegs in Toronto and
Ottawa they gained some monetary support.
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This ls perhape the worst possible evil that could have
befallen the Canadian publlshbrg industry. Siuce government grants have become available there has been a spate of
poorquality books, badly written and almost as badly
produced.
There has been a plethora of books, copiously dotted
with four-letter words. so that even aettibe rid of review
copies has become soiethbrg of a pr~blem~1, for one, dl.+
Bke sending pages Eiled wltb fdth, in word quality and
sensual situations, to any old folks home!
I have refused - and wiil continue to reiuse -to review
books written by authors so poverty-stricken in vocabulary
and devoid of artistic lmagh~stlon that they descend to the
gutter for expression
Inone stroke, then, a good many - in fact a depressingly
large number - of Canadian books are cast into the category of not-worth-reading.
The sooner govemm ents and counciis providii grants
cease giving away the herd-earned tax doilars of the average
Canadian to feckless, insensitive and often obviously hicompetent publishers and authors, the better it wlli be for
the whole art of Canadian writing.
Of course, I feel this also about music and painting.
Writers, musicians and artists shouid be compelled to work
for their keep like the rest of us and be thrown off the welfare wagon of Canada Council grants and other hand-outs.
Not all Canadian books are filled with fdth. The vast
majority are simply poor stuff - badly written text and’
shoddily produced.
Just a few of them are worth reading - but even a considerable percentage of the few are spoiled either through
inconsistency of style, poverty of expression, lack of
hnagination in development, or faihrre on the part of the
author to check on details.
*
This matter of checking detaiis is ali important - much
more important than the average author or publisher
seemstorealize.
For instance, some time ago I read Prof. Arnold Toynbee’s From M&r to Nile and although I enjoyed his work
immensely, it rankled that he had made an error in placing
one of the more inaccessible African rivers which I had
visited.
I wrote and pointed this out to him and he courteously
replied, remarking that he should have checked his getgraphy. He said he had received severel letters fmm across
the world pointing out the same error and that a correction
would be made in later printings.
Not so a Canadian author named Adrienne Clarkson.
When her most successful book, Hunger Tmce, was criticized because, despite interesting situations into which her
heroine fell, she had spelled a Regina street iucorrectiy,
she wrote back in au injured tone.
Newspaper writers quickly discover that no matter what
subject they write about, there is always someone among
the readers who knows a great deal about the subject and
that checm detail is a daily requisite - not merely for
good writing but so that their job on the newspaper may
be retained.
Authors of books should lmpoae on &mselves an
equally rigorous regimen of checkiig and doublechecking
for the correctness of details.
What then were the outstanding Canadian books of
1912?
Many reviewers were kind to Pierre Berton for his railway tomes. In point of fact I found Nick and Hehua Mika’s
pictorial History of the Railmwys of Gma&. published by

Mffi~w-Hill Ryerson, adequate to ineet my interest in that
particular subject.
Some reviewers, too, were kind to James Gray of Calgary
for his two books, Booze and Rad L&hts on the Auririej I
found both books inadequate since they whetted the ap
petite in subject matter but fell sadly short of posslliBties
in execution.
These two subjects then, in my opinion, are still awaithrg disting&ed authorship.
Ken Mitchell’s Wandering Raffere failed to excite and
although it did not fall into the slongh of sentiment in
which James M. Mhdfle’s recollections af his younger days
stumbled, it, lie the books of Gray. whetted rather than
satisfied interest
In passing it might be remarked that Shaun Hermp of
Winnipeg started bravely with his Mim books but suc&eding volumes never came up to the narrative standard of the
fmt.
The past 12 months have seen the usual spate of books
of personal reminiscences. That by Fred Men&I of S&atoon was the best of those in the West. The worst was undoubtedly a badly written, boring book by another Saskatoon businessman which should never have got past the
publisher’s reader.
Bob Symons of Regina was praised for some of his
books pubiished in the last year or two - the best of them
in 1972 - but these; for me, were spoiled by amateur
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Canadian publishers, if they wish to pull .the poor
quality of Canadian authorship up by its bootstraps, will
have to be much more crlticai at the fundamentai reader’s
level -the fellow who samples the manuscripts.
What then, did I like in the 1972 publishing field?
The answer is - precious little.
One of the best books of its kind was alittlevolume by
Doubleday, Dr. Fred& Maynard’s Raisins and Almonds
which told of a Jewish family in a Prairie village peopled
by mid-European ethnic groups.
Perhaps the book I enjoyed most, however, was David’
Plowden’s Floor of the S.@, published by Clarke Irwin, a
Sierra Club volume of picturus and text about the Great
Plains south of the border and much of which could apply
so well to the Canadian mid-West
Here, then, is another ftid for a Canadian author to
t a c k l e .

Mel Hu#ig of Edmonton deserves great credit for his
Canadiana reurlnts. uarticuiarlv the uresentation volumes.
Coles reprh& on $ other &d, are’ of a ;peciaBst nature
andsammt be expected to have the same appeai
Of all the Canadian books I received, I got most pleasure.
fmm Jean Suthesland Bog& The Natiomrl Gallery of’
Gum& and, on the international publishing scene, perhaps
more than any other book I valued the new slngievoIume
edition of Arnold Toynbee’s.% Smdy ofHistoty pubBshed
by the Oxford University Press. It may be more than a
coincidence that my top choice for 1971, but reviewed in
1972, WasMilestones ofH&toty, edited by S.G.F. Brandon,
a Norton of New York book published in Canada by
George J. McLeod, Toronto.
Although not perhaps of such general appeal. as Rarsh
of Ottawa’s Faces of our Time, published by the University
of Toronto Pregs some thne ago, Longmau of Canada’s
In a Sacred Manner We Live, a book of text and
photographs of the North American Indiansby Edward S.
Curtis, will long hold a revered place in my personal lipxary.
What v&uldIBke toseein 1973inthepubBsMngworid?
9
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master plan. It included 51.5 million in diit and indirect
subsidies for 1972, witb more promised in successive years.
About a third of that amount was earmarked to set up an
export corporation jointly with the publishers to make a
vigorous effort to sell Canadian books in ‘the rest of the
world - especially the United States, Britain and Fence which has heretofore studiously ignored them.
The balance, about $1 million, will be administered by
the Canada Council which, 1 suspect, undertook the msponsibiity with some reluctance. And so it shod& its
traditional independepce from the government in.otXce has
been seriously compromised.
Ontario’s Royal Commission on Publishing. meanwhile,
offered lo~ioterest loam totsUng just over g800,OOO~to
four Ontario publishers to give them working capital. (At
least one of them, Peter Martin Associates, sent back its
Sl2,OOO as being worse than nothing. Martin wanted considerably more.) The Commission’s final report is expected
momentarily; it’s hard to imegine what else it can recommend, short of doJing the border to $I foreigo books.
No one can deny that Canada needs a hea#hy indigenous
publishing industry, but some of the methods now being
taken to ensure it, I think, raise serious questions. In the
first place, there should be some concern for quality. yet
the kind of force-feeding now takii place not only won’t
guarantee bettor C&adien books, Put is almost certain to
produce a ilood of mediocre Canadiana Good editors, who
must provide quality control, have always been scarce in
Canadian publishing. But aside fmti that, the pressure will
be to produce more books, without regard to me@, to
qualify for higher gmots.
Theo there’s the ludicrqus aspect of the system which
pretty much guarantees that the bigger the publisher, the
bigger the grant. This will put the wealthy &clean-Hunter
company, which may soon own Macmillan of Canada acd
already owns a major share of new press, near the head o.f
the line when the charity is dispensed.
Another aspect of the grant program that is questionable
is the government’s apparent insistence that any book
purchased by the Canada Council for free distribution
(a dubious part of the scheme, but that’s another story)
must be printed in Canada. Canadian publishers frequently
have their books printed io Europe and Hong Kong to hold
down costs; Oberon Press, for example, would probably
have been unable to survive if it had not done so. If publishers are forced to print io this country, the subsidy In
effect will go not to the publisher, as intended, but to the
printer. Them’s no ejidence that the Canadian printing
industry is in trouble.
Afurtherstep reportedly being considered by the Canada
Council is also cause for concern. Authors have always 16
ceived grants from the Council with no restrictions as to
who might ultimately publish their book. This is as it
should be; the more potential markets for a work, the better.
Stories are not uncommon of authors who made the rounds
of as many as a dozen publishers before fmding one who
would accept the manuscript.
Now, at the m&g of the Independent Publishers Association, which has the ear of .Ottawa, the Council is
apparently ready to insist that sn author who receives a

Frankly, I don’t know.
I see no future for Canadian writers so long as they are
spoon-fed by grant-gorged publishers. First thiog, I would
like to see is Canadian art standing on its own legs- writers
who have their books published because they can write,
publishen who meet the competition because they publish
better books than the others, musicians who create music
that contxiiutes to the art of music, and painters who put
artistic work on canvas.
Possibly this fundamental change \&Id ‘pduce writing,
books, music and painting which would contniute to the
artistic development and cultural achievement qf this young
nation. 0

the globe TV mail.
William French’
BXCELLENT Canadian books were published during
1972, and; as always, scune bad books appeared too, but the
year’s output wa9 o&hadowed by political developments
in publishing. Government intervention in the c+uoe of
nationalism reached unprecedented levels, and the foreign
“debI&” in the publishing business were givea clear notice
that fmm now on they are second&s% citizens.
SOME

status as partId wards of ot&a with e&Wiasm. If
any of them had doubts about th& ability to maintain their
independence while sccep~ the govemment’sfavours, thw
weren’t expressing them. And although there are laws
against sIl kinds of discrimination in this country, they
obviously don’t apply to publishing; no civil rights group
protested the separation of pu@hera into Good Guys and
Bad Guys.
The federal government’s big move came iu February,
when Gerard Pelletier, as secretary of state, outlined the
new
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grant must have his book published by a Canadian publisher.
Such a step would undoubtedly be beneticird to domestic
publishers, but would be grossly unfair to the authors, and
to&e fums such as Doubleday, McGraw-Hill, Longmans,
Oxford University Press and so on who have - let’s admit
it - made a significant contribution to Canadian literature.
If Ottawa doesn’t wmt foreign publishers operating in
Canada, it should say so, and kick them out the front door,
instead of tryi”g to achieve the same result sneakily. It
would be a ridiculous thing to do, in my opinion, a Ugandatype solution to the problem, and would be a” open
invitation to Canadian publishers to become more parochial,
ins&r and ineftXent than they am.
If, on the other hand, Ottawa wants to take a positive
approach and strengthen Canadian Literature as well as
Canadian publishing, there are two thhgs it ca” do. Most
Canadian publishers agree that their biggest problem is a
shortage of working capital, .and the success of McClelland
3nd Stewart since it got its Sl million loan from the Ontario
Government seems to bear this out. Ottawa should follow
the Ontario example and make low-interest loans available
to all publish= who need thep.
Secondly, the federal government should ~-channel the
money it is now handing out to publishers to deserving
authors. It is still ndt possible for an author in this country
- with a few exceptions - to make a living solely from
writing, The nurturing of a healthy Canadian literature
needs to be at the source, the creative end, and there’s
nothing in the current program to encourage writers. Without writers - real writers - what will Canadian publishers
do with all their money? .O

toronto daily star
Kilrlre Dobbs
IN THE MAGGOTY womb of govemnent, pdlicy was slowly
gestating throughout 1972. The mountainous bureaucmcles
would labour, would bring forth plagues of ridiculous mice.
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The Caoada CountU’sAndr6 Fortier, former assistant undersecretary of state, a”“ounced a program in aid of Canadianowned book-publish@ houses. A program not made in the .
Canada Council, which cares for writers and schohs, but in
the academy of projectors called the Department of the
secretary of state.
Secretary of State Gerard Pellet& meant well, intendll
no harm to writers. After sll, he was a writer himself and
a patron of writers. He mliy have been a little confused,
though, by the fact that in the muller Toronto pobUshi”g
house% writer and publisher were sometimes the same
person. Dave Godfrey of new d&-s. president of the Inde
pendent Publishem’ Association. had carried off a GovernorGeneral’s Award with his novel The New Ancemrx In 1972
his partners, Roy,Ma&bnmi”g and James Baque, brought
out novels of their own.
Everyone was watching Margaret Atwood. In the fall
she had two new’ books in the best-seller lists. She wasalert
for insults to the IPA She wan helping to initiate a writ&
union. It was not beyond possllity that she’s get herself
elected president of the lPA ln 1973 and president of the
projected writers’ union as well. That way she could
negotiate with herself.
The Ontario Royal Commission spoke sternly against.
American monopoly of paperback distribution in Toronto.
It all worked out very nicely. thank you, for Maelea”Hunter, who patr%oticslly substituted native for foreign
monopoly. They had had Stan Fillmore in as a consultanf
to see whether the odds and ends ?f book-publishing carried
on by thell various departments could be efftiently coordinated. Whatever he told them, they seemed to haw.
discovered a better way to publish books than doing them
inside the corporation. They made a bid for Maunllla”,
a cause for rejoic& a branch plant broken off and stock
into the holy ground of Canadian ownefship; a link with the
foreign house that published Kipling, Yeats, Thomas Hardy
and their like, replaced by ties with the house that publishes Gmadinn Bus’& l’tuck.
Then there was Maclean-Hunter’s association with new
press, anhxreasiog facial hold. AU in all, a promising way
to get into books. Maunillanites had always worked for a
handful of fish-heads and the smell of Sir Iiarolds breath;
new press people for little more than the glory of being ln
the saBme house with novelists. None of them had been
spoiled by the Kltschy glamour of the magailne business;
egos might be almost as.i”tlated, but salaries,‘never.
Ideologues who expected nothing but good from Cana‘dian ownership would learn that take-over people are much
of a muchness, whatever thell citizenship. The only reading
that interests them is the balance sheet.
Canadian book-buyers gave loyal support to Canadian
books in 1972, to judge from the Toronto&w’s best4ler
lists. This was not necessarily a result of nationalist agitation,
except in the school and college markets. Canadians have
always pnferred Canadian books, if they can it good ones.
As for the bad ones, no need to buy them. The Secxetery
of State is giving them away in bushels. 0
.
For books in French Conada in 1972, see over.
1
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BOOKS IN FRENCH CANADA: 1972
quebec
By Pierre Cloutier
IP,Z WASN’T a bad year at all. Since
1970, Jacques H6berPs Editions du
Jour had been promoting Robert Laffont publications in Qudbec. When.
Laffont published the French edition
of Gennaine Greer’s The Fernale Eunuch he expected to sell 1,000 copies
in the province. Editions du Jour a*
tually sold 25,000. From December
1972 onwatds Robert Laffont coedited Pierre Billon’s “L’ogre de Barbark”, Felix Leclerc’s “Carc+jou ou
le diable des bois”, Marie Claire Blais’
‘Le Loop”, Victor Levy Beaulieu’s
“Les grands p&es” and Jacques Fermn’s “L’amdIanchier” in France. Qu&
bee literature a&lewd a breakthrough
on the European market and it was a
major event for ,the people in the
business.
So was He& Bazl& recent pub&
cation of his last novel, “Lesri de la
chouette” ‘at Editions La Presse. “I
publish ln Qudbec”, .said B&n, who is
vice-president of the AcadZmie Goncourt, “ t o decentralize francophone
culture. IPs everywhere, not only in
Paris but in Qudbec, Dakar, Manakech
or Tamnative.” You’re a white man
Hen+.
“La francophonie oui,je colonialio
me culturel non! ” replied Pierre de
BellefeulIle and Alan Pontaut in La
betaille du livre (LemCac. Mont&l).
The Con.4 supdriew du livre and the
Association des dditeucl canadiens had
denounced the monopolistic approach
and inflationary pricing polloy of Hachette, the multi-milllon dollar corporate editing house. De BellefeuiUe
pointed to the So&t6 gdn&ale de
fmancemen~‘s involvement lo the establishment of a Hachette power base
ln Qtibec and called the company’s
efforts to promote Qudbec books on
the French market a monumental farce.
Hachette policy has been even more
of a farce as there is demand for

Qudbecois literature in both France
and Be@um. Jacques Godbout’s D’umow Pe (Hurtobise HMH/Bdltions do
S&l) wasrecommended to the readers
of Le Nouvel Observeteur. L’Express
and Le Poblt. FtonceSoir critics said:
lacquer Cadbout r&pit la pmuesse
d e nous faire aimu ca ronal &it
pour ainsi dbe en vznion origbmle
PN rowtitre. Eberlu&, now d&conwons un univers verbal asnre pro&e
du n&e mais cent his @us color’&

In Brussels, Le Soir spoke of “. . . Godb o u t , le Queneau qudbecois . _ .”
In Paris, L’Aurore described his style
a s “%ert, sowent dmtique, pulssamment imagin?, while Nowelles Lit&
mkes called Dknour PQ Godbout’s
‘6 . . . mman d’amour avec la langue
que%ecoise”. Hachette has us outmanoeuvered but lo France Pternelie
nous adore
When Autonine Maillet received her
honorary Doctorate from University of
Moncton last year, she said:
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Her Don i’orignal (Collection @man
Acadien, Editions Lemdac) is a novel
born of the Romantic urge to create a
empus of indigenous folk myth and
fable and to embody it in the dialect of
the people, the real language of real
men. To wit: “Bath&he de sacosche
de god&he de hell.” “La t?Ue de Jos a
Pit & Boy g Thomas Picot&Vien.+que
je-t’arrache.” Both Don I’Or&ui and
Maillet’s Pointeeux-Coques are t h e
fables of a nation which will not die out.
“L’ogre de barbarle”, (Robert Laffont/Editions du Jour, Mont&l, 1972)
is by Pierre Biion. a young FrenchCanadian novelist of Swiss origin, already known as the author of a
published thesis on the American psychologist Carl Rogers as well as publications on Jung, Gaston Berger and
Anton Makarenko.
“L’ogre de barbark.” bls fit novel,
deals with the underground railway
which brought Jewish refugees to
Switzerland during the second world
war and with the rampnt, unacknowledged corruption and intrigue which
are the inevitable by-products of armed
contlict. The narrator is a ten year old
girl whose poignant and ironic cons&ousness of what she sees and hears
cultivates the reader’s interest in ainbipity, a quality sometimes conveyed
tbmugh puns which are not necessarily
the lowest form of wit. A subtle bock
in the impressionistic tradition ofJames

victor

The” them was Marie Claii Blals
wlth Le /oup (Editions du Jour). When
Une saison ldons Ir vie d’Emmenue1
came out in 1965, its litany of flogged
urchim, homosexual seminarians and
hunchback adolescent prostitutes made
it an uncanny and, I thought, extravagant document on the pathological
mystique of the battered child. As
Peter Coveney points out in TheImage
of childhood a society’s attitude to
its attitude of life..
plications of the novel turned me off.
Le loup bursues Blais’ study in the
physiology of evil but it is the work of
a sober, disciplined and mature literary
mind. Its discrete, elliptic and fundameqtally Christlln first person d e
seription of a male homosexual consciousness will destroy the complacent
certainty of those who prefer to ignore
the dark and forbidding regions of the
mind which Marie .Claire Blais’ black
art is charting now.
Emmanuel Cocke produced L’em
memscrit de la m&e morte, (Editions
du Jour). “I am not a real writer” says
Cocke, “but a peripatetic melting pot
of audiovisual sensatioris, a kind of
extra-terrestrial space contmlUng all.
I no longer write fhwrite and only
total literature captivates me. But tbis
ls a secret between myself and I: I am
the center of a circle whose diameteT
is elastic”.

Lay Beaulien

“what if Bob Dylan knew how to
write? I feel he would produce works
Iike Cocke’s. The Cocklan novel is
imagination holding the reins of power
at last,” wiote Robert-Guy Scully in
Le Devoir. Gilies Ryim wondered at
the birth of a new Co&au: ‘11 est
6poustouflant. 11 est Ssistible.”
Editions du Jour put out two books
by Victor Levy Beaulieu - Un r&e
Q&ecois and Jack Kemuac, esmi
poulet. Beaulieu is a novelist whose
work has been influenced by PSvert,
Queneau and R6jean Ducharme. He
has become one of the forwnost ex. ponents of Jounl literature, using unorthodox typography, puns, portmauteau words as well as the force, tang
and blasphemy of Qudbec proletarian
French. Cultural Affairs Minister Claire
Kirkland Casgrain and others now
ahvitter eves the literary use of dialect
should read a Little Faulkner and
TennesJee WUliams as a mppl&nent de
culture. Studies by Wliam Labov and
Raven I. l&David Jr. are also relevant.
During the last five years Beaulieu
has made his presence felt through his
work as a” outspokenliterary journalist
and editor. The director of Dimensions,
he was fmd in 1969 for allowing the
publication of Yves Michaud’s article
on monop&es in the media. Dimensions belonged to Power Corporation.
In June 1971 he protested agaimt
Ottawa’s use of the War Measures Act

and asked the Cariada Council to cancel
the scholarship awarded hhn while
writing his Jack Kemuac, essaipmlet.
In March of 1972 Bcaulleu published
his “La polltique culturellez une dQ
misslou effrayante de Qukbec” in L e
Devoir, castigating the Qu6bec government foritslndolent and uncompetitive
pollcles which were no match for the
Council’s “efftient” and ‘Welligent”
approach to the problem. Qu6bec had
cut publication grants while G6nrd
Pelletier was promising two million
dollars of the same.
I” Utz r&e qz@becoic his gothic
hrlaliml is very reminiscent of Polausky’s Repulsion If an urban archetype
is emergine out of the Quebec novel it
is that of Mont”4 - “Morial Mart”
Beaulleu callsit - as a Mtdebolge above
which army choppers full of cmck
assault troops are hovering. The de
lirious consciousness of Joseph David
Barthdldmy Dupuis is at the center of
the book which shifts from middleupper to lower class dialect, the preJent
to the past, a “Ornlal perception of
phenomena to demented insanity without dmwiG clear cut boundaries be
tween each, and Les gmnds p&es
almost becomesan objective correlative
to acute psychosis. Is this a violent
book? Morial Mart’s a mean town
when you’re born on the wrong side of
the tracks. Would more schmaltz be a
better public relations investment for
that other great founding nation and
so on and so for&? Not as long as city
slum dwellers are pmvided the substandard housing, food and education
whose inevitable end-result is Barth616
my Dupuis, the pathology of physical
and intellectual deprivation.
In 1970 Beaulieu traveled to New
England to write a La Resse article ou
the Fmneo-American diaspora of Manchester, Nashwa, Worcester and Lowell,
Massachusetts, Jack Kemuac’s home
town. Two years later he published his
long essay on Kerouac. New England
has produced internationally known
scholars and diplomats of French origin - WillDurant, the historian, Urbaiu
Ledoux, long time US consul in Eumpe
- as well as countless spi@ng mill
hands who worked seventy-two hours
a week and earned twenty-four dollars
a month in the Petit Canada. It is
Kerouac as the defeated offspring of a
culture being phased out who Beaulieu
13
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speaks of when he writes: ,
.
. . . Jack es* le meilkur mmancia
mnadien-franqais de ~Impuiwncc et
MiLi pourqua il es* important que
noulannexlonr wn oew?e -Lklctau
SLX, c’ert 1 mertte sur le m&w.
rayon qu’lhc saison chms Ir vie d’Emmumel de Marie Cl&a Blsis eu cer
&“a livre&itmier se rdpondent l’un
a l’autw. (puisard de nw aftlictions
et de nos manqwments et de nor
ornnces et de no01 cowbatuns culturelies et de n&e ali6natic.n et de
nolm m1onintion).

*

and Jock Kernwq essei poulet bresks
out of the conventional essay form, to
become a perhaps disparate but vivid
and experiential defbdtion of Kemuac’s
coudition as an exile. Again, Beaulieu
is “‘for the Mongols and against ‘the
Persians,” for the street and against the
ivory tower. “II fsut commences dam
la bsrbarie, 1 faut ddcapiter, mutiler,
Ctriper.” He speaks of Kerouac in the
light of what he sees as the psychopathology of oppnssion in Qu6bec
society. His credibility rests on whether
one share3 the view that things are
falling apart and mere anarchy ls being
loosed upon the world. That’s up for
grabs. Some thought the Land was
Strong. But the people didn’t believe a
word of it.
Jaques Ferron, who also publishes
with Editions du Jour, was enother
writer with two books to his credit ’ La chaise du maticha~fmt and Le
SobsHies. Dum the early sixties,
Jaquu Fermn described himself as a
minor writer slill learning his craft
In ‘72, Victor Levy Beaulieu called
hbu “the most important writer” In
Quebec His La cheise du merSalfmmt is a pastiche of Quebec oral
literature as well as a contentious and
allusive chronicle of the province’s
political life. Qudbecois folk tales, like
their Irish counterpart, have given the
devil his due fmm time immemorial
end the chaise is the devil’s magical
chair which travels -from Cap-Chat to
the artXclal ruins on Mackenzie King’s
property and from there to the West
Indies after which Satan repents and
becomes, says Ferron “my uncle Bmile,
the Boer war veteran.”
In May, L’Assoclation des 6crivains
delangue fim$aise awarded Fermn the
pnj, l+mzce-Q&bec for his 1971 book
Les mses slruveges. In September, the
Doctor, wearing a djellaba and “sing a
pick up truck as his podium kicked off
the Rhinoceros party federal campaign

-.

in the wilds o f t h e Hemmingford
Safari. As Eminence of the Great Horn
he propo+ed that the War Measures Act
be perpetually enforced so as to guamntee Canadian unity, and that the biggest
works program ever seen in the country - the levelling of the rockies - be
implemented.Un October 11th 1972
the Rhinos invaded the Casanous, a
coffeehouse situated above the Espannola Association on Sherbrooke street.
The.Canadian army dii not inteluene.
In November, Le Saint-Elius was published.
The novel describes history as it
might have been r&her than history as
it was but the poet doesn’t Lie when
he speaks of the Sainf-El&s, a sailing
ship built by the people of Bat&an
so that they might go out to sea agaio,
red&over Europe and’plant the Cross
there.
Ferron’s tale betrays a love of the
common people, as well as of the
notaries, priests and doctors who can
.now be looked at through the collective
rear view mirror, standing out as the
strlkIIy evocative figures of earlier;
simpler times. This is what Leacock
would have written had he had a sense
of tragedy and Fermn’s Bat&can is not
only alittle town in the sunshine: somehow, one can’t help feeling that it lies
at the centre of the world.
A more systematic critic would have
a number of authors pilloried here

because their works am not divinely
inspired. fall tot hold the mirror up
to nature, proceed from the fancy
rather than the imagination, lack organic structure or wlll not contniute
to national unity. I say that Gabrielle
.Roy’s Cet Ct6 gui chatztait is about
the birds and the bees and quite
suitable for a pm-teen public. In Andti
Langevin’s L ylan d’Amiti9rique a girl
taking a shower is “ . . . nue, lb& B
l’eau chaude d’un flux intemporel . . .”
while “ . _ : “ne joie pmfonde; sauvsge,
ssns cause, d6tach& de tout acte et
d’elle m6me la submerge.” and one
cannot help feelii that Andti should
keep the philomphie out of the bafgnoire and simply have the d&thing
thoroughly tubbed and scrubbed. Mich6le Mallhot’s La mart de l’am.!g&e
reads like a random series of’rejecta
from Fellinl’s cut- mom floor. Ms.
Msilhot once said that “l’dcrlture est
mon r&e conscient” and it is. As to
Louis-Philippe Hebert’s R&its des
tempe ordinaires, 1 simply find. t h e
book unintelligible. Enough on this.
Poetry. We haven’t sajd a word
about it, have we? Therq was Gllles
HenaulPs Signaux p o u r b voyants
(Editions de PIiexagone), a collected
edition of works published from 1941
to 1962 by ti man who has remained
silent for a decade, there was also
Souvqge (Editions des Forges) by Jean
Larivi&e, Frsnso&Pierre Dery’s Emcrotion which is the second publiition
of the Collection Solstice. There were
C6cile Cloutier’s Gzblogmmmes (Chembelland) as well as Guy Desllets’ (In
violon nu (Editions Lemdac). Femand
Quellette also published his anthology
Poke (La Editions de l’tlexagone),
hcludmg work written between the
early fifties and 1971.
Pierre L&r, better known as Piermt
le Fou at the Casanous and ln the
cdnades of the counterculture came
out with Embcrke man amour, c&I
pas “ne joke (Mainmise), and that
marijuanem Denis Vanier published
his Lesbiemzes d’Acid (Collection Paroles), which is the year’s freak out.
Sylvsin Lell&re, Jsques Boulerice
and Robert Lalonde’s work should
also be mentioned. Paul Marie Lapointe
was awarded tbeplix David and in mid
September, Rina Lasnier’s complete
works came out in Fides’ Collection
du Ndnuphar. The two volume edition
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includes work which had been out of
print for some tie, “Madones Canc
diennes”, “Le chant de la montde”,
“ES.XleS”, “Prdsence d e I’absenee”,
“Mdmoire sans jours”, “Lea g&ants”,
“L’arbre blanc”, and “Poknes angleis”.
Essays. Louis Wiznitzer isLal4es.w
US correspondent. He also writes for
Le Nouwl Obsetwteur and Entreprise.
In 197 1 he was awarded tbe Overseas
Club Award for Best Reporting for his
remarkable series of articles on North
Viet Nam. His L’Am&ique en crise
(L.es editions la Prcssc), is a comprehensiveassessment of contemporary
America as seen by: one of its better informed foreign observers. Stagtlation,
welfare, the black problem, the Presidency, medicare, the military-industrial
complex, drugs, Wiiitzer enfitles his
chapters with the household words of a
society in crisis and although the kind
of highly circumstantial instant history
he is writing will invariably date as the
political scene shifts, the book is as
good a play by play account of the
.end of the American dream as has
been published in Canada.
Violence is not as Qudbkcois as Ms.
Benoit’a touitieres. The country’s first
political assassination in a century went
far beyond the low Canadian level of
tolerance for the use of force towards
achievement of so=caUed political aims,
and Jacques J_acoursi&e’s @rmc citoyem (Editions La Presse), gives a.
meticulousaccount offacts known and
not so well known.
What else? The fit book of Nabn
Kattsn’s tittimrwe des Am&iques
(Hurtubise). Lemeac’s edition of Michel
Tremblay’s Les belles socurs (Coil.
‘Th6atte c-anadien) and of DubBs Manuel as well as a monumental study La
vie gokmte et libertine en In Nouvelk+
fiance du XVIIe si&le; the third tome
of George Bmile Lapabne’s memoirs
Le pomdis du powoir, 1960-64 and
WUfrid Pelletier’s Une symphonic in:
achev&
Parti-Pris is also publishing Pierre
Codin’s Histoire politique de LoRese,
and L’nnti Trudeau by a number of
people who happen to share an intense
dislike for the Prime Minister. And
that’s the weather picture in QuCbec.
Salut! 0

known the painter Luigi Scarpini, ‘the

FROM THE LOINS OF
FAMILIARITY
sir,
Is it your policy to use reviewers
who know tbe author personally? If
so, I find this deplorable. If not, then
one must assume that Gordon Black,
who reviewed my book S&w&y Night
at theBagelFactmy amfotherMonlreo1
Stories in the October issue of Books
in Canada, didn’t mention to you
before writing his shallow and vindictive
review that we knew each other rather
well, from Bxpo ‘67 where we worked
together, and we’ve had chance meetings since then in Qttawa and Toronto.
Though this is the first time I’ve replied
to a review, I find it necessary in this
case if only to suggest that Black’s
acquaihtanceship with the author, and
with one of the subjects in Sah&ay
Night at the Bagel Factory - who is a
friend of his - prevented him from
writing a fair and impartial review.
Black, 1 suspect, wrote with a chip on
his shoulder. Because he knows tbe
Montreal painter Luigi Scarpini, from
the story “The Winter Agony of Luigi
Scarpin?‘, and obviously didn’t lie my
story on him, he approached the entire
book in a smartaed, catty. negative
way. In fact, it shocked me to fmd
Gordon Black’s name on the review,
and then to read it. It seemed like a
cheap literary trick, journalistically andcritically -most unethical. More so
if he failed to mention to the editor of
Books in Canada that he knew me,
which is probably the case since it seems
highly unlikely that you would solicit
revie.ws from acquaintances of authors.
However, since I’ve started to reply,
let me try to answer some of Black’s
biting. He gathers his ammunition
from the Luigi story and uses it to
nastily shoot down the entire book.
Admittedly, “The Winter Agony of
Luigi Scarpini” may not be the most
successful of the 18 stories; however, I
stand by it, and it was, incidentally,
the hardest to write. If Black thought
he could do better, he should have
tried, but obviously he prefers being a
book reviewer. Black writes: “I hati-

gentleman bohembm from Perus
since 1960. Never has he expressed the
slightest desire to become mayor of his
native city.” I have known Luigi since
1960 as well, if not before that, and
though he has not recently expressed
the desire to become mayor of Perugia,
he used to talk about it in Stanley
Street coffeehouses. There were witnesses to that. Perhaps Black didn’t
know Luigi that well. He accuses me of
letting “this petty ambition” dominate
tbe whole sketch, then he refers to a
passage in my story about tbe concubines and maidens waiting for the
future mayor, and he says “this has
nothing to do with Luigi.” Black omits
to mention that it’s very clearly stated
in the story that this passage is an
excerpt from an earlier fictional treatment on Luigi, and was used to show
how inadequate it really is to try to
draw Luigi as .anytig other than a
flesh-and-blood person. Luigi, as he is,
is substance enough. There is no need
to fictionalize. That I brought in a
fictional paragraph in a non-fmtion
story - combining the two - may
have shocked a crusty reactionary like
Black, but invention is what makes the
world tick, Gordon, pal.
Black goes on to say: “Bell should
have made mom of Scarpini’s Montreal
harbor forays, his shipboard feastinga
with captains and crews, his political
discussions.. _” etc. I’ve tried to probe
a little deeper into Scarpini not to
write a two-dimensional newspaper
account. Fantasy journalism, Black
calls. it That term does not offend
me, although I would perhaps prefer
romantic non-fiction. Scratch outjourn&m Scarpini once told me that he
had been approached by Black himself, who wanted to write a story on
him, but refimzd. Why? Could it be
because the story would have been
dull. Flat. Boring. Uninterestig. Full
of lard,: lie Gordon himself. Not
enough fantasy? Flaccid? Blackseems
to feel that I’ve done a bad turn to his
friend; perhaps he feels that he is the
only one capable of writing an acceptable portrait of Luigi, and is slighted
because another journeyman has tried
to capture bnmortaUy Luigi’s mm ahd
exquisite personality. Let me say right
here and now, in case there,are any
doubts about where my sympathies and
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OF THE PEOPLE AND’
FOR THE PEOPLE

affections lie, that one Luigi Scarpint
is worth a million Gordon Black%. One
splendidly alive and suffering artist is
worth a billton snarky critics.
To give just one more example of
gorgeous Gordon’s pokes, referring to
my statement in The BeUoon hfan ‘his pageant of balloons floating in
HUGH GARNER (Canadian Writars 81 Their Works)
bright ecstacy over shoppers’ heads. . .
DOUG FL?THEi&NG
is a symbol of new Montreal”, Black
Forum
H&w;
pper $1.25: 80 w
speculates that they may also symbcdii “escapism from the cultural
reviewed by Jim Christy
clash - just as the author’s AntiSerious Society foolhardily intiltratm
the 1969 McGill confrontation with a
CRITICS AND REwBWERS BTe &?“kXa”y
order but until then the monographs,
sign reading ‘After the Riot, Eat at
disparaging
of
Hugh
Gamer
and
the
of which this is the first, will have to
Joe%. ‘Tch, tch, Gordon, do you
younger
generation
never
mentions
his
suffice.
Thts little book is actuaUy
think that everyone in Qudbec is con“ame,
if
indeed
they
know
it
at
all;
about
as
good
a job of work as one is
cerned every hour only with the“politiyet
Gamer
has
seven
books
inprint,
liable
to
fmd
in
a genre not exactly
WI reality? ” Is that, incidentally, why
a
uniform
paperback
edition
of
his
studded
with
diamonds
of insight and
you’ve chosen to live in Toronto? To
work,
his
own
display
cartons
in
Co&
ommlos
of
originality.
escape Quebec’s political reality? Don’t
and now a biocritical monograph
What makes this monograph bnyou thbrk there’s room for at least one
about
him.
Someone
must
read
Hugh
portant
to otherthan cribbing students
writer - who’i”cidentaUy spends more
is
a
lucid
and intelligent essay chapter
Gamer
but
who?
time in the French milieu than the
entitled
“The
Legacy and Sanction of
I would hazard the guess that some
English -I to write about something
Hugh
Gamer”
in which Fetherlii
of those people he writes about buy
other than separatism and econonfic
isolates
two
truths
about the man; first
his books, that he has more than a few
policies? Was the sign “After the Riot,
that
he
is
the
only
writer-doer in
readers from that “whole bottom ,haIf
Eat at Joe’s” that foolhardy, or was it
Canada
and
writes
from
that perspeoof humanity” he chmnicles so well.
simply too flamboyant for you, too
tive;
second,
that
although
Garner is
This cmdd raise the intriguing possiridicuhus for your cold, sober, dead“Canadian’
to
the
bones”
Ma
literary
bility that there are book-buyers who
beat, cynical soul?
antecedents
are
all
American.
don’t want to read stories about the
The truth is: Black isn’t ag&st
There can be no quarrel with the
upper-middle class and the with-it
fantasy journaUam, but personal jourfirst
clatm. Gamergrewup in a workitrg
young, that instead they desire stories
“alisnr. Personal anything. He would
class
family in Cabbagetown, went on
about people like themselves workbtg
prefer impmmaL He may argue t b a t
the
bum
during the Depression, fought
out their particular, and oh so different,
my attack on him is personal, whereas
as
a
common
soldier in the Spanish
destinies. If tbis be true, and I have no
bis critique was not. True, it was hnCivil
War
(not
as
an observer or romanpersonal, and that was tbe provocation, doubt that it is, where do these readers
ticizing
reporter
like
other writers who
turn in Canadian literature besides to
tbe clever, snide, snickering, bajls-inhave
gotten
more
mileage
out of that
armor, English school-boy style. If I-h@ Garner? Hardly anywhere at all.
war),
served
on
a
corvette
during the
Black didn’t like my Luigi story, then
This fact probably makes Hugh
Second
World
War
and
has
written
he should have come right out and said Gamer the central figmv. in Canadian
only
about
these
things
which
he has
I was a bastard. That would have been literature. Not only is he consistently
done
and
known.
heroic than catty literary back-stabbing.
our best storyteller, but he is also the
The second truth is,’ if you will,
I think basically what Black objects . only established writer of popular
slightly less true. Gamer’s literary tradiliterature in the country. Ultimately it
to in the book is its joy and humour,
tions while certainly not Canadian have
is such fiction on which a country’s
its celebration of life and its intensity.
antecedents in hish as weU as American
literature, as well as its publishing
For a dour, gloomy soul like Black,
literature. There are similarities in
industry, must be based. This is a fact
whose most exubersnt moments every
Gamer’s writing with those Americans
of independence as well as economics.
week are probably ordering a second
he is usually compared to: Hemingway,
We can’t have a full-bodied literature
jell0 in Murray’s, such excitement must
Farrell. O’Hara; but, of comse, there
as long as we import the heart of it.
seem obsome.
are obvious differences. Fetherlbrg,
Check the titles on the subway.
Finally, Black aceuses me of fa”however, sees Garner aligned more
tasizing people like The Balloon Man
So Hugh Gamer has heroically been
closely with Nelson A&e” because
to death, imagining his pad as “one
providing much of the heart and the
both are city writers snd both literary
gigantic bsdloon.” “By the same analopulse of it for nearly 30 years and only
populists. Both, however, have shtfted
gy,” Black writes, “he (Bell) might see
now is them even the slimmest of
their characters to rural settings; in
Toronto’s, buck-toothed mayor as a
volumes attesting to tha fact. A fidlAlgmn to mediocre effect, but I would
&frtimlt-d oil @lge 46 scale critical biography of the man is in
argue that some of Garner’s best stories
16
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located in the country or on the
road, particularly the story “Step N’ a
Half’ and the novella “Violation of
the Yihgius.” The latter part of the
analogy is eve” less vaiid. Although
both may ‘disdain the artsy:’ Algren
wears it like a badge while Garner just
goes along being true to his subject
matter. A&n is the sophist_icates’
literary populist; 1 don’t know of anyone else who reads him. Fmthemvue
Algren is a better word men than
Gamer who, because of the simplicity
of his kmguage, never betrays his
milieu. The biggest word he’s ever used
is “copacetic” in Silence on the Short
&therling could have ma& a better
case for Jack London and Jim Tully,
but actually the writer Hugh Gamer
most resembles is the Irish tramp storyteller, Jim Phelan. Both me” have
similar backgrounds and write about
the same kind of people in the same
way, after which, by the way, they.
both have been known to go out on a
long toot. What m&es Garner a better
writer is that em” in his cups he would
“ever dare succuntb to Phelm’s sentlmentality. Though Phehm was good,
he turned out stories that, with a
change of place-names, could be slipped
unnoticed into a collection of Hugh
Garner. I could still swear Jii Phelan’
wrote “Another Tie, Another Place,
Another Me.”
Fetherling has unearthed a mother
lode of those literary morsels which
scholars feed on and which keep the
Ph.D & tumhrg. For instance, he
has noted the repeated occnrrence in
Garner’s work of a lonely older ma”
who serves as counsellor to another,
such as George Lightfoot lo Silence on
the Shore and Noah Masterson in
Ckgbqgerow”. Although poor Noah
would be &grinned ‘in hls Wobbly’s
heart at Fetherling’s mention of the
International _Worken of the World,
it must nevertheless be said that
Fetherlll has provided a worthy
sununary of Gamer’s work. It is hoped
that some high-school or college student, scanning the chapter synopses
for a” illlclt book report, might be
sufficiently stimulated to eOnsuIt the
0ligi”als. 0
are
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SEYMOUR BLICKSR
McClelland and SteWnrr

cloth $195: 128-s
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v”m IS NOT a book that cries out for
profundities. With a” insight into the
human condition about equal to that
of a” astigmatic fnh in muddy water,
its pretensions to greatness are those
of the hyperbolic writer of dust-jacket
blurbs rather than the author’s.
Simply a story of two drivers, each
of whom has had a tough day, confronting each other’s car ln a laneway
and refusing to backup to let the other
pass, it is no deeper than a racist’s
thinking.
But.
‘It is very, very funny.
Bllcker has a fme sense of stage in
his storytelling. With the two prhxlpals
facing and glaring at one another like
gunfghters from some modemwestern,
the author employs flashbacks fmm
the Lives of each to augment the body
of the book. whereas ln a novel of
more serious intent such rembdscences
would necessarily highlight idiosyncrasies of a character to make him
more credible for the reader, in Bllcker’s
case they are mere anecdotes that,
though funny in themselves, tell us
nothing we did not know already from
his stmightfonvard introductions.
Schmu&.r’ stereotypea suffer from
bad editing. At different points, Levi”,
one of the drivers, states that he has
bee” in several bar fights, actually
breaking the skull of a” opponent on
one occasion. Yet nowhere is there a
mention of retribution or revenge for
these out-of-&x&nary incidents.
And eve” more alienating is the
sniggering bathroom humour which
rears its ugly head from time to time.
The old womsn of the book who puns ’
unknowingly about her “‘hole,” her
“bags” and “being pricked” bears out

Tel by James Houston

Photographs by B.A. King
James Houston. who spent much of
his youth in the central Ontario locale
of this book. recounts his personal
contacts witb the Ojibwa, along with
a penetrating history of their
accomplishments and belt&
100 superb photographs portray the
pride, the vitality and the
metamorphosis of the Ojibwa. They
capture individual moments in the
summer of 1971 but in each
nwm,e~,thounnds of years are
Ojibwa Swmnu records the Ojibwa’s
journey from an ancient heritage to
a rtr;mge new worm.
HalKb2mw $14.50
Pap&n& Sd 95
LONGMAN

CANADA LIMITED

TED ASHLEE
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Illustrated by Alan DanieJ
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Johnson’s remark that paronomasia is
the lowest form of humour.

Ironically. furmy for a book at ease
with most four letter words, Blicker’s
studied preference for “flatulate” instead of “fart” is decidedly out of place.
Like well-done situation comedies
that are mere manifestations of a
formula to make people laugh, or like
a clovm, unreal in reality but still humorous. Schmucks trundles along with
a snicker and ends with a scream. In
that sense it is very much a success. 0
ist with a special Lest in current

THE ART
WITHOUT
THE MAGIC
INDIAN ART IN N0RTl-l
A.MERlCA
FREDh.RICK J. DOCKSTADM
McClellend and Stewwrt
cloth $14.95: illustratecl223&47_ves
mrfewd bv

Joe Tatarnic

FRR~DERICK I. DOCKWADEd’S

remark-

able book of 1961, Indian Art in
America, has MW been reprinted in a.
brand-new Canadian edition and with
its title i&plicably changed. Dockstader is director of the Museum of
the American Indian, Iieye Foundation,
InNew York City, that great repository
of the best In Indian art. (Moat of the.
works illustrated in this volume are
from that magnificent collection.) He
approaches his subject with a scholarship tempered with a comfortably
readable style which often reveals his
own personal preferences and somatimes prejudi~. A practicing artii
himself, he has a keen eye for the
aesthetic values inherent In the art
forms of the American Indians,
The incredible diversity and imaginativeness of North American Indian art
has been emphasized 1vith great force
In this volume. The works come from
alI reg0n.s of tha continent north of
Mexico and span the period from

100 B.C. to the present era. The fact
that many of them are undated is unfortunate. It would be of value to know
ifan object was made in 1850 or 1950.
One understands the great diiculty
in assigning definite dates, but even an
approximate dating or a note on the
year of collection would be helpful.
The plates are plentiful and many of
them are in colour. They support
Dockstader’a view that the India has
not received his due as creator of snme
of the world’s greatest art, both abstract
and tigorativc.
Lie all soeslied “primitive” art,
North Amarican Indian art is ona of
the most mmplex forms of expreaeion
in the world. One aspect in a life
of closely Integrated symbol and ritual,
the works of art were not produced
simply as objects to be viewed tbxou$~
the glass of some museum case. Whether
used for special magico-religious ceremonies or simply as.objects in day-today living. they were vitally alive and
full of meaning, power and symbolism
on many levels that we can only
vaguely mmprehend.
For the Indian’s relationship to
nature and his world was closer and
more intimate and more’ profound
than is OUR. So, the egocentric idea of
“creating art” did not, in most cases,
exist, the artist being the medium
tbmugh which the spiritual essence
passed to the created object. Ritual
WBS an integral part of his life. It was
woven into the whole fabric of his art
and extended to the creative act itself.
For example, the Zuni people pf the
Southwest carved their war-god Images
only from trees that had been struck
by lightning and which had been
ritually prepared for carving. So, when
we sea an object languishing in a gIass
case we can appreciate it only In a
vary superficial and incomplete way.
Now that the art of the India& all
but defunct and ripe for categorization
it has taken on a new appeal for 2Othcentury urban North Americans. The ’
magichas safely evaporated away, so to
speak, and the objects can now be
classif=d as “art”. harmless and decc+
rat& a safe status symbol for any
mantelpieca or mosaum case. 0
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new press
$2.50, doth 57.92 138pwes

CREATIVITY AND
EDUCATION
HUGH L YTTON

GctZaCrl
PQPU $2.70: 132 wes
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by

Stephanie J. Nyny.ch

D R. D. H. srorr is the founder and
director of the centre. for I&arning
Disabilities at the University of Gixalph
in Ontario where he pursues research,
developing Fmedial learning programs
for children and the teenager. He has
written a series of books dealing with
human nature, problem children, their
families and thei; environment. This
latest book is a guide for parents bf
children with learning difficulties. It is
written in the language ‘of the layman
and provides a variety of examples and
explanations. It would seem that one
of the prime causes for children’s
learning disabilities is their parents’
teaching disabilities, in much the ssme
vein as R. D. Laii’s observation that
the schizophrenic is one noticeable
member of a schizophrenic family.
It is a fascinating book to read for
anyone who is involved in education,
especially with children in their early
years. Again-and again I found myself
nodding in agreement with Dr. Stott
as 1 came upon confirmations of my
own d&ovaries while tea&ii my pre
school daughter to read, write end perform mathematical operations. L.earning is a simple process of satisfying
curiosity, which is an innate quality of
the human being. (Othemise how did
man learn to fly to the moon without
wings?) Curiosity, when allowed to flow
freely, will gpur the child on to assbnilation, correlation and use of data
learned. Material must also be made
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can be done for children who are born
available to be curious about. As
of teachers in fti different cultures
duU and will always remain dull.”
Dr. Stott suggests, one must follow
- the United States, Germany, India.
Greece and the Philippines - where
the child’s need and make learning a, Dr. Stott believes children are not born
duU. They are made duU. A parent who
joy rather than a hardship to endure.
the observation made was that
can honestly accept such an allegation
‘teachers in all cultures to varyiog
This somewhat short,“nelaborste book
against his or her behaviour wiil through
degrees disapproved of such iiehaviour
will have in time an impact on the
this book learn how to undo some of
educational field that wiil be equivalent
as asking questions, guessing, being
the earlier, unfavoumble teaching and
to the effect of any unorthodox view
independent in judgment and thinkhow to equip their child with the
that shatters previoufiy held beliefs.
ing, being intuitive, being wilUng to
ability to concentrate and respond to
Dr. Stott states unequivocally 7
take risks, being unwilling to accept
the testing situation of the classroom.
against all the existing statistics
an opinion on mere authority and
Gmtivi@ and Edumtion by Hugh
gathered by academic studies in psyappmved of the virtues of obedience
chology under the impetus ‘publish
Lytton, Associate Professor of Eduand courtesy and the like.”
or perish” - that there are wry few
cationhi Psychology at the University
AU the behsviour thct met disapchiidrenwithactual leaming disabilities
of Calgary, is a compact dissertation
proval is esaentiaily that of a creative
owing to mentai incapacities, such as
on what the creative process is, how it
thinker. Lytton’s thesis is that creativity
those “perceptual handicaps” so oftan
is tested and the results of these tests.
should be encouraged in schools. Iie
mentioned by psychologists. The
Because creativity is essentially manisuggests methods by which creativity
majority of the one million young
fested in the %nique perception,” its
can be nurtured in the school system
persons in Canada today who have
characteristics are as multifold as there
but leaves the. f5ld open for new dii
learning disabilities are suffering from
are creative people. His conclusion is
coveriea and new ideas. It makes
behaviouml problems. Behaviourai
that standard IQ tests are stiii ininterestingreadii and educatorsmight
modification must occur before the
adequate to assess creativity even when
well fti some of the ideas put forth,
child can use his/her learning abiities.
tests were given to accepted “creative
useful if only in ass5sbrgwhether a
Children with learning disabilities fali
people.”
problem child is in fact a hellion or a
into hvo broad personality groups: the
There are two broad categories of
creative child requiring nurturing. 0
inconsequent child (ipulsive and
thi&htg, the convergent and divergent,
hyperactive, not taking time to conaud creative thinking falls into the
centrate on the task at hand) and the
latter category. The divergent thinker
unforthcoming chiid (shy and lacking
is least acceptable to the teaching
confidence). The behsviour develops
profession.
out of environmental conditions such
Lytton cites an inwtigstion caras iU he&h, emotional deprivation,
.ried out by Torrance (1965) on views
instability, etc., rather than hereditary
factors as such. A prows of environmental change, particularly in the attitude of the parent towards the child
can correct or modify the behaviour to
SCANN
permit the child to fbnction beneBcially in a learning situation.-In the
ROB.USTIiXRLOW
chapter, “TrainingtheParent,” there is
Son0 Ni8 Ress; doth $7.95; 307755
outline for modification of the parent’s
attitude to one of patience and kind~&wed by & Alexander Brown
ness, pm-requisites of any teacher.
From my experience in the education
system, both as a student and teacher,
IN THK AGE of flackmy and organized
paperback edition, nor for the slow tide
enthusiasm and hyperbole, what does
many teachers would do well to conof literary opinion. After ali, there is
a reviewer do when he comes, “nforesider this chapter for their own trait&
some smail pleasure to be had out of
warned, upon a novelist whom his
Those 8eared tb seeking quantity
knonring that one recognized .high
instincts (plus alI his years of reading artistry before the particular artist’s
above quality should reserve judgment
books and studying literature) tell him, name becomes public property. The
of this 138-page book. l&e is much
truth of the timelessness of art is
to be gleaned from the unpretentious, - is one of the great ones? Lay down his
something past debating, but neverthedown-to-earth advice as to how to . word and hope that it will be believed
by enough readers to matter. So here
less there is something to be said for
salvage those children whom society’s
it is. Robert Harlow is a great writer,
reading novels 5hen they are written,
venerable institutions, notably schools
and Sourn is one of the great novels.
so that thehistoricalambience is shared
with theirmerciiesn barrage of IQ tests,
Not great Canadian, not great modem.
by writer and reader, and has not got
have labelled as retarded. In Dr. Stott’s
to be dredged up from memory by the
Jut great,period, and it is to be hoped
words: “Lay school board members
reader at some later time. This does
sometimes even feel that special services
that readers who value books as friends
are a waste of money because nothing
MU not sit around waiting for the
not apply to every piece of literature,

MAN WITHIN MAN
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but it applies to enough to make it
worth \vhSe bearing in mind by those
for whom books and poetry are more
than something to pass time, ox
examinatiOtlS.

Not that this applies in any particular respect to &mm Written 10
years ago or 10 years hence this
magical thing that Robert Hatlow has
wove” would stand unaffected by what
was going on around in the world outside its covers. It is the story of Amory
Scann, and of Linden, the small northern Canadian town where he works as
editor of i& twice-weekly newspaper
Chronicle. An ambitious but not very
good newspapcnnan, Scann is sent to
Lindento cover the trial of an ex-RCAF
World War Two ace who is accused of
murdering his stepmother. After the
trial, Scann decides to stay in Linden,
tsking a job with the Chronicle, making
the place his ssnctuary and retreat.
The novel begins with Sca”r~ 16
treating from small-town Linden into
a mnller sanctuary, a room In the
local hotel. (Once. in Mexico, I went
on a similar concenti retreat wi@i”
a retreat, so the ca@@ deliberate
desperation which Iiarlow gave Scan”
it familiar.)
Scann’s family believe he is at a
conference in BantT. His publishers and
friends believe he is on holidays. His
mistress-cumdiecretaryaryknows where he
is, but when she co”x.s to his hotel
door he does not let her I” because,
stocked out with paper and pens, he
is goiag to write the b&tory of the
town of Linden, its people, a”& with
this act, pass through a* initiation of
sorts iato some new state of selfesteem. Perhaps. It @ not clear to the
reader, and it is not clear to Sm
himself, and soon It is not clear if what
iv to be written is history, or a novel,
or fantasy. Actually it Is all three wove”
together, and we are never quite sure
where one leaves off and the other
begins, nor for that matter when
Scann’sbookGRbin a book seguesinto
I-k&w’s book proper. The book slips
backward and forward in time, maintaining a tension that pulls the reader
forward through’ enough stories for
half a dozen novels. (Two more books
put together in like mau”ner a”d we’ll
begin to hear Iiarlqw bkm compared
to that overrated southern gentleman,
WiBtsm Faulkner.)
20

Scenn takeJ hold and never lets go.
The device used is suspense, but movies
in general and Hitchcock movies I”
particular, plus thousands of detective
novels and television dramas, have
iogether restricted the use of that
word to a” association bile public
mind with guna, car chases, and villains
waiting in dark corners (none of which
occur in Scan”). Its suspense is associated with curiosity rather than
vicariously experienced fear. and it is
handled so well that it creeps up
unnoticed.
At the end of tbe book Sea”” has
lost his family, his mishzss, and also
the book he set out to write, to a deus
e.x machinn that is the only really
objectionable thing I” the book. It is
deliberate, obvious, and as arbitrary as
life. It is haying-to observe I” the
story, and dismayine to know that
Harlow would use such a device to
separate writei Scarm fmm Writer Jiarlow. It is Eke walking out of a dark
theatre after a” absorbing film, into,
say, a bright midday Me&a” sun. For
the fit two minutes or so the tnmsition to the reality of the hot glare Is
unpleasant.
It takes a” effort to review a novel
without writing about its characters,
or its plots. Those who read the book
wiB understand, because any summary
br descrtption of some of the legion of
characters would run the risk of mis
leading, because Smnn is “ot a stmightforward book but a twisting together
ofwidely disparate tales and situations,
a bringing together of real and cornpI&
cated people. In this respect the book
resembles Leonard Cohen’s Bmutiful
Losers. It is a tenuous ~omp+utso~
because of the two books, Soann Is far
“lore complex, dnmlaticauy.
For myself, I’m g&g to read everything Robert Harlow has published.
Other Canadian novels have come after
Smnn and made their writers into
eb”ost household words. Harlow’s time
is not yet, but if he continues to write
as he &es here, his time of acclaim
will come.

FRIENDS, S.QBs
AND
CRITICS
Edited by GREGORY M COOK
McGmwHiil Ryermn
ppw $125; 14.5 pa@#
If you want to tiid out wkat bitches
there are in the world. get married.
If yoxwant to fmd out what SDIISof-bitch there are. Write a book.
-7he Chl&Stnfcmth
ALL roe muq of course - although,
judging by this selection of reviews
and critical essays, Ernest Buckler
seenu to have been given his due by
most of those who have deemed his
work worthy of comment.
AU right, some misbegotten Dallas
reviewer did write of The Mountain
and the Valley that “‘Fornication be
twee” twelve- and fourteen-year-olds
is goi”g rather far:’ but on the other
hand, many years after the novel’s first
publication Alden Nowl&~ was to comment, ‘To me, Ernest Buckler’s l7ie
Mountain and the Vaky is not only
the best novel yet written by a Canadian, but one of the great novels of the
English language.” Which latter intelItge”ce is likely to provoke from the
timid plodders of Academe, who thus
far have paid scant attention to Buckler’s output, a startled hubbub of footnoted 0 tracts and Fryenouncements.
For Nowlan is no msh Layton, though
quite as important a poet. His p&e’
should do for Buckler what Eliot’s
did for Donne.
In fact, at least’ two great novels
have been produced in this country,
although, since its author drank to
excess, badmouthed Vancouver and
died playing the ukelel& perhaps we
sre as well to regard Under the Volcano r
as beyond’ the Canadian pale. The
Mountain and the Valley, however,
emnot be as easily abjured. It was
written in Canada by a native so” and
its theme, a portrait of the artist as a”
abject failure, has been identified by
Margaret Atwood as conforming to
Basic Victim Position Two. So there

-.
to be little auestion about the
novel’snationality. &without Harry
Boyle’s help, we should long ago have
stopped making fecal jokes about “‘the
great Canadim Noel,” as if none such
had ever been produced.
To be fair, there are any number of
reasons why eve.n as late as 1969, a
reviewer’ for the British Columbrh
Libmv Journal could write, “It is
exciting to discover Buckler, for he is
not well-known, nor is he mentioned
amongthegreatnamesincontemporary
Canadian, English or American literaturd, where he so surely belongs.” The
chief reason is that Buckler belongs.
there, again like the author of Under
heems

the Volcqw, primarily on the merits
of one magnificent novel.
Anyone introduced to Buckler by
way of either of his two later works,
The Chrclesr Month (1963) and Ox
Belk and Fireflies (1968). might justifiably wonder what all the present fuss
is about. The (SueIesrMonth, according
to an unduly cruel review by Robert
Harlow in Canadian Liremture, “is not
a good book; in fact, it is so bad that
it is difficult, if not impossible, to
take seriously.” Even Claude BisseU,
from the beginning one of The Mountain and the VH@‘s most appreciative
exponents, had to report that, :‘One
feels that the poetry and the visiin so

-..

.-_. _,

beautifully caphired in the first novel
have not been completely captured in
the second.”
Ox Bells and Fimfliess, described by
the authoras a “fictional memoir,” was
greeted by Bissell (to whom it was
dedicated) as ‘one of the important
Canadian books of this century,” and
by Harry Brown as&as beautifully compassionate, as awesomely moving, a
study of our human universals ana
etemals as I have ever read.” But
Liselotte Berliner, the reviewer for
the British Columbia Libmry Journal.
was closer to the mark with her hope
that, “Ox BeUs and Rmflies and The
Mountain and the Valley will be published in a one-volume edition, for these
two liked works represent a truly
o+andii literary achtevenent.”
Much the same tbibig might be said of
Dark Is the Gmve Wherein My Friend
Is Laid and Under’the Volcano, for
there too, the later book serves to
amplify its predecesmr, but, if considered by itself, would be as incomplete as a modiftir without its noun.
An interview with Ernest .Buckler
that appeared a few months ago in the
Globe and Mail suggest4 that the
author’s current literary preoccupation
is with a collection of Ught sketches
end occasional essays, so it may we.8
be that The Mountain and the Valley
will remain Buckler’s single most in+
portant contribution to our literature.
To ignore its worth, td cavil that
Buckler ‘8as not firFLIed his promise,”
is both inane a* presumptuous, and
betrays a set of attitudes that might
properly have belonged in the Europe
of the late 19th century, when a
successful novelist might reasowbly.
expect to reap the sort of rewards that
today accrue to television personalities
and pop stars.
It is heartening to note that McQellend and Stewart’s soft-cover edition
of ‘The Mountain and the Xailey, fit
publis+ed in 1961, went into its stxth
reprint in 1972. The volume under
nview, edited by Gregory M. Cook, is
further indication that Buckler may
yet receive the recognition he is due.,
Ernest Buck/er has little to say about
the writer’s short stories, poems or
CBC scripts. Instead, it proceeds fmm
Cook’s elliptical introduction to a set
of appraisals and analyses devoted to
each of Buckler’s three books in turn.
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be at nvjat book fnirr in
““E&S c?vet +n varied tields as the
lega! s&ices, mmutc, h~~tmy, architecture and
humour. Novels by contemponty Canadian
wirers, coUestionr of poetry and dictiowries
are included in the Iist of fZumdbxn books.
Through the diiplay of these books, pco k
in other countries on better undetsrrnd 5,
aspinlions of Cwdians, d&cover OYI country
and cm~~mutdcae with a new wodd.
Hundrcdt of Curadian books will be an&able
at the following major exhibitions:
5th 1ntsnaion.l Book Fait of Bruswls
Brurwlr. Belgium
March 17 to25 1973
5th lnternatimul Book Festival. Nice. Fnnce
May 2 to 7.1973
AmcMn Bookscllas Association Exhibition
Los Angeles, California
June 10 to 13.1973
XVGl U.S.A. lntcnwional Book Exhibition
Las Vqas, Nevada
June 24 to 28.1973
25th Frankfurt Book Fair
P’rankfurt, West Germany
October 11 to 16.1973
lntenution.IBook Production Exhibition
London, England
Octdba. 1973
Commonwealth Book Fair
London, England
October, 1973
of Industry.

Every section hem with a word or
from the novelist himself, followed
by five reviews and three or four
critical essays. Most notable among the
essays are two by R. E. Watters, Warren
Tallman’s “Wolf in the Snow” and
D. 0. Spettigue’s ‘IThe Way It Was.”
Spettigue’s article, which, like Tallman’s, first appeared in Catud~n
Litemtum, examines both The Momtain and the Valky and The (;hrelest
Month and is a model of perceptive
and imaginative criticism: “[Both

are] intensely involved in the
mmplexities of hurting and healing in
the context of love.”

merely quaint. But perhaps it is not
entirely coincidental that there should
be some connection, if only spiritual,
between MacLennan’s search for a
From Wattem, “The s.tartEng origlCanadian context from which to write,
n&y B”d richness of Buckler’s figurahowever.
literally, and the flag decals
tive language is quite without rival in
columns of some of our
on
the
speaker
Canada and probably elsewhere.” From
more
prominent
rock bands today.
Nowlan,“No one since D. H. Lawrence
These
pieces
come
from a time when
has created similes that are at once so
everybody
didn’t
know
everything, as
fresh and true.”
they presumably do now. An era when
With sons-of-bitches like that, who
sociology still had a sense of humour,
needs friends? 0 L%AC BICKERSTAFF
when writers tried tojustify their words
in terms of good reasons rather than
better lifestyles. ThusMacLennan could
set himself up like a huge tank in a
mudhole and tackle such standby
themes as his mats (‘mot only do
Haliinians not give the smallest damn
CROSS-COUNTRY about what hinterlanders think about
Halifax; they don’t care what hinterHUGHhfacLENNAN
landers
think about anything on
Hwtig: cioth $5.95:IRpqt?~
earfh”), an American political amvention (“The politicians chiwied the
~&wed bp Bill Howell
delegates lie cheerful stoats”), disorganized religion (“There is no reason
why the mystical approach to a vision
TAX TO SET things right here. The
what extent his chance remark may
, of God - the approach followed by
book’s a reprint from 1949, when’ it
be taken aa the core of what he’s trying
Jesus himself - should be incomwon a Governor General’s Award. The
to get across. A Possible Conchczion:
patible with modem scientlflc disauthor admits in his all-new preview
these contextual concerns, and how
coveries”), and above all, Canada (‘Terintro that it wouldn’t do so today.
MacL.ennan handled thein as evidenced
petual
caution can succeed only in a
Fair enough. If only he’d been able to
in this book, are more valuable today
second-rate
society”). The energy levels
scare the hell out of himself with his
than anything he might have bad to
of ell these pieces, for a writer then in
writing before this. Because aU this
say back then about his mother country
his early 40s. are incredIIly low; the
happened long before the context be
orhisfather(Headline: DOCTOR HUNTS
pace is so peaceful. The new intro, on
camean official myth. At least to those
GAS LEAK WT” MAW” - FINDS IT!)
the other hand, zips along nicely and
of us born in the ’40s. The book was
accidentally blowing up their home in
provides a revealing contrast in tone.
written as MacLennan was getting into
Halifax on Christmas Eve, 1915.
But the big difference is not so much
his bodng novel, EachMqz’sSon. The
The diitinction between Then, when
the distance between the-n and now;
coffee-table travel books would have
these pieced were written (for Mac
it’s more between the writer and his
to wait for the ’60s. The dust jacket ,leon’J.Na~nnlHomeMonrll~, Chatelsubject. It’s the difference between a
now: “These articles were written with- sine; Foreign A.&m, and the Canadian
stance and a distance. And in retmin a few years immediately after the
Club, Toronto), and Now, as they’re
spect it doesn’t come off all that coldly,
‘&ad without a private contextual exSecond World War, and they are vaIuespecially if you suspect the pseudoable indicators of how much - and
perience, is the evolution of a sensitough instances of the New York New
how little - our basic attitudes and
bility largely concerned with the
Journalists,
with their laughing coughs
realization that comfort within the
obsessions have changed.” Question:
and
sociological
junk lists. But let us
materisl perimeters of life defms the
How can man: begin to write of the
please
remember,
as we move from a
totality of a reader’s acceptance of the
personal experience of being used by
s&w
of
social
history
to a sense of
writer’s decision to remain vulnerable.
the Universal Compendium without
personal
history,
that
nostalgia
ls the
In a human sense. If it wasn’t for
trapping himself in its works, especially
prime
sign
of
a
decaying
culture.
when he’s open to the possibility that
Ma&moan’s self-discipline and ap
I mean hre he is, dutifully es
proachabllity, reread now in an era of
the Change Machine is running out of
plainii everything yet again as the
placelesspersonal-statement-no-mattersilver? It all seems so long ago.
style dictates, defending himself as if
what, his assessm& of our national
A Premise: there is stii no way you
wifh a fiberglass quarterstaff on a
character (and it is an assessment)
can teU how a particular piece is shaped
narrow-but-vital bridge across Far Out
by the context in which jt initially ap
through the psychology of abstract
Creek. And I don’t mean any of this
pears, or to what degree a writer may
mythology,based on available research,
unkindly. I approach hbn quite cauby wed or-abused by the immediate
and his cautious faith in the best side
tiously, armed as I am with only a
of our historical escapism would seem
politics of that context, or even to
ho

novds
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solid laser quarterstaff and the sltuation cybernetics and coincidental paranola of a friendly grin. He’s wearing a
Lincoln green academic gown, with a
suit not unlike’ Peter Newman’s underneath. Only my sense of humour will
save me. I imagine his cloak floating
quietly and reverently like a huge
maple leaf on our metaphorical creek,
and him at least with .his tie loosened.
The good wood of the bridge beneath
our feet reminds’ us of the scmbbeddown decks of our forefathers and the
innermost creeks of our fantasy lives.
Off lo the distance hangs that mlsty-

~~~ .----

sweet-green-Canada country, like a
Karsh photograph without the subject
in it. I’d hoped he’d be more honest,
stating his personal biases and learning
processes at the time, and now I’m
going to have to zap him onto his ass
in’ the middle of that creek in order
to survive. 0
LULL HOWBLI.. poet and Harinian,
has recently bean engaged in writing
a CBC-TV documentary on Canbdian
r o c k muiF and has written toor

Madmnk.

HOW TO GROW A POEM
THE COW JUMPED OVER THE MOON:
The Writing and Reading of Poetry

EARL BIRNEY
IioltRinehart Winston: pulps $2.95; 112~~
reviewd by Wilder Penfield III
r4omimo m9om3 Chapter

One gives
it away, but this is a book about a
poem. The poem is “David: Earl
Blley’s now classic narrative of a
molm~ain&biimishap in the Canadlan Rockies. The book’s title though.
is not as misleading a* it fti seems,
for Mr. Bimey is ntrt anticipating the
limelight of posterity. but illutratlng
his thoughta on poetry as commmdcation with a complex experience.
Part Oqe, ‘writing Poetry:’ s&s the
first inspiration in an autobiographical
content, and traces the poem through
the development of its fictional content, the cryatallizatlon of its form,
the fever of writing and revision, and
the long search for a publisher. Then
its publication is followed from magatie to book to anthology lo a path
often diverted by stray anecdotes or
asides on the economics and reviewing
of poetry.
On that level alone, it is a good
story. Moreover, ihis anilable ramble
is self-critical without conventional
humility, allowing us to know the poet
inawaythathispoetry-asBlmey
hImself cautions - camlot.
It also allows us an unusual perspective on the cmll of writing. not

only because the writer’s memories ati
fresh and vital but also because his
wrltlng does not hide fhe errant thought
processes that formed it. Frequently
interrupting himself, sometimes doubling back, his style is a comment on
hll style. (“Further warning: the above
statements are all partly false. They are
simply the momentary verbalizations
of ace very fallible human being, me,
phrased on a night in August. 1971,
rephrased on a September morning,
and again. . T’)
.The section called “Reading Poetry”
deals primarily with school-inflicted
Appreciation, and bristles with quotes
from misguided critics and letters from.
misled students. (There is also an ap
pendlx containing the errors lo Cole’s
and other notes.) It is a strong attack
on the institutional annihilation of the
pleasure of poetry. Birney does not
advocate banning literature from
sehpols, but suggests that “the pest
teachers of poetry are . . . those who
attempt not to teach but to be fellow
studentsandpmctitionerslnthemaking
and enjoying of an imaginative craft.”
Most of this part ls ln a loose form
of Socratic dlalogue.The rigged, stilted
conversation is useful in freeing Mr.

Blrney to make a number of dlspamte

points in rebuttal; it is lnterebtil lo
enabling us to feel someof the frustmtion of the poet ‘I” as he has inflicted
them on his somewhat querulous detic%?: MB.
In the third and last section, Bkney
talks briefly about lO.of his best short
lyrical and satlrlcal poems from the 20
years following “Da~d.” (Unlike
“David;” most of the selections dlsc&d are not included here’wlth the
commentary, but they are all widely
available. One bonus replacement is
the most recent updating of his acerbic
psychological report, “Canada: Case
History,” this one dated 1971.) All 10
dlscossions are stimulating in themselves and as examples of aids to
appreciation.
iVie Cow Jumped Over the Moon is
a little book, but properly used i that
is, as a self-contained teaching unit it should prove a major asset to high
school literature courses or university
classes ln creative writing. All by itself
it can (m)llte the subject of poetry.
Particularly valuable in “formal learning” are his seven ‘kpeclal techniques”
that dlstingolsh most .poe.try *fmm
prose, and his “nine personal ana
probably unsound premises about the’
nature of poetry.” (The Blmey Teaching Method can be well supplemented
wltb his small volume of CBC radio
broadcasts, The Creative Writer, 1966.
and @th some of the other writings
and recordmgs listed in the new book’s
bibliopphy.)
However the scope, of the book is
not so limited. Its ‘WsHiid purp~,”
aa Bhney states it, “is to persuade anyone literate in the Bngllsh language
who thinks that he does not like poetry
that he’s ml&g a unique.. pleasure
easily within his reach - and anyone
who likes poetry a little, 01 only some
kinds of poems,that he may extend his
range and his pleiisure.”
I cannot think of another Canadian
who would have the gall to devote 80
pages to a single one of his own poems
- knd who would have the wit and
smsititily to make it a treat for the
general reader. 0
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THE CENTRE WILL NOT HOLD?
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THE REJECTION OF
!fOLlTlCS AND OTHER
ESSAYS

Ted Whittaker

GEORGE. WOODCOCK
new pre*s
cloth $7.50; 19.2 MS
THESE WORDS FROM the

preface to
The Rejection of Politics sum up the
process of George Woodcock’s political
thought during the last 40 years and
also are * touchstone of my ow* diffiiti~ in reading hbn. I find his beliefscloud-cuckoo&b, daring and usually noble.
woodcock equates and despises the
nation and the state. This is en anarchist commonplace. He exposes what
he calls compleat patriota, among
whom might be numbered Robin
Mathews, the cabiaet of the present
federal government, and the FXQ.
Woodcock’s patriots are nationalists,
as he says in Nation&m or Local
Colmol, only “in that they accept the
fact that history has made us a distblct people with a wmmoo history,
inhabiting a clearly drfmed region.
They are not intent on replacing our
federal-political structf~re by a national state. They are not exclusive in
their loyalties.”
R’oodcock proposes that Canadians
should decentralize further, making
uprovinces” out of the five largest
cities, and changing exi!iliog proborders to account for geographical
and economic interests, rather than
for mere politics. I told ell this to an
anarchist friend, he laughed. ‘what

V~~ti wigan pay -ror ‘winaaor,

London and Hamilton?” he said. In
Netiodism or Local Conhol, Patrick
Mscfaddeo asb,“His kibbutzim would
last - how long? Pe&aps a year.”
Perhaps those nactions are cowardly. Only a few of his critics have
realized that \Voodcock’s political
statements me by d&go “impawibilist”, to use Bandolph Boom& jocular
adjective. A proposal that ls attmctlvely impractical invites consideration, lnterpmtatioo and eventually
timpromise; it seduces incre&dity.
thereby gets smuggled intd the political world.U’oodcock spealw of “creep
ing toward the aaamhist millenimn”.
Though he researches thoroughly’and
argues with great calm, ~Voodcock
offers no regimen for annMa_ the
stare, whose health is wmz .AnarchM
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and paciiism recede over the horizon
or under it; they are ideals. Piecemeal,
they have been tried, and have more
or less succeeded - in republican
Spaiu, in Denmark. in India against
the British, in various communal experinients all over the place and for
hundreds of years, short-lived and
l-lived, directed against any status
quo available.
Nation&m or Local Confml coneists of an essay by Woodcock and
reactions to it by a clutch of social
*ntists. Some of their essays are
fundamentally statist, though mc&
piously advocate devolotion of federal
authority. It is a differeot concern
with power, different in kind. not da
gree - administer things, don’t govern
men, he advises - which mska Woodcock so much more interesting and
chauengiug tbao his clitics, even
&ough he lacks a program. Some of
them don’t even mention him, and
they ride their political hobby horJes
offinalldirectionsthroughthisslim
book.
. Because he believes power is a vice,
\Voodcock can take seriously the entire utopiao tradition and Ells part of
The Rejectin of Politics with discus
tions of the history of non-violence
(especially in its relation to historical
anar&sm, whichhasnot been without
stain when it has turned to rwlpolitic), and of the millenarian theories and practices that have dotted tbe
course of European and American

CiVik.tiOJl.

Woodcock is well-read, &.&travelled and a Canadian by choice (born in
Gmdnued on pge 40

reviewed

by Walter

Klepac

IT IS EVIDENT from the wide-ranging

essays in The Rejection of Politics
that George Woodcock is at his best
when functioning as what he has called tbe public critic. Woodcock has the
experience ana the political acuity to
grasp the broader, social, economic and
cultural consequences of what hap
pens to a society io a period of pr*
found. transformation. He also has the
imagination and sensibiity to understandaudconveythesechangesio
terms of their consequences for individuals. The combination of these
produces, in the case of the present
volume. several poigosnt essays about
communities and ways of life on the
verge of extinction.
Throughout the last half of Rejection Woodcock shifts back aod forth
between essays about the disorienting
complexities anrj alienation of urban
life and those concerned with the dying customs and helpless a&milation
of native communities into the patterns of modem Western civilization.
Iri “Richler’s Wheel of Rxile,” for example, Woodcock traces the csreers of
several of Richle?s cbaractem. Dis.
satisfied with all the absorbing demands of a successful professional
life and its relatiiely shallow rewards,
the exile returns to the scene of his
youth, the self-contained world of the
Montreal ghetto; and discovers it utterly chaoged.His sense of place is lost to
time, his exile irrevocable, absolute.
Woodccick in an essay dwxiimg his
tits to three northern communities
discovers that the recent advent of
Westem social services have rendered
nomadic hunting tribes iota welf&e
recipients, and age-old skills sod customs obsolete. A restless fifteen-yearold Eskimo boy drives his suowmobile aimlessly over and over dusty
gravel roads. This shiftiog has the effeet of creating a panoramic montage
of the constant changes that- are Ib
shaping ContemporqNortb American
s o c i e t y . especially in regs6-J.s t o
Canada.
It is soon obvious that there is a
good deal of tension between what
Woodcock has very perceptively recorded of his travels and experiences
throughout the country and the progmmheoutlinesinhismorepolitical
essays: the problems ss he hss diagnoscdthemarefartoocntrenchedapart
2s
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of the general social fabric for the
plans he has pmpcscd.
several of the contributors’to Netionaiism or Loml Ccwml, issued by
new press as a companion volume to
the woodcock book, point the dangers
inherent in IVoodcock’s proposals for
a decentralized and indepeddent Canada and in the process of do@ so
open up the discussion on what is
probably the most crocial questions.
facing Canada% auvival into the next
century.
Edward Bmadbent and Patrick Ma*
fadden among others serioosly q”e+
tion wakening the federal government to the extent demanded by
~Voodcock in order to obtain.& de
centralization of power he so much
desires. They believe that the frag
mmiation of the country into a cooperative association of self-governing
regions and commum‘ties would t%litate complete U.S. domination. Broadbent argues that we must keep in
mind that it is tbe U.S.-based multinational corporations that seek effe*
tive control of the Canadianbcoriomy
and not be misled by perifeml issues.
Aeeordingly, he feels that Canadians
should actively seek to establish ari
industrial democracy io Canada as
soon as possible. This would achieve
\Voodcock’s goal of placiog issues that
directly affect people’s lives into their,
hands while maintaining a f e d e r a l
government strong enough to act effete
ti*ly in matters of common conccro
to those people.
Donald Smilcy in his “Managed
Mosaic” puts into a larger, theoretical
perspective the very issues that are at
the heart of the fmest, most evocative
essays in IVoodcock’s book. Smiley,
like \Voodcock, is very conccmed
about centralized power, especially in
regards to recent trends he sees de
v&ping in Ottawa. what alsrms smiley is Ottawa’s growing iotrusion into
as many areas of social activity as possible and its thorough conmdtment to
fma out as much as it can about the
goings-on and the individuals involved.
Given the operational mentality cvident in Ottawa, a premium is placed on
smooth functioning of all “systems”
and avoidance of real contlicts or dis
turbances. Smiley sees this as the
sorest cmnse to the creation of a
monolithic state.
The trouble, then, with the vjority of \Voodcock’s politicsl essays
is that io reacting negatively to very
real evils innate to large nation state8
IVoodcock has in fact over-reacted and
created altcmatives tbat ‘simply do not

suffkiently take account of present
r&it&. The NeeleRotsti book,
however, offsets this by supplying a
multifaceted, expanded discossion of
the issues involved. iDfALTER KLEPAC
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MAJOR RIVBR development and diversion projects have beei national news
lately - the Columbia River Treaty
renegotiation, the Churchill River diversion, the James Bay hydm project.
Richard Backing’s Canada’J Water: For

Sale? shows these thee to be only the

most visible (since work has already
started on them) of similar massive
schemes across the country. what is
happening to Canada’s mid&o&has
been obscured by pmposetX govemment reticence., and by lack of an overall view. Backing’s view from three
years’ research, covers tbe continent
and is stunning.
He makes a persuasive case that
“the natural flow of water and the
landscape of which it is a vital and
creative part” are an essential element
of Canada’s heritage and independence.
Against this he lays a careful analysis
and documentation of the mindless
march of events (often accelerated by
piecemeal policy) towards as&dog
these watersheds and the life they
support to the U.S., via continental
water diversion schemes, and via river
impoundment to generate power for
export.
These vast public projects (the James
Bay project is larger than the United
Kingdom) continue to be planned and
launched outside public scrutiny; with
scant attention to their critical social
and ecological impact. Even economic
benefit analysis has little to do with
their go&ead. Backing traces the networks of Canadian and American
political pressures - it’s not a &onspkacy, it’s what is happening while
no one is looking - and outlines environmental consequences. In the process, some illusions are dispelled: Canada has not bountiful sorplua water
to sell, a major water shortage is not
comiog up in the U.S.
Canada’s Wa&r is clearly written and
well noted on so”- and references,
so the absence of maps is inexplicable.
why the appearance now of so many
projects? Backing thinks “it is diffilt
to esc’ape the notion that such pmgrant . . . are being rushed ahead before
reconsideration of the projects on em
logical and social grounds is demanded
by an amused public.” Them is ample
here to become amused about. It deserve8 to be widely mad. soon. (Colour
fhs of CBGTV’s show on the sob-’
ject a r e &able from t h e Visoal
Education Ccntre, Toronto.)
James Boy is Boyce Richardson’s
dramatic and angry account of Premier
Boumssa’s political conniving in poshing through the Quebec pmject.
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Bichardmn emphasizes the plight of

the Cree Indians whose independent
way of life, including a balanced total
resource management for the region,
will be drowned. Bourassa’s unconcern
is close to genocidal.
In Montreal recently, the solicitor
for the Cree defeated Hydm-Quebec’s
contention that they had no legal rights
in the matter, and hearings are finally
being held into the project - now
that the work is well underway. James
Bay will help you follqw the hearings.
Tke PoUuhbn Guide. by Tony Bennett and Wade Rowland is bilIed as a
Canadian handbook for home and
cottage. Friendlier than some other
“what-it’s-aboutand-what-youcan-do”
boohx, it is probably the best Canadian
one so far. It mentions most of the
basic authors and books of popular
envimmnental concern, introduces Canadian data and incidents, and has a
useful, if’incomplete, list ofmore than
100 environmental groups across the
country (it misses “Damn the Dams:
Thunder Bay).
One complaint: no references or
bibliography.
One caution: watch the engineering
mentality (Canada should develop
atomic power because “hydro-electrIc
sited em being used up. While Quebec
has a number left to be developed,
Ontario has run out”) which looks at
the environment only as something to
be hamessed for man’s use; and watch
values centred uncriticalIy around modem technological man (existiog social
structure in “underdeveloped” coon.
tries is only an obstacle to rational
“advanced” agriculture, is just a lower
stage in social evolution). A gentler apprmch to what is around us and to the
stateof ourknowledge wouldprobably
be wise.
D. V. Bates, A Citizen3 Guide to
Air PoWion, is a solid and welcome
book, the second in a series called
Environmental Damage and Control in
Canada, sponsored by the Canadian
Society ofZoologists. Based on pa&
taking review of current scientific
literature, it presents lucidly what we
know and what we don’t know. It also
assesses some long-run non-problems
(like carbon monoxide accumulation
In the atmosphere) and problnns (like
carbon dioxide atiumulation in the.
atmosphere). Dr. Bates manages to

_

maintain

a cool balance without palling
any punches about what is dangerous
and about some things we really should
daitiaabooktotmat.
The necessary reliance on British
data indicates the need for Canadian 16
sear& We hope to see a revised
edition every few years to keep pace
w@ developing information.
If the only aspects of pollution
economists could think about were
commercial and industrial effluent,
and if the only things they could
think .were how best to get fm to
pay for the social costs they impose.
tlma solving the problem, then Econe
mic Tbbkiing and Pollution Rvbkm,
edited by D.A.L. Auld would live up
to its title admirably. As it ia, the book
containaafewumnotivatedpiecea@ke
53 pages devoted to reproducing, without comment, the Canada Water Act
and the Ontario Air Pollution Control
Act), and it betrays little seose of
the creative strains imposed on the
field of economics by current pollution
problem.
Some of the material is good and
useful. The major pie& “Some tiacal
aspects of controlling industrial water
pollution” by Bii and Waverman,
is delightful, and should be required
readmg for anyone interested io environmental politics, administration,
ca law as well as economics. The
book as a whole is wobbly, however,
and seems a bit naive about both the
power and Limitations of traditional
economic thinkb&
For a more adventurous treatment
of envimmnental economics for laymen, try H. V. Hodson’s The Die
economica of Gmth
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Structure:

Gothic Vault

IAMES MLAND
Hundreds of photographs and
skillful drawings combine
with an informative and entertaining text in a unique approach
to Gothic architecture, tracing
its evolution from primitive huts
to the complex fanvaults and
explaining how and why the
Gothic stmchxe developed.
For all art lovers-and an
imaginative gift for European
travellers. $25.00

You; Loving Anna
Letters from the Ontario Frontier
Edited by mu15 TIVv
1n 1~83 Anna Leveridge and her.
family came from England to
live in the backwoods of,Ontario.
This book is a collection of her
letters home.‘Louis Tivy, Anna’s
grandson, set her letters to
music by composing the prose
narrative which accompanies
them. What emerges is an honest
and moving picture of pioneer
life. Anna’s letters bridge the gap
of years between us today just
as they spanned the gap of miles
in her own time. They are an
unassuming testament to the

AWAY FROM IT ALL?
AND LIKES TO READ?
Buy him a sift subscription
(See special offer Page 54)

endurance, ingenuity and native
dignity of man.‘,Pat Barclay,

Victoria Times. $7.50

University of Toronto Presr
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T H A T N O V E L S . OOHIV and SOne:

have recently

“&gone a braaii

takingmnewal at the hands of the Qoe
bee writers is no longer news. Likewtse, anyone who fouows the nevnpapers from Quebec or Europe is
aware of the mciting new forms created in the tbeatre by people like Germato, Barbeau, @uik and the late
Jacques Sauvageau.
Quebec’s lighteniogquick tloweriog (usually called “explosion” in the
Toronto press) is that of a new self
that requirea new earn to hear and a
new tongue to speak. In such an atmosphere. one, need scarcely be sorp&d by the invention, in fresh terms,
of such a venerable form as classical
tragedy. Odd? Pretentious? perhaps,
but then these things were said of lb

.~-.

,THE ‘~
CANADIAN STAGE
se”, Stidberg and O’NeiU to their
time.
new press, in their New Drama
series, have already published plays by
George Ryga, James Reaney, Robertson Davies and David French. Now
they give us translations - for the
most part quite acceptable - of three
plays whtch combine with gnat skill
the strongest, truest features of Arig
totle, Beckett and television.
The earliest, Guy Dufresne’s The
&II of the Whippoonvzil (“Le cri de
l’eogoolevent”) dates from 1960. It
uses the fairly ordinary tale of a
country girl captivated by a visiting
Americao engineer to create an atmos
phere in which the anger and frutration of a vainglorious father possesses
us as folly as if we were witnessing the
fall of the House of Thebes.
This is made possible by a fusion
of everyday minutiae, broad psyche
logical patterns and the relentless cycles of history that currently gtvc the
Qoebecois language such peculiar resoosnce. Similarly. but at another level.
’ thdims of force chamcteIi*ng power,
sex, bolitica and language alI merge
inseparably. Unforhmatiy. the tramlation by Philip London and Laurence
B6rard attempts to excise obvious
political references in the text, and
even goes so far a* to censor mmarks
concerning politics and the language
of Quebec from Alain Pontaut’s soperb introduction. Nevertheless, the
play is strong enough to weather such
interference without sertoos harm.
Otherwise, the translation is quite
uneven, being especially weak to Act I
where the emphasis is on psychology
and atmosphere, rather than action.
The characters seem merely angry,
without giving us the coloor a n d
shadtog of their frustration. Later, the
work is generally better, although the
translation is often woodenly literal
end sometimes totally wrong.
In 1966, Marcel Dube, Quebec’s
most prolific playwright (43 works
for stage, radio sod TV, not including
poetry) wrote ‘Au ‘retour dea oies
blenches”, traoslated by Jean Ret+
.

as The White Geese. Far more complicated - and fidly cathartic - this
is the story of a young Electra-tiire
whose youthful crusade for troth not
only brings down her father’s cormpt
house, but crushes her - and future
generations - under it As in Dufreg
ne’s play, and many tragedies before
‘it, the key motif is tliat of a wild
bird’s brush with ‘%ivilized”.msn.
Poetic language and psychological
realism agaio merge perfectly, this
time with even greater resonance. The
fact that a more classtcal French Is
used may account for th@ and for the
fact that the play travels into Eogltali
so well. Yet, thts tmnslatiog job is not
an easy one, requiring a fine touch and
considerable skill, and here, Jean Rem
ple most tske credit for a superb piece
of work. His preface, too, is short, locid and we&con&fed. l7le White
GeeJeiscertabdythebestofthetbree
tramlatiom.
The third play, Robert CurWe The
Hang&Man (“Le pendu” - 1967). is a
bizarre and unsettling moral “trip”.
It combines the relentleas logic of
tiagedy with the sticture and social
caricatore of Ben Jonson and the verbal and scenic debris of Samuel Beckett. This play, more than the others,
joggles precept with actton to reveal
the inevitable death that occurs when
they diverge.
F’biltp London and Laurence Bdmrd
acquit themselves rather better this
time, but it is difficult to make this
play real and gripping io translation,
and any .Eoglish pmductton would requite sensitive handling to realize its
true power. In fact, directors planning
to do any of these plays are advised to
work with both texts in hand, because
appropriate tones and rhythms can often be transposed on the stage, but
notonthepage. 0
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byDouga1 Frazer

THE STATE Of tbeatre in Canada has
never been a lively one, but part of the

reasoo is that few plays have been
written by Canadians. It is as though
we are too sober a nation to be concerned with “The Devil’s Playhouse.”
timatists in Gnu& the fouah volume in the Can&an Literature Serlea.
traces the devebpment, one is tempted
to say e*ergence, of that very elusive
species, the Canadian Dramatist It ls
an historical survey but the main area
of attention is on tbe 20th~century,’
the time when there have been the
greatest number of out@ available to
tbe dramatist.
The fmt play written ln Canada
was by Marc Lescargot in 1606 - Le

lX%tre de Neptune en la nouvrlle
lkzce. but another 150 years go by

before another play is written. These
plays are essentially closet dramas
lo no way Intended to be produced
on a stage. Charles Heavysege’s SiiuI
is the fmt major play to appear
lo 19th~centmy Canada. But, as the
excerpts here chosen show, it is ao
encumbered mixture of Macbeth. Mlton and more gore than appears lo
Poe. His literary inndcence Is an excuse, but not a suffiient one. Chad=
Mair is tbe first native Canadian playwrlgbt, and his Tecwnaeh, while still
a laborious verse vehicle has some lmpress& moments, sod he ls the fimt
fiywright to deal honeatly yth the
fact of Canada itself.

Comic drama

in revue-type

ia most

clearly aeen

presentations - ilo fir
Lady, wltb the greatest sacred cow
being tbe determined dullness of life
in Canada Radio and TV have both
added greatly to this genre, with IJster
Sin&b and Robertson Davies prime
contributors.
The dramatists most discussed in
the book are James Reaney, I&or
Moore, Gmtien G6linas, George Ryga,
Simon Gray and John Herbert - too
abort a list by many a name, but that
is not the responsibility of tbe book.
James Resney’s plays are inspirational in growth- bnprovisational like
Carl Hare’s Company One. George Ryga’s work employs a succession of devicm to make his point of the loss of
innocence. Sllon Gray, now living lo
London, has fear of discovery and the
necesslw of masks io the social sitoationastbetivingforcebehlndhis
work John Herbert is perhaps too
closely tied wltb, as he would feel, the
real protagonist to have his play entirely succeed, but he isto be recognized as the fmt Canadian playwrlgbt
to put on the stage what many would
consider a socially- unacceotable
situ_
StlOll.

Lcmis Jouvet on* said: “Le tb&
&re n’exlste ooe dsna l’acte do tb&
&e:’ and it is this problem that is
perhaps ‘at the mot of this book.
There are few focuses of interest to en
able amateur theatre to mature In the
skills necessary for the fruition of a
professional tradition. It is all vmy
well to discuss dramatists’ in Canada,
but until very recently they have had
no opportunities to show their dramas.
Certainly the situation is char&g, but
until a few more years pass when one
can add other contributors to this type
of survey, this book has the tendency
to look a trifle lonely. It is well pm.+
ented, however, and its historical bent
gives a necessary perspective to the
situation of today.
T R I P T Y C H is a play designed
for
qoadrophonic radio, but it could, very
easRy, be adapted for another medium. The three parts of the drama l&
v&gate the three most important
datesoftheCh&tianyear-Christmas, Good Friday and Raster. The
listener is caught in the middle be
tween the traditional rellgio-scholastic
interpretation of the scriptures and
tbe more modern ineI@ousiity of the
grab-bag of commerce that hab degenemted the true meaning of the
festival. There is a constant series of
contmsts between the age of faith snd

now, both here and lo the Passionand
Resurrection. Indeed, one might gather
from the printed text that there may
be too much chopping and cba@g
around and what one gathers in emotlonal conflict is 1-t in eonfusion.
However, Mr. Reeves has written a
very lntemstlog play tidly UtlEzing
the capab3itie.a of four chaonel sound.
UNLIKE DAvID FRENCH’S other work,

LeavingHomeisa tradltlonally-written

realistic play. It concems the degeneration of a Newfoundland family tom
apartbythepresmresoflIvinglna
bii olty, but the real antagonist is the
father. who is the central character.
Mary, the mother, tries to hold t+
gether a fainily dangerously split by
tbefacttbatBilly,theyoongerson,
is having to get married and Ben, the
older brother, considered a sissy bjr
his father, wants to leave home too.
Jacob relentIessly hounds after Ben,
tauntb~, baiting, grlndiog hbn down,
all from love and perhaps a rueful admlration tbat Ben ls going to accompllsh tihat he wants while the father
was nevfl able to. The play is not all
doom and gloom, however; there are
some delightfolly funny moments, but
they are like whitecaps on a stormy
sea - the real power is uoderneath. A
powerfii written piece that has a
terrible sadnessaboutit, yet not maudlin. David French’s is an u&a&log
viewoflife.0
DOUGAL FRAZBR ir an acta and
dtrector who studied drama at the
Royat Academy of Dramatic Art h
Brit& odgin@ from Victor& he
MW works in Toronto.

CmLit isrz’t
just what has
been written
It’s what is
being written
Teachers, course
co-ordinators, professors
see page 54
of this &sue.
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The second is more serious. III 91
pages (26 are footnotes and apparatus)
Sutherland tries to discuss, cornpamtively, 17 novels and several hundred
short stories. Inevi@bly little but summary can result, and there is, actually,
no extended study of any one novel or
story to ‘prove the critical theais the
title implies. Luke BaLiwin’s Vow gets
about ss much space as Acmm the

River... or Ifs Never Over. Given
mfewdby

operate

on

the’

pymodd princi$e. If

enough novelslike Goldenrod (so loaded with pathos it made me feel sorry
for tbe Calgary Stampeile! ) or coUeo_
tions like Columbus and the Fat Lady
(so “with-it” it’s unreadable) get published, presumably sometime, somewhere in Canada a truly megoiticent
peak of fiction will arise. In my opinion the operative verb will have to be
not ‘%se”, but ‘be shored up”, for it
seems to me that such construction
is inevitably done with sand: “breakthroog.h! I’, “fust! “, “never before! I’.
Sand is forever moving, it is forever
Etting itself into tbe contours of the
moment and can easily, quickly build
peaks, true; and they last that long as
well.
Criticism also, apparently, needs,
the pyramid. On the one hand Cana
dian critical writing has discovered
‘The Series”: every known writer
most be fit into either a 64- or 128
page monograph. (ActoaUy ‘The Series”has been bomnved from television
where all known subjects are either 28
or 56 minutes long, depending on how
tbey are chopped or stretched, but
its mots lie deep in our (albeit &as%
cal) mythology. Unforhmately, tbe
only smvivor of the Pmcmstian bed
became a pariah.) The other critical
method is: compare tbe Canadian to
some major writer. Again, if we only
get eoougb soch @tical wlitiog for
base work, eventually, eventually.. .
PraserSutherland usa the comparison method, and it certainly is the better of the two. He does not have to
pretend that two long lives of writing
and the works that result fmm them
cm be meaningfully written about in a
set number of words. The stmngtb of
this book is really Part One. Iiq&x
Sutherland soccbxtly draws together
the facts of Call&n’s relatiomhip
with Hemingway: their work at Tlze
SMr, Hemingway’s early encou~

Rudy Wiebe
ment, the summer of 1929 in Paris.
Meaningful details are sketched in
swift, sharp prose; there is a sense of
comprehension and building anticipation. The subject, “a study of Hemingway and Callagbao,” is of course a
natural, bui despite Sutherland’s good
begin&g, he makes some criti&l II&
takes.
The fhst is the manner in which he
f;andles the wmparison. Them is a
deluge of -writing about Hemingway,
so any gen&lity about him can be
pursued in detaiI through
books and
. .~. . . _
amms; tncre is no sucn critical Baalog on Call&an. Sutherland himself
admits tbis when he cites Woodcock’s
“?._ost Emydice” as the best discoe
sion of Callagban’s wo&. That’s a n
essay of 16 pages. In other words,
work about Callaghan is of the sommary kind, and by giviog Hem&way
equal space, all the critical weight fails
to the American.

Sutherland’s pugnacious stance (other
critics are “doll” or “banal,” though
some “otfer occasional wd cornmeuP’), e good deal of what might be
perceptive critic&m has only the impact of as%tion.
A writer of Callaghao’s statue and
range demands his own, unbamp&d,
study. Zr’s Never,Over, for example,
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merely echoes
ils
more %mmary”

gets a quick line fmm Pacey in The
Li&!ro~~ History . . . and Sutherland
it here. The novel’s
opening chapters are, however, superb, and its developing relationships
exciting as those in Such is My Be

loved. Canadian criticism needs no

for the benefit of
those who must teach and will not
read; nre need studies in depth.
This book by Sutherland, unfortunately, despite some of its strengths,
i s baaicallv a “two uaraaraohs per
novel” b&k. Even tith &a-best-of
intentions, that’s UnproFthy of the fme
novels callagban hai given us. 0
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A’SPLENDID THING
HAPPENED ON THE
\x/AY TO THE...
FORUM
s&?ctiotls fmm The rhadia?l Poru’in
Edited by J. L. GRRNAi’XlEIii’ omi PGTBR STEVENS
Uniuersi~
Toronto Ress; plrpw 37.50, cloth $17.50: 431 pas*

of

out the kinks and ffls in the guiiies of

aur erratic **ogres¶ through time until
the past 50 years or so become a fourlane highway running tbrbugh cextaln
selected points of interest: November,
1918; 1929’s Black Friday; Munich;
Sept. 3.1939; V&Day and Hlmshima;
Korea; Suez; and Nov. 22.1963. It’s a
boring, well-travelled mutelntendbd to
move you from cause to effect as
quickly aa possible. But by its very
efficiency, it is a distortion.
It is difficult to tell how much of a
distortion. The reconstructionists, innocently or deliberately, have obllterated most traces of the old meandering
mad that was reality. In Canada, the
task of determining the byways and
detours we actually took is Illade even
harder by the absence of a vlgllant and
multi-voiced national press. Most journals and popular periodicals Were (and
many still are) shallow in their social
awareness, biased toward local issues,
and conservative in their outlook. How
healthy is a nation in which the
socialist point of view shared by nearly

/---------+c

20% of its federal voters and by
majorities in three provinces is expressed regularly only by underground

“‘.“., a?fZ~~~wsZa~~r self-respect,
:thexe is one literate organ of national
$ption in this country that has con$latently undertaken the responsibility
!!,?.A
bf keeping an accurate track of OUI
5
~~~___I ,$nth-to-month progress. The Cana4.0
-

:dion Form, bless it, has been con/ ducting an intellectual survey of the
’ social, cultural and political paths ahead
i since 1920. L&ward leadii still
pr&ee~, it guides us by its reasoned

light. And as these selections abow.
the dates and points of interest the
Forum fmds important along the way

are far from conventional.
For instance, there is Jan. 15,193l.
On that day 68 members of the teaching staff of the University of Toronto

wrote a letter to the newspapers protesting, in the mildest possible way,
the activities of Toronto’s Police Cornmission. It seems the commissiOners,
representllg an alllanee of fanatic
Oran-n and Christian fundamentalists, were then ih the habit of
labelling as a Communist anyone who
even ftigeted during the playing of
God Save .the King. T r u e t o their

nature, they had conspired to prevent a

group of liberal idealists known as the
Fellowship of Reconclllation from
holding a public meeting to discusa
freedom of speech.
The letter from the 68 faculty
members unleashed a torrent of outrage
from the true-blue Establishment of
Ontario. Every retied colonel and his
batman, three of the four newspapers,

the massed canons of the United
Church were all howling for professorial
blood or deportation of the 68 to
Russia. Thundered the TorontoGlobe:
This matter of ‘Irae speech’ which is
agitating the IeUowrhip and which
ha3 brought forth the -protest’ of
68 college pmfesurs is but a ‘red
hmb# amus the hail . . . This
tende~heartedbosbabout theBolsbevi!4 oughi to be stamped out oncz and
for a,, by a,, i,,d&mnt citimubip. It
b mat BriM, Camdia”, or ChriStim
Why should red-blooded Cansdianr
soft-paal before their machinationti

The past is a strange country indeed. It
is almost impcssible to believe tbat the
people who were poUTi” out this utter
31
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hogwash or gulping it down were our
fathers. It was left to the Porum, as
usual. to provide a perspective of
sanity. An editorial almost certainly
written by Frank Underhill reviews the
affair and exposes the lodi~os illogic
of it aU. It adds:

.__

_

.~

service to the wcial IdltoriM of one
hundred years hence.. .
For such services, we an devoutly
gmtetx.
From its foundation by a smsll
group of U of T professors and undergraduates, the Forum was designed to
function as a distant earlywaming
system forcanadian society. It raceived
little monetary support and less thanks.
But it had the greater glory of osuaUy

NEW
CANRDLAN
TlTU3 FROj4
STARLINE
PAPERBACKS

being proved right. When the war.8
had bean predicting all during the
193OsfmaUy came, the magazine made
its own cool assessment of the justness
of tha cause and couselled against the
various excesses of Allied pqlicy. Amid
the patriotic clamour of total war, we
fmd the quiet voice of F. R. scott cxplaining in June. 1942, why Quebec
voted ‘No” ih Madcenzie King’s vague
plebiscite on conscription and prediiting where it would all lead unless
finglish Canada made some effort to
understand tbe roots of Frencb-Canadian discontent. In July, 1956, we
fmd Eugene Forsey rising above the
immediate insults to democracy antailed by the passing of the pipeline
bill and foreseeing that the real issue
would be the energy sellout that is,
now upon us.
There are &her treasures: Northrop
Frye succinctly revealing Toynbee’s
massive edifice to be nothing more
than a synthesis of Spengler and stupidity; B. W. Mandel gently landing a
few ponchcs on Frye’s own Anatomy
of Criticism; Norman Betbone’s haunting lines from the battlaftis of Spain,
Layton mockii Kipling here, knockii
puritanical critics there, erupting everywhere; David’Helwig’s small sad story
about a dying spinster.
Tha Forum’s taste in fiction and
poetry was uneven; but at least it
printed literature of quality when no
one eke did. The magazine’s judgment
was sometimes off; btit it was never
smug about the many times it .was
right. You can take The Cenedhn
Forum or leave it, as you wish. But
never doubt that this country has been
a batter, saw place becauss of it q

You surely don’t
agree with all
our reviewers,
do you?
OX Well, let
us have it.
Write-In!
(See page 151
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PLAEFOR
CHILDREN
RED RIDING HOOD
THE POPCORN MAN
THE DANDY LION
Books & lyrics by DODIROBB
& PATPATTERSON
Music by PATPATT.ERSON

THE CLAM MADE
A FACE
PllpB
reviewed

ERIC NICOL
new press

$1.25; illustrated

by fitherine Govicr

THESE THREE OneaCt m&id phys

for children have ‘been given big,
brightlycoloured jackets and nice wide
pages that stay open by themselws
so you can look at the pictures.
Authors Dodl Robb and Pat Patterson
have provided an introduction (the
same one in each volume) and production noted that allow the reader
to benefit fmm their experience wlth
children, the most acute and crltlcal
of the&e audiences. Base scores and
lyrics are iocluded, a well as information about production tights. This
should make them very useful to wellmeaning producers of childre’s plays
who tend to use weak adaptations of
fairy tales or other mediocre material.
There has been such an increase in the
number of children’s productlons.ln
the past decade that I am sure good
plays such as these are in demand.
_Witers for children keep alive the
literature of magic, fairy tales, and
talking animals. We save happy endings
and wishgranting for our cbildrcn - it
isnotjusttbatthislswhattheywant,
but it is whet we want to tell them.
The world encompessed by children’s
theatre is expansive. It has not lost the
slmpllclty of the fable and yet it can
include the televi&o trappings of.
space craft and missing persons.

Of the three musical plays The
Llmdy L&m is the best known, at
leas; in Toronto where it has become
the ammal Christmas production at
the St. Lawrence Centrc. I liked all
the plays, but if I were to choose a
favomite it would be Red Riding Hood.
The authors have added some ingeneouswxi&lestotheoldtaleofsweet
young thing waylaid by wolf on way
to Grandma’s, What actually happened, we fmd out, was that Walter the
Woodsman and Bezt Blunderbuss, lhe
tradition’s lieroes who were soppmed
to have rescued LR.R.H. sod Grandms from the Wolf, were short-sighted.
inept downs. The little girl and the
old womanmanaged just fme by themselves, in the end retraining the vicious
wolf to be Craridma’s houseboy. Walter
remarks that he will never worry about
L.R.R.H. again, as she can take - of
herself, and Bert decides that he might
give up hunting since L.R.R.H. disap
proves. I’m not going to tell how the
women capture the wolf because it’s
just too good an idea to give away free.
Both The Dandy Lion and Tire
Popcorn Man have young boys as
protagonistr The fvst is a clrcos show
and involves a choice of lions. One is
Romy, a very ferocious beast, and the
other is Dandy who llkea tc wear bow
ties end to bounce balls. At one point
the audience must make its preference
known. It is imperative for the re& of
the script that Dandy be chmen. I
wouldn’t have bet on it, but 1 guess
@e authors know best.
The Popcorn&fan follows essentially the same formula as the others.
Someone has a problem -in tbls case

is Mrs. Kangaroo who waots to escapefromthezoo-andaUtbechara*
tars pitch in to help solve it In this
play, the authors seem to be reaching
a long way in all directions for ideas.
involved sre a missing milllonalre, an
as&o-pi& a kangaroo, a popcorn
seller, and a boy .whose father is too
buslnessllke to be any fun. Somehow
it sll ends up being one plbr
Each play has about eight songs.
some of which are repeated, as ao
opening and a ftie for example. The
,lyrlcs are witty and brisk and the
songs come at delightful moments in
the action. They look like the kind of
songs that would catch children’s fan=
ies. A few samples are ‘“Ihe Popcorn
Song”, “Bake a Cake”, which includes
lines about cleaning up the mess you
made, and a song called “I’m in a
Rage”. I wondered lfsome of the lyrics
were& more for the amusement of
tile. adults involved than for the children. Words like “2&o”, “conternplate”, and “disposltlon” are pretty
big, but 1 suppose there is no harm in
trying to enlarge the vocabulary during
a play.
The Ckrm Made d Face is a more
economlcaUittlevohune,Paper bound,
wlthllluatmtions by children who have
seen the play. Unfortunately, except
for the drawing on the cover. the children’s renderings are reduced la size to
about one square inch. Nicol’s play is
based on the Indlan legends fmm the
West Coast of Canada. A cast of four
glva a dmm or more interpretations
of mythical animals and chamcters.
Among the legends enacted are the
story of Siwash Rock, the native explanation for the f?g that rolls down
the c&t, and a lovely story about the
origin of mosquitoes. This starts a
dapplng and ouching session that I
loiagine would dell-&t young audiit

enees.

The play has been produced by
Youna Peoole’s Theatre and was oreat &e International Chiklr&s
T&atre in Montreal last June. It is a
meccas with audiences and has the addltlonal merit of containing some anusualmyths 0ftheWestCoastI
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General responsible to the elected
go?ernment leader. The “counter-state”
will also supervise the private sector to
reduce infamous capitalist waste.
Because scientists have “reduced
Man to m-bating ape” and “real
estate”
religion has condemned him to
THE ARTkiURIAD
the
bingo/rummage
sale mystical synJOHND’ARCY BADGER
drome
it
will
be
necesury
to remake
Pendragon
man.
How?
By
upgrading
his ideas.
cloth &595r129prrgcr
And how else but in the image of his
Maker through the ethics of Arthur,
the astronaut!
Somehow, without coercion (which
Badger abhors) there will then occur
a Mot improvement in ihe quality of
m doves: Ilk Arthur mzdsa,nt.
human nature - the long-awaited
Pkm the w?k work the pkm
million-year leap into the Folden Age.
S UCH IS the dialectic of ‘tie gospel
This will be accomplished by genetic
accordiq to John D’Ar9 Badger. He
engineering, Round Table education
comes sftcr Christ as a cross between
and
BSP. Every human being, like
Muhammed and Merlin with an apocaBxcalibur,
will be extracted from the
lyptic Magna Caaa made for thts
grey
stone
of materialism; and so
Aquarian Age.
coming
to
the
light will become iUumiBut even Kali, the Aquarian Hindu
naied.
Thenceforth
will they all b
destroyer, by the d&rminism of “all
aftertheHolyGrs.il~mternalexcell~ce)
things must come to pass” knows tihat
on the horse of Cosmic Revolution.
Badger seems to omit from his concept
0 miracle! 0 divine unification!
of righteousness: that is, great men
Let
the self join to the Self to end this
were great only because they recogbloody
s&Xmess! Arthur and the
nized that they were revolutionaries
world
are
yet to ride together to Comin a reformist world.
oathe
truth of myth or flying
munion
Badger declares that The Arthr&d
sa”c%&
is the manifesto of the niiddlemao As capitalist and nasty communist
the political centre of philosophy and
ideologies
(in reality identical) crumble
intellect. Mao is to be awakened to
in
their
waste,
inflation, sewers and
himself and “white magic” by Merlin
doubletalk,
the
coming knights (now
to fhe concept of Arthur (Christ),
your
oppressors,
corporate tyrants,
“God’s good intent,” whose “‘maturiBelials
in
Western
livery) will again
ties (will) ram/ the love of freedom and
defend
the
weak
against
the strong.
justice / back into the half-beaten
The
Arthwiad
is
in
form
a kind of
world.” By “the revolution of the
epic
poem,
a
holistic
vision
of
past and
centre” Badger means the political
future
experience.
It
consists
of 56
action of the purely conceptual radical
sonnets,
neither
Shakespearian
nor
centre, not the chicken-shit Liberalism
Petmrchan,
each
bolstered
for
meaning
of the West or its carbon-copy in the
by freeverse commentaries that seem
East.
and
sound mom like political slogans
What then is TheArthuriod? It is a
than
poetry.
futurist vision that sees tomorrow’s
.Y$
it is the fruit of 35 years of
man as a member of Parliament reprework
by
Badger; and for the love imsenting himself only. His political replicit
in
its
aspirations it stands above
sponsibilities are internally processed
human
condemnation
because it calls
from data obtained from television,
us
to
that
other
country
when we_
teleprinters and computers; and his
finally
realize
we
am
strangers
and
vote registered by manipulating cleo
exiles
upon
the
earth
0
tronic buttons in his own horrie.
The Arthurian citizen, while clesning up the mess of the world, will own
shares in the business where he works.
The state wiI1’ be supervised by a
“counter-state” run by an Auditora
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FINDING A
CONTINENT
VIiING AMERICA
JAMES ROBERTBNTME
Doubbzday
doth S7.95: iUusnated: 217~

reviewed by Erling Ftiis-Baastad
.
IN THE UNIiaD STATES, COhmbus

Day is a sort of minor-league holiday.
In my father’s house, Columbus Day
always went unacknowledged. It wasn’t
Jike missing Christmas or anythiog; my
father and I are both from Norway and
we had the innate certainty - which
only Scandinavians could have had
before the actual discovcxy of Viking
settlements in North Eastern Canada that the fmt pale European foot set
upon American soil belonged to a
Norseman and not an Italian. Until
I read Viking An&a, that certainty
served me in the place of any real
knowledge of the history of European
exploration in the New World.
Teachers in North American public.
schools haven’t treated either the Norse
explorers or Columbus very well. The
Vikings in the Canadian North’ purportedly behaved like their oversexed
brethren who had previously ra,&cked
England and France. When the Vikings
arrived here, 019 couldn’t take the
natives for much, so they quickly left.
Columbus accidentally sighted land,
just as a mutinous cmw was preparing
to throw him into the sea.
During the past decade, evidence
has appeared in the form of artifacts,
ancient maps and manuscripis to
contradict both these portrayals. James
Bntedme has checked over this evidence with carbon dating, iot&ect
and most laudably, common sense.
Viking Ann&e isn’t simply an effort
to popldaIiz$ proof that the Vikings
were here first; it goes much deeper
to show that the Norse presence in
North America bad a lasting effect on
b&h sides of the Atlantic and prepared
Europe for The Age of Diiovery.
Four centuries before 1492, the
Catholic Church could claim two
C%rktii settlements in Greenland. It .
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is likely that

the settlements were
only dabned and not boasted a; the
Greenlanders were steep&d in venial
sin: they married relatives, consorted
with heathen Eskimos and cvcn substituted beer for wine in the sacralncnts.
Their trespasses were noticed by the
Christian sovereign in Norway and he
&spat&d plenipotentiaries to guide
Greenland back to a more strict observance of the faith. The Greenlanders
had bee” nuking regular voyages in the
Canadian North and were I” contact
with Eskimos whose ancestors may
have migrated across’ the entire top of
this continent. It isn’t at all far-fetched
to suppose that the plenipotentiaries
brought news of the Greenlanders’
discoveries back to Norway and that
from Norway the infornwtion fdtered
down through the other Christian
countries to eventually drop on Columbus’ lap. His journey then, would have
been inspired by research rather than a
lucky g~css, divine .intervention or a
sixth sense.
It’s difficult to say which contmversy Is Immediately secondary to the
one waged over, “Who discovered
America?” Enterline provides a” impressive list of candidates. The location
of Viiand was not necessarily Newfoundland. It could have bee” as far
north as Ungava Bay. Virginians &ii
Vinhmd was in Virginia. Residents of
hfaszxhusetts knoiv better. There am
mummri”gs that Vikings penetrated as
far inland as the Dakotas or Thunder
Bay. Did some Nom-men wander off
from their settlements to become
nomadic hunters, mate with Eskhnos
and e%wWaUy be absorbed by Eskiio
cultures? searching for Sca”dinavia”
chamcteristies in the faces of presentday Eskimos will keep geneticists busy
for more than a field day.
Though Viking America is more
imaginative than most history books,
Mr. Enterline treats circmnstantial evidence cautiously and asks only that
his readers keep all the sensible possibilities in mind. Future research could
reveal the full extent of the Vii
legacy to this continent. •i

KEY
STONES
MEDIEVAL
STRUCTURE:
TbGothic Vault
JMES H. ACLAA’D

Universily of Toronto Ress
cloth $25.0& lllusnnt& 254 pa.Jvs
reviewed by Martin Engel

AS * CHILD in Western Ontado, I
found architecture an inexplicable art.
I sat in buff brick pseudo-Gothic
churches counting phoney gold organ
pipes, and watched, faschmted, as the
church-decorators appeared every five
years with their stencils and pastel
patMs (blue for Catholics, pink or
gnen for United, beige for Baptists).
I went to schools that were designed
,a ach~ols, not monuments, and later
to a university that tded hard to look
Tudor, just as some public libraries
tried to look Pa&dim. Nobody told
us than that barns were beautiful:
beauty was the sepia photograph of
S&bury cathedral in the living mom. I
..found what architecturewas io Europe.
I” his preface to this excelI&
book, Janies H. Acland recounts a more
sophisticated experience., but a moving
one: “Initially, my interest in the
Gothic came from the vision of the
web of stone wedged into the sky:
from that moment many long years
ago when I hopped over the tailbod
of a Canadian army truck enroute to
Belgium, and saw the towers and buttresses’ bf Amiens soaring above the
ruck and rubble of the tow”. Later in
Cologne I was struck by the obdurate
strength of the crazy cathedral fabric
of medieval and 19th-century atone
which rmnai”ed substantially intact
despite. direct hits by bombs, while
about it steel and ferr+concntc struttures lay in twisted wreckage.”
As a rank architectural amateur, I
should not .perhaps be reviewing his
book, but it is useful to point out here
that it was a book produced for laymen as well as profession& that its
approach is at once historical and
stm+ural;‘that eve” if you have forgotten your geometry it is a good read.
Orice you discover that buildings~
are beautiful you must, winless you

want to be a hopeless aesthetic castaway, fid out why they are beautiful.
Ackmd appmachcs the Gothic through
its roofw and vaulting. moving from
vmy early basic forms - huts, Italian
tmlli, stone-vaulted Irish churches, Byzantine and Roman domes - to English and European barn ,md hall
forms that led to the great Gothic
arch. Architecture hem becomes a
search capable of support& the gm”d
reltgious aspiration of the Middle Ages.
The techntcai problems solved in the
creation. of the great cathedrals An&ma, Rheins, Stmsbourg. N o t r e
Dame, .%&buy, Durh!rham, Wells - I
don’t think he leaves soy out, so the
list need not be longer, arc Ilhxstmted
w@h photographs and line drawings in
gnat number. Since I watched Dudley
Wit”ey crawling along the moftree of a
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THE
SPOKEid
WORD

bsm with a measuring tape and a
camera, I no longer presume that

authors acquire these illustrations from
someones’ archlves..There am years of
effort and exploration in this book
and the fact that it deals with B greet
deal more than vaulting speaks for an
indefatigable author.
Having discussed mediaeval building technique in great detail, Acland
says, “The Gothic is not just the
creation of ao engineer; it is not.explicable es merely the result of hardheaded structuml analysis end a corn
monsense response to climete, material
and&U... At its besf it can be seen
es en effort to give physical substance
at a lmge scale to the mythic dreams
and ideals of a society” (p. 97). He
then proceeds to show us how the
dream varied in different societies how High Gothic was northern enil
west-coast, how In response to werm
south$m climates and extreme central
European climates, and to differing
varieties of building materials Gothic
wes changed. Some of his most charminp photographs deal with the niless
cellular vaults used in Churches in
Saxony end Bohemia - territory well
off the axis of the. usual architecture
book. These alone make the book
worth $25.
Once you discover building as ah
expression of aspiration you look dif-

.

ferently around you. The idea .of
North America as virgin territory for
builders - end I can see someone like
Rives Tully standing on the shore of
Lake Ontario and rolling up his sleeves
- explains many of the strange moimments around us. Building es utility
and shelter, ou the other hand, c&ted
the beautiful bans end -brick
farmhouses we dewt io now.
The world of building, or erchite~
turn, is ao excitii one. To appetites
jaded by sociology and psychology,
cult-fiction and bad poetry, books like
The Gothic Vmdt ccme we kind of
repose. The words are beautiful ashshlor and squinch. voussoir and pendentive and corbel - and thank God
groin divorced from Philip Roth - and
the range, from Mexico to Mesapotemia via Aquitie is wide end satisfying to a proper sense of realism.
Nationalists should be proud that a
book of this range and competence
has been produced here. 0

~
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HEARING
WHAT IS
SAID
OPEN SECRET
GWENDOLYNMmEW,&
CBC Leaming Sysmm
LP $5.00

Gwendolyn MgcBwen’s Open Seaet.
Tire price of th&e recordiis has reduced itself to a tniwler apiece 8s the
qualityhasimproved, and by the sound
of things Gonsalves is soon going to
fmd himself in the unlikely predicament of outsuccessing the terms of his
experiment. Open Secret is both first
rate and immediate. But anyone with
modem ears knows that if the CBC
powers that be invested th& bread
necessary for half-decent machines,
instead of buying carpets to haul people
on, it could all be a bell of a lot better.

revloved by Bill HOWell

IT’S BEEN going on quite quietly for
some time now, and it’s the kind of
thing the CBC, all personal beefs aside,
does best. The idea has been to get the
best of their spoken word recordings
to libraries and university English de
partments acm* the camtry, vri”p
the jacketting and laquering epsts, but
not to make an extra dollar more.
Because after $l and officially the

CBC is not supposed to be in the
commercial record business. They have
had to be ascetically subversive about
it. In 1967 Earl Bimey read some
Dylan Thomas et Scarborough College
and Jim Cons&es, who runs CBC
Publicationi, wes there to hear. Shortly
(in the CBc’s unique sense of time
lessness) thereafter Canadian Poets
No. 1 apptid: 2,000 of eight of
their best (yes gang, in&ding the
young Leonard Cohen) at $7.50 a copy.
Bad production.
Man mlghr & II sort of charlekm, as
well as a sort of pd.
Since, we’ve had the voice of the
late J. Prank Willis on Vimy Ridge;
Cenhay, a corny Centennial special;

Patrick Hynan’s brilliant Herningwgy;
Glen Gould’s NewjbundLmd and Idea
of North; end more recently Me
Anderson es Margaret Atwood’sSuJonna Moodie, Al Purdy’s rural Onrcrio,
Alden Nowlan’s hohest Maridmes, and

I first h&d her read live at Acadia
University in a large reception room
under the new dining hall, early in
1969. The setting was hardly ideal.
The mom bad hard walls and the
audience arrived with leftover colds

and the shuiUing distractions that come
from unfinished term papers, preconceived connotations, and the vulnerable
isolatlbn of every off%ial visitor. But
then she was, in a pair of white rubber
boots, her voice rich and sensual with
en awful comprehension of all the
uncomputable but necessary mysteries.
Even the coffee percolator listened,
heard:
- I hear pu tum& worlds in your

darkdwm-

The electricity in the air over this
country, I am by now utterly convinced, has a permanent pattern of
weves and circuits in the shape of
Gwendolyn MacEwen’s voice. She has
read her work on the CBC so often that
its bmadcastibility is an important
textural ingredient. Few poets anywhere take as-much cere with how
the phrase is beard, taking at least as
much time learning how to graft words
to the voice es planting the letters on
the page. A poetry readimg is a dramatic
event, and it’s mm to fmd a titer
who, if you’ll pardon the pbrese,
articulatesthe spokes. It’s even tougher
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to cut through the glom of a recording
studio,without that audience coughing
and shuffling to cover or excuse B lie

kicked clear from hem to somewhere
just short of the North Star. You’re
alone in a roomful of 77D.s. 655s,
M47s, and the sound of your own
voice. This poetry fmds its core in that
dark and mysterious zone where the
vvrltten word and its tonal mats
lntcwect.
AsapoetIfeltIbadrmeraioblI,
@ion to get beyond my own private

pain, and into the univcnalnahue

saeling.

of

Rock musk. like the Hemingway
tradition, is dead_ Generally thh is
because it betrayed the ideals of those
ln the 1960s who grew up on it. On
pmctical terms this ls because the
Agnews ln the big record companies
now know what to watch out for in
terms of lyrics, an easy job in such a
crude verse form. People arc clodng up.
On these terms it may be argued that
written hmguage will continue to become loaded down with ambiguous
connotations so as to be virtually, indecipherable, and that recordings such
as this am after the fact =&td should be
dismissed as only entertainments. But
it will be tough for the systems analysts,
who can’t yet get their machmm to
distinguish between “dose” (near) and
“close” (the end) to beat down the
tyranny of our psychic small towns.
Gwendolyn MacEwen has always had
her own. She makes each word a door,
an open one.
It is not a warm voice, but it’s not
unfriendly either. It’s clme only in the
sense that it penetrates the listener
directly fmm the workiog distance of
a performance. The listener Is almost
asked to face up to this recording; it
doesn’t just sit back and give itself to
you. Nothing is spontaneous; it’s dkciplined art The poems arc carefully
selected from three of her books, A

Breaktiit jbr Barbmians, The Sha&w
mker, and The Armies of the Moon,
and are arranged ln .a sequence, pum+

tuated by short commentaries, that
traces her development from the little
girl sorceress, who is aware of the e&t
of her voice, to the mature artist with
a resoundll personal mythology. It is
so intensely wndensed that ears normally accustomed to following song
lyrics will have to rest between cuta,
but it’s well worth the effort. 0
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HOW THEY
ON GUARD
IN DEFENCE OF CANADA Volume Three
Peacemaking and Detarranca

JAMESRAYRS

miened by Norman
PROFRSSOR RAYRS begins the htest
volume of his continuing series with an

explanation of the long hiatus between
the appeamncc of Vol. 11 end the
present one. Not, ashc puts it “creative
pause (that euphemism for sloth)” but
the good, grey reluetancc of the Bast
Block to decide which of the volumlnous papers concerned could be de
classified has been responsible. In perhaps typical Ottawa fashion, the
b_ureancmcy solved the problem by
refusing to declassify any of them.
It took Baym from 1964 to 1970 to
win a revocation of that edict. He adds
“Better late - I trust - than never.”
And better it is, indeed, though
mom for the specialist than the general
reader. As usual, Baym’s research can
only be described as compendious.
Apart from the crucial documents
from Defence and External Affairs, he
has the invaluable lnslght gained from
access to the papers of Brooke Claxton,
who mrved longer as minister of
National Defence than any other man
In Cangdian history; his wide reading
has been reinforced by personal interviews with the movers and shakers of
the uneasy period when we moved out
ofaWorld Warinto a new and nebulous
r8le as a would-be “middle power.”
(The book covers, roughly the period
1943-1950.)
Itlsatruismtosaythatwaristhe
nltlmate extension of foreign policy probably the ultimate proof that foreign
policy has been inadequate or a failure.
Lugattention has been paid tothe fact
that a nation’s defence posture in peacctlme is - or should be - a handmaiden
of foreign policy as well. Among other
things, Bayra traces the evolution of
ours and its inextricable course from
those of the devious personality of
Mackcnzle King; the forthright inter-

DePoe

nation&m of I.&s St. Laurent and
Lester B. Beamon; the moribund, but
’
active Imperial stance of Britain aud
Car&an resistance to any revival of
centralized policymaking in London;
equal Canadian loslstence that the postwer world should not become totally
subordinate to the U.S., the Soviet
Union, and Britain, with or without
the Imperial setup. He also points out
how purely domestic attitudes (as they
werd, or as they were conceived by a
faillngand possiblyout-of-date Macken’ ale King) Influenced both the size and _
cornpositIon of tha armed forces.
There h a clear contrast here with
the American situation, where the
I’entagontoooftenhasseemed to make.
foreign policy than the other way
about. Canada, given the almost complete stand-down of her armed forces
between the two World Wars, was
incapable of producing polltlcal generals: certainly we have had no one
with the national status of a George8
Mamball or a Douglas MacArthur. Our
conmmn&m emerging from World War
Il were mostly pre-war civlliaos; most
of them returned to civilian life. The
long-mrvlce men simply did not have
the clout to wag the dog. The only one
who really tried, Lt.-Gen. G. G. simends, was widely regarded as insubordinate or dangerous in the inner circles
of government.
It follows, theii, that much of the
present volume h about the evolution
of foreign polii rather than &fence
pollcy, which necassarily becomes a
follower rather than a leader. Bayrs
glvesus much new material on attempts *
by External Affaira to create a coherent
Canadian policy even while our diplomats were. mom or less convinced that
all we could do was mact to each situ&
tion as it occurred, His book reflects
3
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this in its division into topics: reforming the services, Canada and the
United Nations, Canada and Europe,
Canada and the Commonweal~, and
so on. Them is a long and valuable
section on how we wrestled with the
problems of atomic warfare, sitting as
we were on the only readily available
supplies of uranium, and with Britain
and the U.S. suspicious of each other,
eve* at ties of Canada.
It may sound like some&g an
academic (perhaps eve” Pmfessor
Eaym) might write on a student’s term
paper, but a summary chapter attempting to weave the disparate threads
together would have been valuable.
What does coma out is rich enough:
some better impressions of the perceptiveness and prophetic instincts. of
“MU&Pearson the diplomat than anything thii reviewer has see” yet; the
overall and undoubted brilliance of the
External Affairs department of the

period; some new insights into the
always fascinating character of Mackenxie King; some equally fasci”ating
glimpses of the inner workings of
government. By implication, what
emerges as Canadian foreign and defence policy is complex and sometimes
contradictory, but is strung together
by one vague and sometimes frustrating
goal: to preserve huiependence of
thought, and ‘insofar as possible in a
world of superpowers, independence
of action.
It is to be hOpea that Professor
Eayrs is already leafmg through the
documents of our participation in the
Korean war, and on into the Suez
crisis. 0

IMPLOSION EXPOSED
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LIES

JOHNNEWLOVE
bfcCkIImd and Stewt: cloth $495: 96 &n@s
reviewed by Doug Fetherling
IT “AS NO”’

been 10 years sinCeVanold Periwinkle Press brought
out John Newlove’s fkst major (and
now scarce) poetry collection, E&
phants Mothem B Others, at a time
when them were many obviously important poets in their early and mid20s. In fact, what with Newlove, Atwood, MacEwen, Bowting and the
rest, there were probably more ripening
than than now. But what in retrospect
seem remarkable - in light of the
Zicmths and Musgmves and Flanagans
- is tbat so many of them had, and
still have. so much in common. As
diverse as theirchosen directions sometimes seem, they all wrote and continue to write on pretty much the 88me
principles and with basically the same
intent. And with few exceptions t&y
share a tone of detachment they have
perfected and intensiftid in wildly different ways while stii keeping theii
common lineage clear. Perhaps it is
couver’s
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because the modernist tradition from
which they derived now seems to’be
weadng thin that the new poets, gmp
inp. seem less a group. Perhaps this is
forthe better,perhapsnot.Whateverthe
case, the 1960s poets I speak of sometbnes .=em like a Siamese chorus line.
all the members kicking in different
directions but each one joined to the
next at the ear lobe and heel. The one
who is kiw highest, at himself and this is a recent development - is
John Newlove.
I” his new collection, Lies, one sees
a sharp break from b.is. other books.
Where he once wrote largely outside
himself, he now is very contemplative,
in a somehow violent kind of way; and
where once his poetry was explosive it
is now bnplosiVe, going deeper into
its own structure as the poet goes
deeper within himself. The change from
wren The Ccve, published in 1970, is
striking. In that wUection, mom so

than in the earlier BhckiVight Window
but in a ‘clear progression nonetheless,
he was concemed with poetic neatness
and had an understated epigrammatic
quality ha now seems to be throwing
away. The 65 or so new poe& in Lies
am starker by reason of the mugh”ess
of their m-elatiom and are, in general,
tougher, harder, nmre against the grain
- and this fmm a poet who was never
in the first place dull-edged, meek or
pussycattish in the least. TechnicaUy
the effect is that the p-s .are more
fmgme”ted and disjointed than earlier
ones, but this makes them sound less . j
accomplished. The change, however, is
for the better: these “ew poems seem
to be wrung fmm the mind, drippi”g
on the pages, and when they work they
work powertidly indeed.
But it is not all plumbi”g the ullage,
so to say. Lies,’ I think, is the result
of a tension between, on the one hand,
the struggleagainst inarticulation every
real poet must face, and. on the other,
the desire to b@ back something
from the Other Side, to return to the
conscious with, in clear form, what in
the subconscious is merely code. This
is conunon enough, I suppose. The diffemnce is that Newlove does it better
than most, and the re$t causes a pain
that rings horribly true to the’reader
equipped with the proper moods.
And yet all the poetry in the book
is not essentiiy this indoor poetry.
Newlove still writes openly about what
have become bis ncogrdzabla themes.
The crueuy ironic love poetry. the.
poetry of the derelict, the poetry about
the haunting purity of the lndiins -it
is all still there. So too are found
poetry and translations. But stii the
mOst effective is the poetry about other
people’s ti by implication Newlove’s
hopelessness.
In the sense that it is his most nearly
unique, Lies is John Newlove’s most
important book to date. And while it
eontaios many of what will be recalled
as his best individual poems, it is too
early to n&e any lager judgmwts.
For if Newlovc is true to this sudden
shift in poetic temperament bis next
mUectJon will take us down somewhere
we have not bee” before. 0
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To Understand Jews (Stuart E. Rosenberg; Paperbacks; $1.25): Published
originally in 1966 under the title
JUGMV?Z, Dr. Rosenberg’s book is a
warm flame of reason. Reco&att
that Christianity is begbming to understand its essentially Semetic roots after
2,000 years of intolerance, he undcrtakes to explain the @gious civitizaticn
of the Jewish people in terms Christians
can comprehend. The book is written
uin the ardent wish that it wtU lead to
respectful and humane Jewish-Christiw
encounters.” Amain and Amen.
Northern Realities (Jim Lota; new
press; $1.95) is a highly readable report
fromthehard-headed Grinchwhc stole
the Christmas slitter from Ottawa’s
vision of the North. Lotz cescrfbes the
true North (mainly the Yukon Tc&
tory) from the point of view of the
people wko actually man the harsh
frontier north of 60. it’s time, he
argues.that we stopped applyingsouthem solutions tc northern problems
and no one who reads.this book CM
doubt the permafrost foundations of
hiscase.
A QmpIete Guide to Crochet Stitches
(Mary M. Dawson; General Publishing;
$1.98): Inspired at firat by the seethrough fad and later by the rediscovery
ofgrennyaquares,cmchetingismakh3g
a comeback. No longer just a doily
cmft, it’s now the “‘in” stitch for
every garment fmm Party dresses tc
bikinis. Trouble is, granny is not
around any more to teach the technique;so those who want to get hooked
have to rely on books. This one, with
clear diagrams, large type and comprchenwe photogmphs, is better than
most. And unlike a lot of blsIructton
books of this sort? it can - with a little
effort -be made to lie flat.

,T .

Polh~tion Probe (edited by Donald
A. Chant; new press; $1.75): When a
dozen or so young adults formed Pollution Robe at the University of
Toronto in 1969. they were convinced
that man had one generation at most
tc save himself from either extinction
or biological devastation. They could
detect only one ground for any opti-
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mism about our chances: “If ever there
was a nation that could pull itself together . . . and protect the environment,
it is Canada” If this country does meet
the chsllenge - and it’s still far too
early to give enn a progress report it will be largely because of the powerful impact of this excellently documented exercise in vital polemics.
Rat River Trapper and Run Indian Run
(Thomas P. Kelley; PaperJaM 51.50
each): m&o. drama, n. Lfr. Cr. m&s
song + dmtna drama.] A variety of
drama, commonly romantic end sensational. with both song and instnrmentalmuaicintcrspersed. Somecritics
suggest that K&y, author of ZFze
Bhck DonnellJlr, has a flair for melo.
drama. He doesn’t. He es an absolute
infatuation with it. The fwo factual
epics he here embroiders with boy’s
paper prose are certainly the stuff out
of which legends are made; one is the
sad mad tale of the trapper known as
Albert Johnson and the other is the
earlier tragedy of the hunt for the
elusive Kispiox Indian, Simon Gun-annooL Not content toinvent improbable
dialogue, Kelfcy also peppers us with
heroic doggerel. The r&t: a couple of
North West East Lynne~
The Only Good fndian (edited by

Waubageshig; new press; 51.75) is a
collection ofessays by Canadian Indians
on the Indian condition, intkmmen
with SOlIN? haUnti” poems by Duke

Redbird. I&ten carefully as you read
this book. What you hear isn’t the
rustle of the wind but the fde of
a fuse.
Rights of Youth (M&&n Levin and
Christine Sylvester;PaperJacks, in association with the Ontario Institute for
Studies in Education; 91.25): WXtle
most thinking adults are aware that
the role of secondary schools in’ our
society is undergoing a fundamental
rsucamination, few have anything
more than a simplistic grasp of the
issues. This study, based on actual conflicts throughout Canada, explains the
situation and then asks some tough
questions. Since the answers are up to
us, we have a moral obligation to,do
39
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our homework. (One issue raised, iocidentally, is a legal ruling that schools
have no authority to set homework.)

Notea from the Century Before (Edward Hoagbmd; Ballantine BookP;
$1.25) ip a lyrical and faintly melancholic record by a New Yorker of a
summer spent in the Telegraph 0eek
region of northern British Columbia in
the mid-1960s. It captures the last
stmins of the area’s romance before
*e machines moved in to erase the
PM. A good book marred by ao
inadequate map.
Continwdfront

plus
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Wionipeg in 1912, he grew up in Bogland and returned here in 1949). He
notes that North Americans don’t
theorize much about utopian communities; that ts for Bumpeaos. We
have merely made them (ox failed to
make them), in the apace that once
v~ new to us. One ;f Woodcock’s
favomite communes is the little-known
Soiotola, a Finnish social experiment
onani&odotTthewastofBritish
cohonbia It went accordiog to plen
for a few years before the First World
War, and thereafter its iohabitants
maintained a less olcee and les, rigid’
form of orpanization. (A Soinhda
anecdote, from my anamhist f&o&
Some Sointolans once sent a letter to
the B.C. govemment. “We, tbi 15 carowning and caPdriviog memb_eIs .of
Soiatula, demand that you; the Mi
ter of Highwas pave our roads: The
ntum came soon ‘1, the Minister of
Iiighway~ amhappy to hear from you.
the 15 car-owners sod car-drivers of
Sointola. Among you there are t&e’
licenses.“)
This sort of bravado delights Woodco& Caoada is usually the peaceable
kingdom ($e cites with appmval Williem Ktlboome’s booktitle more thao
once) and he hopep we stay forever as
free as possible of the vinu affectiog
Gmedygms ,zhe centralizer, in any of
his forms - govemmental, militery,
capitalisn& edocaiional.
There ace essays on other cultural
matters in The Rejection of PoMies,
aU informed by Woodcock’s liiertar& prejudice. He praises Northrop
Frye, .heaps a bit of dirt on the coffm
of McL.uhanism, puts in some needed
good words for ufaabiooable Mordecai RichIer, rbapsodiaes about the
Noah and laments the effect ‘of .meddling bureaucrats on native civilization.
40

Woodcock is least crediile when he
gets his teeth into a principle. He be
Beves the govemment that governs
least is tbat which govems best, and
thinks that a paring down of the
Crbniml Code would solve a lot of
problems: ‘“The Code’must cease io
concern itself with cl1 acts in which
there me not demonstmb~ victims.”

True esiough. But then he goes on to
call for the legah%g of prostitution,
&iming it has a long and honpurable
tradition, and that really it is a form of
physiotherapy, and should be treated
.I as such It would be more tiy
anarchistic to say tbat we need as
much personal liberation and love aq
prophylaxis, and the d&@&g of
prostitution (and of non-addictive
drugs; Woodcock mcognizea this).
When women respect themselves, men
have to resoect them; and payment for
sexual intercourse becomes mmeces.
mry and demeaning. (Woodcock is not
often given to such a lack of vision,
but there is a fd essay io Tire R&ction of Poiitics drawn from Visions
2020, a popcolt collection of predio
tions assembled a few years back; and
there is Woodcock, soundiog like a
Unitarian who has read everytbiog but
Gene& 3.)

Woodcockismostuefol when &alhg with pesmt problems and prop&

iog solutions that utilize present resourcea, sobltlooa that twia< however,
our notions of hy problems might be
solved, so that we see light tbrougb
the cracks io our own dark ghses.
Pay attention to this last example.
Woodcock admib mefolly the need
for social restraint - of thieves, molestem, mud- polluters, general.5
- and suggests a better use for money
now spent oo &ping down petty
crimeaodalsosio,keepinguparmies
and letting govemments and the corpo~lions run amok. Were tbis mqney
used for sane imaginativereiearch,
there would be fewer p&o& (though
there’s always the worry about who’s
goiog to watch the watchers) and 8%
number of coriooa schools where the
dkectors of pulp mills might sit be
side defrauders of little oldladiee and
molesters of small boys and silkstockiog stmnglers to learn the ele
ments of mutual aid and respect for
liviog beings, which primitive peoples
have often understood so much better

IT’S ALL DONE BY
OM’ HOLOGRAPHY
AND A WAY TO MAKE HOLOGRAMS
J. PtiHIcK
rcvrcwdb~

C Akxander Brow?

JR.RRY PETHICK’S 2.5page mboeo_
graphed handbook, of which eight
pages am filed with straightforward
sod easy-tc+onderstand diagrams, is a
good basic guide for those who want
to make holographs, or to understand
how holography works. Holography,
and lase~l which make hologmms po.+
aible, have been around for several
years now, but both am still popularly
regaoled as being in the realm of
scientific esoterica, and relatively few
artists have experimented with holograms, especially in tbis country.
lo fact, it is now possible to get
qude inexpensive

laser light generators,

and wtth this basic piece of equipment
plus a sandbox, bits of wood, metal
tubing, minors and easy-to-get lenses,
to make three-dimensional holographic
images.
In summer of 1970 the Finch
College Museum of Art staged an
&bition of holograms that generated
a fair amount of excitement. I think
the exhibition went on a tour, which,
unfortunately, did not cross the border.
In the almost three years since that
exhibition there have been quite a
number of advances io lasar technology.
&haps one of oar moseoms will consider staging an exhibition. Jury
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Pethick. who was born in London,
Ontario, and who is an Associate of
the Royal College of Art. would most
certainly be happy to help arrange it.
A&we wig probably not see anything
of the sort, because, with the possible
exception of the Vancouver Art Gallery,
our galleries, inch&g the National Art
Gallery in Ottawa, are unentetprisbig.
Indeed, some of them, notably the
Montreal Museum of Fine Art. operate
as if they were still in the last century.
So we hare never had in Canada anything appmacbing the Art end Techdogy experbnent that a few years
ago in CaIiiomia resulted from collaboration between hii technology
companies such as IBM, and artists,
nor the Plastic as Plastic exhibition
that the New York Museum of Contemporary Crafts staged in 1969.
Missing fmm the book is a section
on safety precautions. This is needed,
because although the leaem suggested
by Jerry Pethick are several thousands
of times less powerful than, say, the.
gas lasers developed by the National
Research Councii in Ottawa, they can
still cause permanent eye damage, if
one looks diictly into the beam. 0
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cMtimledfmm pas5 2
after the death of Andrew Jaeloon,
then reviving a bit for Lbmoln, but
rarer than the dodo in this century.
The large numbers of expatriate Americans in Canada sometbnes seem to have
almost nothing at all in common with
one another, and yet, these draft
dodgers and desertem, collectively, hare
expressed the strongest doubts, fears,
misgivbrgs, and rejection of the Ametican Way of Life since the outbreak of
the American Civil War.
Irony .- and an appreciation for
paradox - am only incidental, fringe
beneiits. The draft dodger or deserter
who was bom.of immigrant parents
can proudly announce that he is heir
to an honouteble family tradition -he
comes from along line of draft-dodgers.
We might consider the distinction
between two contradictory ways of
describii the decision taken by the
new Americsn exiles. Thus, “exile”
connotes a loss, lie a punishment, or
even “expulsion” - like the Rxpulsion
of the Jews from Spain in 1492. Sounds
prettygrbu, but maybe they deserve it?
Needless to say, few Americans in
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Canada wear hair shirts to expiate and
do penance for their sins. Quite the
contrary: they themselves don’t see
their decision as %Ile” or “punishment.” Rather, they regard their emigration from the US. as a matter of
active rejection - rejecting an unsatisfactory way of life. Thus, cold and
bitter etie didn’t somehow happen to
them. They left the US. of tbeh own

volition.
Die i&w Re&ees is not going to

be tbe last word on this subject. Nor
does it pretend to be defmitive. But it
does assemble a vahtable’collection of
personal statements and interviewsthat
represent a fair cmss-section of the
d&dodgers and deserters in Canada.
They don’t all sound $ke, and they
are$t all ex-Boy Scouts. In a way, this
book has a peculiar sanity all its own.
The editor, Jim Christy, has nicely
r&framed from polishing tbe syntax;
the upright may be out of tune,but
the rag sounds authentic. 0

Librarians, andBooksellers of CANmk

A JOINT ENDEAVOR
IN BOOKS DN HUMANISM
Two publishing Companies, PembertonBooks ofEnglandandPrometheus

Books oftheU.S;, are oombiningtheirbookliststoprovide awider
scope of selectiontothe growingnumberofhumanistreadersin
Canada. Weinviteyouto order these educationalbooks onethics,
philosophy, religion, social issues, andbehavioralsoience. Your
booksellerwillget immediate shipmentforyou!

Humanistic Perspectives in Medical Ethics bv Maurice t3. Visscher,
A Catholic/Humanist Dialogue, (A symposium heid in ~~~~~~~~

M.D., Editor

.

by Paul Kurtz and MGr. A Dondene, Editors, March 1973

A Short HiStOI’y Of WeSMl Atheism by James Thrower, Univ. of Edinburgh
Tolerance and Revolution by P~UI Kulp and 9vetozar Stojanovic, Editors
Ethics Without God by Kai Nielson, April, 1973, univ. ~fa~gary.
The Jesus of the Early Christians by G. A. Wells, Univ. of London.
Fc&cri5live
IE Pemberton Books
i

London, Engkmd

brochure,

price

list, and orders,

TRANSCANADA LTD.
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Prometheus k!toohs

555t5 mmntn5im Rvmw. 5llwdR NY. wt5

Toronlo, Ontario MSHlYl
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Now available in print. . .

TRlPTYCi-i

JOURNAL
OFAN
EGOTRIP 1
BOTH SIDES NOW:

A dramatic work written and produced
by John Reeves, “Triptych” was broadcast on CBC radio in 1971 and 1972.
Mr. Reeves is also the author of
“A Beach of Strangers” which was broadcast by the CBC in 1959 and won an
ltalia Prize.
The form of “Triptych” is basically a
series of contrasts. Gn the one hand, it
attempts to portray the three major
daysof the Christian calendar (Christmas,
Good Friday, and Easter) in a devout
light, as seen in the style of medieval
drama. On the other hand, the same
occasions are portrayed in their modern
guise, es secular holidays, commercial,
end often gross; these passages are
written in modern prose.

Softcover: 52.50 per copy postpaid

A 25Year Encounter with
Arabs & Israelis
REUBl_W.UONLbf
Ckuke Irwii
cloth %ZS@ 176 ms

MY OLDEST sister cq~ce lived in I&I-

manyfor3%yearaWbenshacame
home., I asked her what it was lika.
she said, %abyaltters ware v&y bard
.to find. The TV was boring because
a l l tha pro&rams were ln.Gamlah
It rained a lot.”
Reuben Slonim baa been to the
Mlddla l?& 20 times in the paat
25 ysara. ‘For 17 years he was the
Middle East correspondent for tha
Toronto Tdqtnm He covered tba
ArabIaracE wara, alections’and currant affairs. He intexviawad Nassar,
Hussein, Bet&nion, Golda.Melr, Abba
Rban, Moaha Dayao. ad dozens of
othan on both sides. When I read his
book to flld out what was happening
and what it waa.all about. Mr. Slooim
(who is alao an ordained rabbi) said:
lSrdeli5 care lesr alrout what the
worldthinksthandoJewsinothex
muntrtuiThisirltatluaLTbey~a

majority in ti o~ land ma act

CBC Publications
Box 500, Station A
Toronto M5W lE6, Ont.

withthes.%&nftt~ofsuchsta~
JewrabmadstfUmtaintheoldfar.
of %vhat will the Gentilu say? ’ ;and
‘how will it aRet o u r podtion?

ISmCljS are also less tl?nS a b o u t
making mistakes. They knw/ that to
be human Ir to be lea than perrect

The above ia an excellent example
of how to match a banal aantimant to
a hackneyed ex~sion, transcending
42
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the cmntmplace by leaping into the

mundane. unfoltunately, such passages
are Iare exceptloos fox Mr. Slonlm.
More typically, he sp&s for himself
- intermptig one page after another
with his bwistent pleas and strident
. counterattacks directed at his “cr4ti&
and the infinite multitudes of carelu
readers who have mzdlgned his personal
. character, his pmfesslonal reputation,
etc., etc. For those readers, like myself, who never saw Mr. SlonIm’s
oligbul newspaper columns, the scent
of yesterday’s cook4og has turned a
bit rancid. This book is not a broad
history of a period; rather, it Is a rather
sour and embittered autobiography of
Mr. Slonlnfs failures to iofluence hi+
tory - an unsudid briekaeat Zeit-

g&t. or, in Mr. slonim’s own, &till*
tive prose: “When I praised the object
of love (i.e., Israel), I was deemed a
proper relative. But when I noted the
beloved’s pimples, 1 was eondemoed
for tactlessness, d&loyalty, bias and
plain imssedness . . . It mattered little
thatIwasgettingit4ntheneckfrom
my cwliglonlsts for be@ a maverick.
In the eyes of editors the joumalirt in
me could not be disentangled from the
Jew or rabbi I was caught between the
pursuing pharaoh of Jewish crltlclsm
and the Red Sea of the news professIon’s d i s b e l i e f . ”
Obviously, with problems like those
onbIsmlndaUthetbne,youcanwll
imagine he hardly sewned to know
what was going on or who was shooting
whom. It was aU the same to him: and
he seems to have personally resented
most of ii Not su@slngIy, then, i
when he interviewed Nassar and BenGurIonandalltherest.hehad so much
to say ro them, that lie didn’t bother
much with what they were saying in
reply. After all, the reader may suspect
what Ben-Curlon, colda h4eF, el 01,
had to say was nothing but Slmsy
excuses for not foIlowing the reasonable and sound poIicies that Rabbi
Sloobn had.ln mind. HIS fmstratIon
was Self-evldenL
For example, Slonim was them for
theElchmmntrlal.Andbelngakind
of compassionate logician. Slonim
deftly pares away the distracting emotionallsms of those concentration camp
suvivo~~ who testif4ed to the suffer&
EAcbmann was responsible for. Slonlm
is too civilized to believe Io vengeful

punishment. Thus, SlonIm analyzes
In EichAma% case it was important
not to temper justice v&h mercy

‘but to understand him. Ha should

.

have been imprisoned and studied
carefidlylntkco”text ofhtrcuIturat
and rociat kckgromd to determine
wktforas were at wmk in Germany
which attowed such a situatton to
dev&pwhereaIiitkmdmEt&
mmnt3ledimedAndnee.dedtk.y

!vem or they would not haw flour-.
i&cd.

I rather like the way Slonbn uses
tbat last sentence to emphesll a
telling point. This chapter. like so
much of the book, teems with phrases
and whole paragraphs that can be read
again and again. One quality we can.
admire ls the unexpected 5she.s of
earthiness and homely plain sense:
“Israel should have tried to fti out
tbereasonsthatdrivesman toviolence.
EkhmannwasonceachIldwitha
cleao slate.” such line8 can luwnioate

byexpressiogidPastbatcanstartleus,
even though the concepts themselves
are not too hard for newspaper readers
and other folk.
When ‘an experienced and worldly
obs_llkeRabbi Slonim summa&es
his thinking about EIchmano, we cao
expect to fd all those special qualities
that inform .&is book and tell the
the’alertreaderthatthisIsnotHannah_
Arendt: “Alive, Echmann would pmbably never have.been redeemed as a
constrwt4ve human being again”
Burnowold/ricnm~actingsuanKe
l71ey shake tI~.sir kadt, they prylsle
c~twd
But tometb~rIott, butsome+n.fs
gahed
In u!Jhg way &y.

.

j;,._

H 0. LEWTM

JUST KIllIN’ KIDS
.mimdby
THE ENTERPRISING

Greg Gatenby

Homer Hogan
writes in the introduction to his latest
anthology that “L&ten! does not pm
tend to represent the best known songs
and poemb of young Canada.. .” but
rather is the result of an Informal survey of our youth and their compap
dium of “the Canadian songs and
poems that really speak to them.”
He tempers this enthusiasm for the
jejune dlapasoo of rock radio statIons
with the Iochulon of poems by “older
. Canadian poets” that are “‘intended to
present poetry that young people may
discover genuinely belongs to them
since it helps them ta answer theh
malo questions lo life: Who am I?
WheredoIcomefmm?WhbreamI
going? What can I do?” Quite how a
poem like Layton’s “Keine l&arc=
titoh” answers these questions is never
really explained.
What Listen! amounts to then ls a
literary mI&asance disguised as “with
i t ” anthologlalng - a* act akln In
meny ways to the concerned cleric
who smokes grass in the pathetic hope

of ttnderhndbtg his younger parishioners.
If Listen/ is Intended to be a textbook then sorely its primary function
is to instruct. In a country where there
are more rad4cs than people and where
one would aswoe young pnaons of
tbeagellkelytoreadthisbookform
the largest listenlog alullen~, the incorporation of_ lyrlcd by Lightfoot,
Cockbum, the Guess Who, Lighthouse,
loni Mitchell, Nell Young, and Leonard Cohen Is not only carrying the
pmverbIal coals, but is laughable in a
booktbatIstrylogtoconveysome
sew8 of a selious cultural helitage.
In a sense the collection ls a confession by high-school teachers tbat
they’ rue eithez ignorant of modem
Canadian poets and poetry and therefore unable to “teach it” (Bliss Carman was st4ll dcslgnated as a major
Canadian poet in h4gh schools up to
five years ago), or that they are pasibly

familiar with modem Canadian
letters, but through some Inherent laability In themselves or the system of
43
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both are unable to guide you% minds
towards the demotic values of poetic
works by Bimey, Layton, B&et, and
Ondaatje, and hence fmd it necessary
to surround and candy these legithnate
artists with pop star lyrics.
A confuskm of funetio” ssmns
elemental here. No one who has
thought much about the subject will
deny the superiority of the siugers
encompassed by Listen! to most of
their confreres Canadian and foreign
-atleastby today’astaudardsoft.
But songs sre songs and not poems
And it is here where the unjustified
conwnxitancy begios. Whe” ML H o gan writes ‘song poetry is generally
simpler than spoken poetry . . . it is
essential however, to hear the music

behind each srmg poem,” he should be
prepare! either to in&de LPs “tb his
work or refrain from publishing song
1yrieJ.
Twentieth-century poetry set to
music has yet to win a” appreciable
audience primarily because of this “onexistent duality or dual fimctio” thrust
and imposed by some on what is really
a siugldar art foml.
As it stands Listen! is a nicely set
end logical result of an tUo&al prem
ise. But as a collection of good poe”w
it is weak. Perhaps its most worthwhile
tb”ction will be to elucidate the need
for a” excellent am3 ihexpemive BP
thology of co”tenlpom.ly Canadian
poetry. 0

OUTOF THE MYTHS
OF TIME
THE LAST WAR DRUM
DESMOMD MORTON

Hakkert
ctotb $9.00; iflurrmre~ 193 pngcs
reviewed

by Tony Thomas

BOOK about Louis Riel and
the North-West Rebellion of 1885?
Yes, indeed - aud about time too.
Here’s one that calls the shots as they
were really tired and not as the supernationa8sts like to hear them in the
caverns of their imaginations. If there
is anything to be learned from a study
of Canadian history it is that we’re a
mixed bag of people struggling to
operate as a nation and not doing
very weil at it..Desnmnd Morton’s The
Last War Drum is a lucidly written,
dispassionate examination of the situations that lead to Ottawa sending a
small amiy to the western plains to
quell a” uprising that might have resuited in a chunk of the new dotion
becoming a self-govemiug territory.
The cynical might well ask, ‘PEus p le
dumge, plus p le meme chose?”
Early in his book Prof. Morton captions a photograph of sir John A. ?&a~
donald: “Long years in polities had
persuaded him that inaction was often
as useful a response to problems as any.
ANOTHER

In the North-West at least, history
would prove him wrong.” It was that
kind of attitude that allowed the
population ?f the Red River colony
of 100 years ago, mostly people of
mixes French Canadian and Indian
blood, to fear they had no +ghts as
adventurers while merchants fmm the
East barged into their lands and took
whatevertbeywanted.Engli~peaki”g
settlers were given land gnnts, whereas
the Mais, born to the territory, were
classified as squatters. Louis Riel had
been defeated in his first attempt to
lead his people in an organized stand
and he afterwards fled to the United
States, where he made a living as a
schoolteacher. By 1885 things looked
so bleak for the M&is that they sent
for Riel and persuaded him to lead
them in armed resistance to the intruders. By then the great buffalo
herds had been slaughtered and the
M&is could turn only to famxing on
land they could not claim as their
own. The Indians, miserable as they

were made by the co&g of the white
ma”, at least had their reservations.
The white settlers found life in the
West much harder than they ever
dreamed it could be, and they may
have joined forces with the M&is in
mutual pleas of aid from Ottawa had
not Riel sided with the Indians. And
Indian massacres were too fresh a
memory.
To save the West, Canada rounded
up a force of 3,000 militia. and iu six
weeks - from the beginning of April
to the middle of May, 1885 - the
whole shabby affair was ended. By
the end of the year Riel had been
tried and hanged, but like John Brown
to the south, his soul went nmrcbing
on. The Lust War Drum makes it plain
that the Great North-West Rebellion
wasn’t at all great as a military can+
paigo and not much of a contest. The
poorly equipped, under-trained militia
wouldn’t have fared well in a real war.
but it didn’t take much effort to knock
out the MCtis. But that isn’t the point
of this book. What Desmond Morton
has done, without archly looking for
heroes or villains, is lay bare the
stupidity, the hypocrisy, the blundering ignorance and the general lack of
compassion that blemishes this period
in Canadian history. It’s an admirable
pieca of demythology.
The Lust War Drum deserves a prize
on the basisof its illustrations. The text
covers fewer than 200 pages -would
that all history books were the same bul every turn of the page brings at
least one photograph, drawing, cartdon
or map. each one neatly captioned and
never duplicating the text. Desmond
Morton, a g&ate of the Royal
Military College and 10 years in the
Canadian Amy, is now an associate
professor of bisiory at Erindale College,
University of Toronto. I hope his
teaching of history won’t interfere with
him writing about it. For his next
project I would like to see him tackle
the farcical War of 1812. 1% long
been confused by Canadian claims that
we licked the Americans w&n the
Treaty of Ghent marked the outcome
in their favour. \Vhat was it really all
about, Professor? 0
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THATOLD
BLACK
MAGIC
BORDER
. OF DARKNESS
JOHA’ L.4 TIhfJ3R
Doubleday

cloth SS.S$ I84 un@
t&~@ by Juan
WTCHCRAFT,

Butler

CtCCOrding to by D,‘-

mend, a. SO-year-old Toronto physiotherapist, in a feature article that
appeared in the Oct. 21/22 edition of
l7ze Canadian, ‘Ss mainly a religion,
with strong ele.ments of psy&ic sensitivity: designed to raise and manipulate
the psychic POWEX ri order to] help
people fmd a harmonious existence;
knowing themselves and the universe
as well as respecting the balance be
tween the forces of nature and man.”
To which he further adds, as if
sensing our silent disbelief at that
mollifying description, since the term
witchcraft conjures up a quite di&eot
image in the general mind, that only
10% to 20% of the several hundred
practising witches in North America
are of the black (i.e. black magic)
variety “because witches believe that
them is retribution for all acts and
thoughts. Goodorevil alone, or wished
upon another, will be returned threefold,” and that a coven - a witches’
group of no more than 13 members- is
in essence little more than an occult
version of a mutual4d fmtemity with
nothing else in mind than its members’
happiness and prosperity. (“Suppose
Brian is facti an ooeration and is

_..G__

.

ally with that shiver by removing it

t?om our wholesome peaches-and-cream
Canadian atmosphere and placing it in
its real environment - Eumpe - in this
case the wild and savage Hartz Mountain region of Northern Germany
where, since the early Middle Ages,
witches have gathered together to participatein theinfamousBrockenMountain Sabbaths which Satan Himself
(usually in the form of a he-goat)
presided over.
Unfolding in the last quarter of the
19th centmy, when horse-and-carriage
was the commonly recognized mode
of transporta mn and silver stakes were
still hamme Ld into sleeping werewolves’ hearts, Miis Joanna Elden,
young and pretty English schoolmistress,is a$pmached by a mysterious
Mr. Leroy who offers an attractive
position as private tutor to the ll-yearold son of a certain Anton Kirncr who.
‘3ives in splendid isolation in a magnificent chateau deep in the mistenshrouded Hartz Mountains.
Captivated &itially by the civilized
gentility of her new life (Latin and
history amongst her duties, chess and
invigoratii hikes in the countryside
f& relaxation), our tender yet determined heroine is slowly caught up and

drawn into a dark and fetid whirlpool
of terror, madness and death against
which her main defmce is the rock-fum
goodness and wisdom of Father Heinrich SchiJler, a nearby .viUage priest
who joins forces with her in a life-anddeath struggle against the unseen evil
powers that tear and claw at their
beings with such overwhelmiig hatred
that their very souls cringe under the
relentless onslaught of the invisible
enemy that desires nothing less than
their total defeat.’
A defeat they have no intention of
submitting to as they fght back with
every weapon at their disposal, until,
in a blood-zhillmg, mind-jarring climax
the two force8 fmallymeet face-to-face
amidst the abomination of a Bracken
AU-Hallows Eve Sabbath, a confront*
tion that, Roy Dymond notwithstanding (“We don’t even believe in the
devil”), suggests witchcraft is not only
very much alive and well in this age of
nqclear energy and space travel, but its
chief appeal is still the black variety the co&r of death. 0

around in fo~o;v-thdeader &le chantiog. ‘Brian-get-better, Brian-get-better,
Brian-get-better.’ “)
Nevertheless, despite Mr. Dymond’s
reassomnces to the contrary, one can’t
help but thiok of Rosem&s B&y,
Charles Mmcm and other eonternporary manifestations of that mere
10% to 20% whenever witchcraft is
mentioned - and shiver.
In Border of Darhesr, John Latimer, also a Torontonian, deals specifi-
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There is another aspect. After meetii

WRIT&IN continued/mm pw 16
.
rabbit living in a hutch, indulgll in a
nightly lettuce orgy.” Possibly. and to
go a step further, I can imagine what
Cordon Black’s digs looks lie: walls
all white, a chair in the middle of an
otherwise empty room with a pair of
dirty old drawers hanging on it, and inside the refrigerator is one stinky old
dried cuttletish.

so many of these people, I wonder if
some of, their accomplishments could
ever have ban achieved without stiiuIation. I was struck by the review’s
“philosopher-king” because many of
them become that, in a sense.
A lawyer admitted to me he had
avoided court &ork because he was too
sh$. His partner became ill and he had
to do it. Fortified with vodka, he
sailed tbrougb the case. Even the judge
was complimentary. From then on he
prepared himself in the same way, and
was bdlliant.‘He couldn’t do without
alcohol in court. Finally it took over
and most of the time he was hopeless
without it. His personal hell was to
finally go into court one day without
it and prove he could function just as
well - which he did, and in a much
more satisfactory way because he didn’t
need the court transcript to be aware
of what he had said.
This is my only point. I do not set
up arguments with reviewers. I write.
They criticize. In this case 1 felt
constrained to point out the phenemenon. It is, in fact, a serious
problem in dealing with alcoholism in
business and professional classes. and
even with housewives.

Don Bell
Montreal
# we were to conj%e our reviews to
Canadian w&em who don’t know each
other, we’d kave a very thin magazine.
rf we were to confine them to En&hspeaking Mon~l writers who don’t
know each other. we’d have no mqgazinc.
EDlMR
DAYS OF WINE AND LAURELS
Sir,
This is not a pro&t about the review of The Great Canadbzn h’ovel.
Your critic gave his impressions, and I
ample&d.
What I wish to speak about is the
dllmksal of what might be called a
technical point. It concerns the ability
of alcoholics to function while drinking.
This is the most frightening aspect of
alcoholic abuse and I know it is
difficult for anyone who hasn’t studied
it to understand that a great many
alcoholics do function, routinely often brilliitly - and then have no
recall of what took place.
I examined cases, spoke to people
and verlflld situations. They include a_
municipal offllial who conducted a
meeting, negotiated tricky legislation
andhad to go back to read the minutes
of the meeting to discover what had
happened. A judge presided over cases;
a contractor discovered an architectural
error;.a doctor diagnosed and treated
patients; a man drove to another city,
negotiated a complicated deal and came
awake in a different hotel, and so on.
I wav in contact only with people
who had been frightened enough by
the experience to go for treatment.
What remains however is the fact that
many, ma?y people are still doing it.

tblnks four-letter words and enjoys sex,
but who writes candidly about it on
PAPER? Whatever his reasons, Mr.
Butler devoted one column to . . . and
like I see it. and four c&mos to his
own books. What garbage from The
Garbageman!
Vivicn Rogers
Toronto

THE FRE&FLOATING BUCK
Sir,
For a long time I have been puzzled
and bothered by differences in prices
of books in Britain and in Canada. The
most recent edition 0fBooksIn Carax&
and a catalogue from Blackwell’s of
Oxford, England have afforded an
opportunity to make a. study of the
situation and 1 would like to quote you
a specitic case.
Books in Canada rwiews Sczdpture
of the Eskimo by Ctorge Swlnton,
published in Canada by McClelland and
Stewart,and quotes its price at 818.50.
Blackwell’s price for tbls book is X7.75,
which, at current change rates, .js ap
proximately 518.00.
Books In Cana& carries an advertisement for the Bnglish book The Age
ofRembrandt and Vermeer and quotes
a price tag of 528.75. The published
price in England is E6 or approxlm~tely
314.00.
Thus, Canadian books sell in Britain ’
at roughly the same price as in Canada,
while British books sell in Canada at
mugbIy twice their English price.
Please do not think that I am in
any way pointing an accusatory fmger
at Books In Canada, I am simply
saying - do you know why? And,
what, if anything, can be done-apart
that is from shopping by mall ‘at
Blackwell’s and watching yet another
Canadian bookseller turn to greeting
cbrds and pens .to supplement his
income?

Harry J. Boyle
Ottawa

WHAT OUR BUTLER SAW
Sir,
Juan Butler should have read.. . and
like I see it, by Stephanie Nynych,
before he attempted to review it. His
description of Ms. Nynych and her
book as angry, unforgiving and selfdestructive are clear evidence that
either he did not read the book
tbmugh, or that he chose to absorb
only those sections which were “‘safe”
for h@ to acknowledge. Mr. Butler
seems unable to recognize compassion,
love and understanding which are equal‘ly present with anger and fmstration
and pain - all human responses, intelligently presented by Ms. Nynych
in a powerful, honest blend of prose
and poetry.
Or could it just possibly be that
Mr. Butler’s mascuKne identity was
threatened by a woman who not only

Elizabeth R. Peters
Toronto
Perhapssone of the more worldly pub
iisher/bnporters could erplain They’re *
fm more famiriar with money than
we’il ever be.
RDll0R
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HOCKEY EXHUMED
Sir,
I would like to comment on Stan
Obodiic’s mvie.w (in the November/
December issue) of Kidd’s and Mao
farlane’s The Death ofHockey, a review
not even approaching your usual standards.
In the opening paragraph of his
review it becomes painfully obvious
that Obodiic does not know how to
review a book or even how to make a
valid point. He writes:
The tiue OF thts bock * most unp&table. ludicrous in fact. par&utartystncettssulhors.t3~ceKtddand
JOha &xfulane, have “ever played
thegsmeatauy sigldfttt tevel.

This .is a ridiculous argument. What
would Obodiic’s reply be if I decided
to deride his article by statinp that
“this review is particularly ludicrous,
since, one, Obodiac has never reviewed
books to any significant level, and two,
he has not played hockey at any
significant, level (i.e. not scored fifty
goals a season)!
The whole piece suffers from tllogtcal statements such as the above, and,
most absurdly, is not a review of ths
books in any sense at all. Minor inconsistencies are polnted out, such as
ioaecurate fsures, but there is no consideration given to the theme and
prindiple aim of the volume, except in
ths ‘“triumphsnt” fmal lines (“Death
of hodtey? No, the LIFE of Canada!“)

which somehow leave a lot to be

desired.
And, though it has been my intention to point out that one should not
employ forms of the invalid ad hominetn argument, 1 feel it necessary to
mention that the defenaiva Obodiic
sounds too pouch like a mouthpiece
for exactly those corporate business
tntercsts Kidd and Macfarlane h a v e
been attacking.
The Death ofHockq, in my opinion,
is a..poorly done piece of work, but
does .that imply that it is deserving of
even more unintelligent reviews?
Laiszl6 Pdndy
T o r o n t o

.
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FOR
HAPPIER
HOOKERS
JOHM’OWER and JEREMYBROWh’
Pagwiatz.lkss/Sm’bners
cloth $6.95: illustrated: 200 wse#

FRESH~YATER FISHING guides seem to
be a dime a dozen, at least as books.
Many are either too scientific+sounding
or read as if they’d been trim&ted
diictly from the original Beothuk.
Others get bogged down in the ponderous ane&tes and leftover memories
of once upon a tie. Still others lack
all but an obtuse hard-core Rotary club
appeal. The worst assume that the
reader is a retired duke with a imge
pension, and forget that cities are full
of folks who actually only get to fuh
three or maybe four times a year,
though they always seem to have their ,
spinning rods ready but gathering dust
on the back window ledges of their
imaginations. While our lakes and
streams are fmally slowly being cleaned
up and restocked with new sensl%Uities,
wry fav outdoor writers have taken
careful time tc see that the woods am
opened up to as niany diffennt kinds
of people as possible.
The pmblem hovers over the absolute privacy of the fishing art itself,
like a properly repelled mosquito in a
dream. The tishennan may be a quiet
sort, ideally, but above all he’s an
escapist. Even your casual angler has
his own impossibly particular lore
based on personal experience, and as
such is hard to advise. What’s needed,
it seems to me, is a tone that’s friendly
without the c&es or the shouts, an
approach that gives you more than
enough practical suggestions of ways
to do the whole thing without crashing
in on either the innovative aspects of
the art or a real and personal identification with the wild: a fishing guide
that’s hip without talking about it.
On these terms, this one only makes it
as a good start, though it’s a bii hn-

_

pmvement on its direct predecessor,
The Canadian Fisbeman ‘a Handbook.
And; since freshwater fish presumably don’t have nationalities, only
spawning habits,, you have North
American coverage. Informatively too,
through a fairly complete charting of
general locations, the quantity of available species, average and record catches,
and specific local angling tips. Here,
though, authors Power and Brown
sometimes can’t help sounding lie
tourist bureau employees, and they
admit that the veracity of this section
of the book is perhaps hugely depen-

dent upon both the informed imaginations and inadvertent enthusiasms of
state and provincial wildlife officials,
who supplied most of the figured facts.
Nevertheless, this book stands up
fairly well as a general introduction
to its subject, especially forth&e who
want to turn their minor piscatorial
pursuits into a major hobby, and even_
more especially if you object to those
highpowered angling rags but still enjoy
the best of this highly preoccupied
sport. I sure hope that if it comes out
in paperback it’ll sell for less than half
its current price. 0
BlLL HO\vELL

OUR WILDERNESS?
JUST WILD
AR-P~c~LATING wm
W. H. NEW
m?wp?ess
cloth $7.54’

rev&cd

by Chris

1-r WOULD BB impossible to discuss
Canadian literature without some
awareness of the land, and W. Ii. New’s
subtitle, “essays on pup- and form
in Canadian Modem literature,” subsumes literary criticism and theory
under the brute fact of continental
topography. Attempts to “create a
rhetoric of landscape,” to articulate a
sense of imaginative identity, and, recently, the “exploration of artifice:
provide New with his key terms. Corn.
menting on the confusion between
East and West in Canada, and aware of
the romantic appeal of the West to the
European mind, he follows Northrop
Frye’s observation that the Canadian
titer’s task is to de!& “where here
is” - a question also mised in Margaret Atwood’s SurwiwL
At this level of generalization, however, the same could be argued of
most literatures in a world homagen&d by mass culture. While some
Canadian writers are undeniably concerned with a rhetoric of IendJeape
(Sinclair Ross is a good example), the
formula’s critical use bears little examination. What Literature (British. Russian, German, etc.) has not at one
time or another shared the rhetorical

Scott

aims pmpcsed by New as distinctively
Canadian? It is perhaps far more significant that when his criteria am
applied to just such a book as Rcas’a
As For Me and My House, the crucial
point of whether this is a good,
;;~d~.indifferent novel is studiously
The problem, of course, stems fmm
an uncomparative approach to literature, part of the all too human desire
to present oneself as different from or
better than the next fellow. Elitism in
the name of democracy, intellectual
tymnny disguised as liberation, these
have always been the de&- of
treasonable clerks. Not that New is
treasonable, though he is certainly
clerkly: “AU attempts to tame the
Canadian wilderness or, that k, to
structure and codify the ‘Canadian
imagination’ ultimately fail, for implicitly they contradict the nature of
what they purport to defme.”
The analogy between “imagination”
snd “wilderness” - admittedly quaI&
fied by New - used to be fashionable
in the United States. Could it be that
Canlit, dressed up in its latest set of
clothes, is in fact wearing Yankee
cast-offs? Or did our tailor, the critic,
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learn his tmde elsewhere? Maybe a
chauge of metaphor is in order. “We
have begun to unpack,” New quotes
Margaret Atwood’s line, and it is iu
the quality of these unpckh~gs as well
as in New’s critical tale”ta that Articul0tin.q West both shnds and falls.
It is a” ambitious and comprehensive book. Of the major prose writers,
Morley Callaghan alone receives short
shrift. Otherwise, almost everyone who
has ever put pen to paper in English
Canada receives some notice, and it is
no surprise that New sometimes adopts
a diide”t tone toward his material.
An essay on Frederick John Nii
announces that he “‘is today almost
completely unknown:’ and continues:
“That fact alone would warrant a
-ritiul hwestigatio”, but a study thus
nmb.;ted would end by being merely
a” arid exercise.” That “that fact
aIone”might warrant a rather different
conclusion does not deter New. So
with Carol Coat% Casoidy: “Though
never a polished writer, [she] did possess a talent for poetry, and.Pratt was
quite justified when he accepted her
work for its oceastonally arresting line
and its frequent ease with imagery.”
Faint praise indeed. But then one
wonders what else there is to be said.
This tentativenessiselsewhere paralleled by a” academic caution, a” unv~gness to compare and evaluate
eve” where the opportunity is clearly
presented. Of Ethel Wso”, New
writes that she “has in various places
a”d ways been likened to Willa Cather,
Jane Austen, Proust, Defoe, Blake, and
BeMet&” which is. as he observes,
“an awesome group.” It is also ap
heterogenous group, infuriatingly so.
In what places and ways were these
comparisons made, and by whom?
Does it really matter? For to imply
that Ethel Wilson’s “concern with
time” justit%s comparisou v#h Proust
is scarcely arguable in *itself, since
mOst “ovelists are similarly concerned.
More disturbing is the tendency
toward paraphrase which inevitably
turns the diiussion away from critical
judgment. New rightly acknowledges
the sophistication of rece”t Canadian
writing, but his treatment of Robert
KmetWh’s lxe St&horse Man co*sists partly of re-hashi”g the plot end
partly of exploring the classical allusions. Such phrases as. “‘a” entertaini”g and clever narrative,” or “a pt+
vocative fable for modem man” sound
moreIike dust-jacket copy than serious
evaluation. And although I recognize
that no work of.tbIs nature can ever
be mmplete, I was saddened to see
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that New does not diiss the fiction
of Larry Carber, a writer whose work
surely deserves more attention than
has hitherto bee” the casz.
Finally, I suspect that all attempts
to define Canlit are not only am+
chronistic, but - as New himself
asserts - futile. Or, as Dr. Johnson
said, “We all know what light is, but
it is not easy to tell what it is.” The
physicists con&me to argue while the
rest of us see.

CASE
HISTORIES
THEY GOT TO FIND
MEE GUILTY YET
T. P. SLATTERY
Doubledry

THE LIMITS OF SANITY
LARRY SlTLL
McClcUeed end Steuwt

doth $595: 190 pa@?a

mewd by

Ronald Hambleton

THESE wo books, both of which deal
with crbnes of violence, and both of
~bich~raise questions about the verdict
delivered upon the accused, are “evertheless as different as the rack and the
rope.
In the first, Montreal lawyer T. P.
Slattery continues his pmbiug into
the murder of Thomas D’Arcy M&e
for which JameJ Whelm was tried. It is
au interest he has maintained since
‘first hearing about the trial from his
father when he was a boy of 10. In the
second, journalist Larry Still gives a
cinematic, almost a sh&-snapshot
account of a murder trial he attended
in his profesPiona1 capacity. Hii book
is the product of intensive work over
a very brief period.
Then again, McGee was a” important
political fgure, and Whelm’s culpabity has been debated many times in
the 100 years since the trial. I” Still’s
book, both the murderer and his

eight victims came into prominence
out of the great mass of individuals
only because of the particularly bloody
perversion of the murder; and the trial
mncemed itself not with the guilt or
innocence of the accused (for he,
&rough his mu”seL made all the
“ece3sary formal admiions of guilt),
but whether or not he was legally
insane.
Iu Ottawa, the Crown malntined
that Whelsn shot McGee dead at his
very fmnt door; and Whelan went to
the gallows pmclaimiug to theend that
he had been framed. In Cmnbrook,
B.C., both Crown and defence accepteri
that Dale’Nelson, in a bizarre freak-out
of behaviour, had killed, mutilated, and
outraged the bodi& of tw6 women,
one ma”, and five children in one dark
“ight of horror; and after listening to
close arguments by psychiatrists and
counsel, the jury found the man sane.
The arguments in both cases are to
be found in the books, but though
they have been lumped together in
these opening paragraphs, it is not
likely that both books will fti the
same audience.
Slattery obviously loves his material
snd his subject, and it is clear that to
hbu no detail is iusignifieant. The book
is a fairly thoroughgoing transcript of
the trial, constructed (as Slattery is
careful to point out) out of newspaper
reports of the day, much as one might
adjudicate variorum editions df a Bach
cantata.
While it is good to have available
such a comprehensive survey of the
Whelan trial, a lot of it - particularly
the examination of minor characters is very easily skipped. There’ seems so
much that could have been mndensed
into brief narrative, for a counsel
eliciting details from a series of witneses is bound to fall into repetition;
and every word of those repetitions
Slattery faithfully records.
TheStill bookhasno suchlongueurs.
After a swift-moving narrative iu w&h
we follow Nelson through the hours
preeedingthemurder,then thmugb the
murder itself to his arrest, the trial is
set out day by day, the author keeping
to his novelisticnarmtii in such a way
that only certsin testimony is selected
for quotation, other testimony being
abridged into continuing narration.
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These comparisons between the two
unfolding. The shadow she casts is
books suggest that Slat&y has written . solid and reel. It fits the Canadian
land&ape because LiveMy the dancer
a historical account, while still has
listeos to the rhythms of her own
written a contemporary report; and
growing, which are the rhythms of
thisisanindexnotofthedatesofthe
nature.
two trials, but of the two different
approaches to writing.
You would, I think, need to ban
an already-aroused interest in Whelan’s
conviction to find Slat&y’s book absorbing on every page (the lazy will
read maybe the fti 100 pages, then
skip to Slattery’s intemstiig theories io
the last 100 pages); but it is doubtful
Tha SW of her life is a documentary
that anyone could begid Larry Still’s
account of the Nelson murders without that records the growing pains of a
country, a depression. wars, mecbanibeing carried forward with increasing
&ion, the loss of innocence. She
curiosity to the very end. 0
wake up to fmd herself io the Garden
of Eden and, as each flower is picked,
RoN*LLl HAMmrroN, novdl~
poet and bloppber, Lives in Toronto
each tree cut down, aha bleeds.
a n d last year wrote a b o o k o n
The Two Seasons is also a literary
CEGlV’s J&m eerier. deriving from
history reflecting attitudes and friendhis eadter biignpby o f Mazu d e
Ia Roche; he recenlly c o m p l e t e d
ships cha@ng and growing over the
another novel.
years. In poems dedicated to Malcolm
Lowry, Earl Biiy and AM. KIti,
we share the joys and agonies of an
emerging creative experience. A stanza
from the poem “For Abe Klein: Poet”
manifests her compassion and understanding not only of Klein, but of the
paradox of creation, which is a fun*
tion of sufferink

AWOMAI
FOR ALL
SEASONS
THE TWO SEASONS:
Collected Poems
DOROTHY LhSAY
McGmwHiURymun

doth Sd.95; 368 &axes.

~kwd by Linda Rogers
DOROTHY LNESAYS collected poema
represent a diary of more than 40
years in the life of a poet. It is a journey of the soul that she calls a
psychic autobiography. The map is a
collection of mom than 300 poems
arranged chronologically so that we
may follow her route through the
seasons and participate in the revolutions of the life cycle that have taken
her from innocence to experience.
This book contains much unpublished
material that adds flesh to her bones,
leaves to her metaphorical tree. What
emerges from them is the portrait of
a woman made whole through joy
end sufferiug.
The book is also a history of ZOthcentury Canada narrated by a womau
whose experience is analogous to its

Because she is a woman, inextricably bound to the life cycle, Livesay
&F1uIIIe* the parmona of earth mother.
she is dedicated to the life giviog principle, refusing to accept the ftity of
death or the corruption of experience.
Like Blake, from whom she takes her
title and epigraph, abe is a romantic.
Death is a prelude to regeneration. experience the medium for a return to
innocence. The fmcxal pyre warms
the ground for the eoniing season.
Livesay, the Chtism rejects the no.
tion of original sin and returns to innocence, even at 60, in the celebmtloo
of physical love. The two seasons are
self perpetuatiug. There is no end to
her bmocence.
Dorothy J.&say is a daocex of the
modem schooL She moves where her
bead and her feet, rooted in earth.
direct her. She is at her best with a
partner, daucblg thmugb the woods or
around her mattress. It is in dialogue,
whetberitbewithmanorcbildor
machine, that she excels.

on.? s*ep fJ?wid

Tw stqs back
Shove the Imr
Furh It bnck

She is not at home with rhetoric, with
the language of the crowd. Some of
the early poems and those of the period of greatest social involvement am
aImost embarrassingly punctuated titb
apostrophe. Them is no doubt of her
sincerity in the documentary poems,
but their best moments occur when
ahe abandons evangelism for the private event, as “In Green Solariums”.
Well 1 remembu rile sprlw. A girl
rrlom?
Has csure to remem~ the. mn
mot3 shootbzgp&
lYl.2 small sick 1emv.S that spmw, the S
,
henvyknnvth
lnsidp the idly. rUpanly madepbin
As a dancer, she is concerned with

the interpretation of the body and the
mind. Livesay has been called antiintellectual. She is only against the
severing of the head, an image she sacs
to describe grief in the ‘Wdo#
poem, the int&llectual pose, the “fabrications, shreds of tissue” that iuterfere with truth. The poem “Houdini
Eliot” is a bitter attack on what she
considers to be an mmatural art form.’
M&tin. nezx-omancer. fmua

he sung of sex, but had 110 bmvd
Her dramaa, ‘Prophet of the New

World”, about Louis Biel, and “Cell
My People Home”, a radio play about
the Japanese Canadians intemed during the Second World War, are mom
effective than some of the documentary poems. about the Spanish Civil
War and the Canadii depression, be
cqse she is working with charactlistening to their co”ven7atiou. she
has referred to her voices, the words
that come out blvol”“tarily. some.
times they are harmonious and sometimes they betray her. In the plays,
they ivork. “call My People Home”
has the austere elegance of Japanese
life and language.
In her seventh deead& Livesay considers the seasons, the changes; “‘My
breasts are withered gourds, my skin all
over stiffens” and, the uncbangiug
character of the heart, still innocent,
still vulnerable, still loving. She is still
experieocing life and experimenting
with verse. Aa t& years progress, we
can imagine her raging, like Margaret
Iaurencc’s Iiagar Shipley, at the cla+
Qoftheligbt.Icanbardlywaitto
bear from her again 0

I

L.lh’DA ROGERS lives in Vanmwer
* where she writes poeby for friends,
le%ters to editors, and aticles for

Cvmdtin Litemtwe.
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was a rldt source of nutritional elk

STRONG MEDOCINE:

A History of Healing of the

North Weat Coast
ROBERTE. McKEUAVIEI. M.D.
.l L DouglaJ
clotlr !§L%95; 194poger

TEIIS DAY

of misklg serious questions
g&ing the quality and quantity of
dellvery of medlcalcare, it ls interesting
to look at a coltore that has been in
the boslness for several cenhules. Dr.
McKeclmle does this in chmnicllng
the activities of Shamans of the West
coast @ans. These practitioners were
gradoally replaced by the pioneer phy.&lam who arrived on Vancouver Island and smroumliog ter&nies with
tile early explorem.
It is from there pmctltioness that
much of the information of medical
and sanitation practices io the Kwaklutl
is drawn. Birth and burlsI customs,
various magic nmedies and rituals
make lnter&iog readlog. On many
occasions the plactlcallty of these
costoms are reallaed when regarded
in the& social context For example,
the matter of “fdth” as seen by the
European takes a more meanlogfid
contextwhenltisre.allaedthat inmany
case9 the grime consisted of a tomade
of whale grease which bad been dusted
with ochm and fmely powdered charcoal. This gave some protection against
the loclement weather and at the same
tbne acted as a deodoranr The native
gbls were troly astoolshed when, “their
choseo squires (sailors) put them io a
tub and scrubbed them with soap and
water to remove tbelr make-up before
proceeding Tdth the love-~
This state of cleanliness is oftimes
associated with consldemble stench,
particularly with fsh. This reflected
the dependence on fA fox food.
However, f& is not a complete food
end the Kwaklotls compensated for
this by boiling thousands of oollchan
fish and skimming off an oil which
was gmdoally rendered into a buttery
consistency. This “h’oollchan grease”

_

__

ments which compensated for some of
the nutritional defidts.
Smgexy was pmctised by certain
members of escb tribe with po&lclng
of bolls, trepamdng and ~occaslonal
amputation being performed.
Much of the medicel pmctlces were
lost as there was no written language
for the Indians to record procedures.
With the coming of 18th~c&my
science in the person of Dr. Tolmie of
Glasgow and Drs. Kennedy and Helm
cken there was a more careful record
kept of medical cam. Although the
Bwpean physlclans did not reach the
area until the mld49th century, they
rapidly extended .Jhelr fidds and within
a very short time were active throughout the whole province. Many of their
bbsuvatlons provide food for present
day ckiclan~ For example, Clarke io
ao early joomal of the Indian men of
Nootka noted they had lm~e koees,
contracted calves and protuberant “ande?. This suggests Collagen disease
which has been repmted io recent
journals asbell more prdent in the
Indian population of the West Coast.
AslnmanyotheramasofCaoada
of the time, the physlclsn played a
pmmioent part in.polltical activity.
Of the seven members of the fmt
House of AssemLlly to sit in vllria,
two were medical men. One of these
Helmcken eveotoally clalmed to be
“the leadiog pmctltloner from San
Fre to the North Pole and from
Ask3 to the. Red River of the north”.
This coloorfol practitioner made house
caUsbyhorseorcanoe.Jieepltomized
the sel&mSaoce of the pioneer physlclan wltb his earthy comments to
patients and hls lnslstence on the
practical solution of themany poblems
of the devdoplng colony. One of these
problems echoed well into the latter
halfoftheu)thcentnrywhenitwas
malized ao epidemic of smallpox had
been introduced from ‘a cruise ship,
the Empress of china The newspapers
ofthedayearriedmanystoriesofthe
hardshipsofthepagengerswhowere
quarantined to ship -just like a couple
of ye= ago. 0
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the-new tncmw m.x-fLlml m a y
seem mmpltcated dthe outsefmany
people will fmd tbtr uptodate putlicstion invaluable in ttte ptannbu Of
their affairs with respect to the incidence of taxation involved and in tbe
t&ii advantage of the mnsiticmal
ruler atTecttng the change from the
oldtoth?.newtaxqntem.
Paper $2.95
As

NEW
FOUND
. ISLAND
NEWFOUNDLAND
CBARLES P. de VOLl4

Longman

cloth $24.95; iUustmt& 2809qa
miewd by

&my Brown

fW, Of the so.c&d
coffeetable books which have more
to recommend them than this latest,
the seventh; in an iconographic series
on Canada. Called a ‘pictorial Record,’
it is more than that and it captures so
much of the turbulent and long history
of this oldest part of Canada, that &en
Newfoundlanders who have considered
themselves learned in their own history
will find whole pages of new material.
Charles de Volpi discovered somewhere the work of Rev. Wi Grey,
for example. There sre 24 fuU pages of
this man’s work, drawings of early
Labrador, of St. John’s and of several
of the tiny and sublimely beautiful
villages near it which he produced for
THERE ARE Very

sented. whole sections are debited to
the cod fishery. Evidently Hopers
Week& had a lively interest in the
island for there arz several drawings
about the ftiery, the transatlantic
cable, and the seal fishery published
at various times by that magazine.
Tile’ ca?mdian Illustrated ~News, ckca
1875, also used to send special artists
to report on Newfoundland.
pera is a collection too ofdrawings
by one W. R. Best. This, perhaps more
than the others, pmvkles us with a%
clearest impression of the cultural and
wmmereial life of the island. l%e
incmdible laws that prevented permanent settlement of any kind on Newfoundland delayed for a great many
years the development of native design and srchitecture, depriving the
community forever of the artistic
heritages enjoyed by the other British
colonies along the Atlantic seaboard.
Yet, scarce though they are, hen in
Best’s drawings are shown examples of
Gothic building that still exist in St.
John’s and in Harbour Grace, for a

a BREAKING OUTOF
_S_OLITUDES
FACE TO FACE: Goriversations between Solange
Chaput Rolland & Gertrude Laing
tmv~res~; cloth $6.50; 152 9&s

Sketches of lvewfomdlami and Labra-

dor printed in Ipswich, England by

S. H. Cowell 10 years before Canada
became a nation. Presumably, Mr. Gre)
was a missionary. Probably an Anglican,
sent from his native England to seek
the unsaved in the vineyards of thii
forbidding land. Csrtllr said Labrador
was the “Land God Gave to Cain?
Grey’s warm pen and perceptive eye
returned the land to its Maker and we
are left with a magnit?cent collection
of two dozen quite beautiful pictures
with a quality of quite magical realism.
This is certainly a highlight of the
de Volpi book. .
The book begins with 17 pages of
Newfoundland history in chronological
order. It is not, nor is it intended to be,
a completestory of Newfoundland, but
if the reader refers to these pages as he
turns the pages of pictures, @wings
and engravings, he will find htmself
becoming more totally immersed in ?
fascinating story. Au of the facets of
the history of Newfoundland are pn-

time the second most important town
on the island. The ,Great Cathedral of
St. ‘John’s, the Court House and
Market, the Custom House. Government House, Colonial Building, St.
Thomas’s Church built of wood in
1834 and still serving the faithful in
1972), St. Andrew’s Church and others
still sunriving in a St Joho’s which has
changed so much amund them.
Them are drawings too of ships,
and many varieties of the naval arcbltecture of the Atlantic fmm 1480 to
1880. And &e. the bergs too hnge and
terrible not to leave a permanent bnprint on the eye of the artist and the
life of the people. The people, Indian,
Immit and planter-fishermen, d+vn
by artists Iike W. G. R. Hind with
compassion and troth.
In showing the’ past in this way,
Charles P. de Volpi has produced a
vivid, remarkable book. 0

A WOMAN IN A MAN’S WORLD
THt&l&?CASGRAlh’
McCkSaad d Stawart; cloth $7.95: 192 9agt?s
reviewed by Beverley Smith
WITH mm current tiphssls on women’s

liberation. the larger issue of the libemtion of men and woman as human
beings often tends to be obscured.
Two books whtch seek to remedy this
situation and promote a greater degree
of understsnding between the French
and English cultures in Canada, in
particular, and a worm toward the
“common good”, in general, appear,
significantly enough, in this seaso* of
“good will” and “‘bmtherhood”.
FacetoFace, conversations between
Solange Chaput Rolland and Gertrude
La&and Th&&sc Casgrain’sA Woman
in a Man’J World, while differing in

. .

their orientation, outline the concem

and endeavour of their authors who
have dedicated themselves’to dealing
with some of the pressing problems
facing this country.
Solve Chauut Rolland. a wellmdist. and Gertrude Laing, a former
member of the Commission on Bilinguallsm and Bicoltmalism, and cur:
rently a member of the CRTC, seem
eminently qualitied to undertake this
task. Neither, however, pretends to
have all the answers regarding FrenchEnglish relations; nor do they offer
any pat SOlUtIons to Canada’s consti-
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t”tio”al problems. Admittedly, as Solangc. Chaput Rolland points out, they
may, in Pace to Face, have achieved
nothing but an assemblage of “magnihcent clichds”. But, what they have
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Both Madame Cbaput Rolland and

succeeded in doing, is bringing an
oper~““dcdnees and candour to their
discussions, which should serve as a”
example of tolerance to people Of
ail cultures.
I” discussing tile senlantic difficulties of referring to Canada’s two
main cdtures as two “collectivhies” or

Madame Casgrain are hupressive not
only as women Sghtblg for their rights
in areas where few women are to be
found, bur as Fre&t-Gmtdhs de
tern&red to tight for the survival of
their culture. All too keenly aware of
the inferior legal status of Quebec
women and their disadvantaged position vis-&vis their “‘sisters” throughout
the rest of Canada, lhAr&sc Casgrel”
has built up an impressive number of
credits iu her struggle forhuma” riw

two “r&ions”. or io dceling with the
thorny question of “special status” for

through La Ligue da Droits de Ia
Femme in her efforta to obtain the

Quebec, the two women interlocutors
are often at odds, as the title, “Face to

vote; as the founder of the Quebec
branch of the Voice of Wonren; as the
fmt French-Canadian representative of
the CCF; as the fcunder of Quebec
Mkdical Aid for Vietnam; as. a leader
in a host of other women’s organications; and as the fmt French-Canadian
woman senator.
It is evident, as well, that while
Madame Chaput Rolland is deeply
concerned about keeping Canada together, and is proud of being a “Canadian,” she is, Brst of all, a Qudbecoise,
rooted in “la Terre Qudbec.” while
both women share a feeling of what
they would term “positive” nationalism, and are frustrated by those whu
refuse to listen to “what Quebec
wants,” they are quick to reject its
negative fornu, terrorism and violence,
as a means for solving problenn.
Though Madame Cbaput Rolland is
less enthusiastic than Madame Us-

Face” might suggest; however, the
confrontation is never hostile. Each

v~~manmakesanattcmtempt to understand
the other’s feeling about these sensitive
issues, and fmds a conuno” denominatar in her own culture that helps her
to appreciate the other point of view.
Though a large portion of the book
is devoted to such problcnu as federalism versus regionalism, and the future
of a united Canada, a substantial part
of the text is give” over to womc”s
rights, and worn’‘’ role in polities,
both of which also form the main
subjects of Thdr&se Casgrain’s auto
biography.
The difficulties and frustrations of
women in politics are all too clearly
pointed out by the three women.
writers. In readtog Madame Casgrab?s
detaited account of the bitter and
determinedbattle for women’s suffrage

in Quebec, one is astonished to dbcover that thts breakthrough was not

achieved before 1941. It is eve” more
incredible that women such as lX&e
Casgmin perservercd that long, in view
of the prejudice, hate and intolerance
they encountered at every turn: from
the Church, government officials such
as Taschemau and Duulessis, and a
to retaincontrol.
. Madame Chaput Rolland reveals her
own dift%ndties in .obtai”ii Lcsage’s
support, when she did, in fact, show
a” interest in actively engaghrg in
politics; while Madame &grain makes
it quite clear that, though often a
candidate in Quebec elections, she had,
no chance of succeeding: as a woman
the od& were agabrst her; later, as a

CCFer, thebest shecouldhopeforwas
publicity for the cause she espoused.
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grain about such laws as the War
Measures Act, she shares her mnc%o
about the growing trend toward in-

transigence and intolerance among
French-Canadian youth, and the increasing polarization into “Two Solitudes,” as events seem to pass them by.
Both books are most refreshing in
their fme touches of humour, and in
the little personal anecdotes which
brighten the otherwise serious subjects
discussed. At one point, Madame
Chaput Rollend remarks to her Englishspeaking friend: if the Francophones
and Anglophones are determined to
keep Canada together, they’ll both
probably have to give up something;

but, she adds, the FrenchCanadians
will no doubt be the fti.
similarly, Madame Casgrai” retorts
to a narrow-minded newspaper editor
who felt a particularly ferocious hatred
toward the CCF that if Chiist were a

revolutionary and returned to earth the
ma” in question would be BXUXIImunicated and banished from the
rectories.
lt is interesting to note that in both
Face to Face and A Wom in a Manh
World the point is stressed that there
can be no liberation of woruen without
that of mm. Thus, it is not just to a
*female audience that the authors of
these two publications address themselves. Their over-riding concern lies
with encouraging s greeter “nderstmdbrg among all people, and with Rgbting
injustices and inequities that ‘mar the
ability of human beings to live together inharmony. I3

iheardMoMi
THE ANNUAL convention of the Inde
pendent Publishers’ Asaociatio~ at the
Park Plaza in Toronto, has just ended.
The convention included a series of
workshops on various aspects of pub
lisb& those were staged in the hotel’s
Gold and Dominion Rooms (symbolic
of federal fleshpots, perhaps?). Sgntficar&too, tbat the rival Canadian Book
Publishers Council chose to hold their
recentarmualgencralmetingin thefar
1essclassyaudveryunCaoadianHoliday
Inn in downtown Toronto?

THAT ~lrxc~n Tncnrc~, the Ontario
Royal C!onunis&” on Book Publishing,
managed to upstage the Independent
Publishers by rulea&? its fti report
rnidway through their Convention.
Early press response proued so negative
that Dalton Camp, one of the conIndssioners, felt obliged to devote his
weekly column in the Toronto Stllr
to a” apologia. Despite the recomnrendation of a number of gift horses
to Canadian-owned houses (see EDITO~UAL), some IPA members were
comphdriing that the measurca sU*
gested to the Ontario goverment were
vbtuslly tootbh%s.
AT ON” of the IPA workshops, on
writers and publishers, Malt Cohen the
titer was identified with a Union Of
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BOOKS IN CANADA
BE FREE...
in your local bookstore. That’s if you have a convenient local
.bookstore (and in Canada about seven million of you don’t).
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IS AVAILABLE ON .
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issuer. This is open to individual subscribers only, for a
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in Canada in the store, or who is owed a gift or just a good
turn, you can buy a Gift Subscription of nine issues by
adding a mere $3 to your own $6. And by filling in her or
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Gmadtinn(Fiedon) W+itea Heretorted
that he could speak for the UC(F)W
because it didn’t reaUy exist. It seems
that 0 to 30 fiction writers from ail
over did (or did”?) meet in Toronto
recently with the idea of for- (or
not fornli”g) sucha ul&m. It cerudnly
does nuke them sound like titers of
fiction. We’re shaken by the reflection
that ACTRq the Canadian Authors’
Association, and a Canadian Write+
GutId &e+dy &n to be representing
pen workers. With the Liberals still in
Ottalm, a we faced with the prospect
‘of a literary Hal Banks being imported
from the States to straighten Our
Writers out, union-wise?
*LmaY RIDERS in their response to
our Survey asked if we couldn’t review
books closer to tlieir publication date.
At another of the IPA workshops, Shirley Gibson, president of Axiansi, also
wondered why the review media were so
slow in reviewing books. We care telI
her one-“. Eleven Cutzadtin Nm’ck
MS by Graeme Gibson, which is published by Anansi. is aksady in the
sto*es. we haven’t yet seen a copy to
review. LikewiseanotherAnansiSpri”g
book, Greenpace And Her Enemies
by James Eayrs, which has already
bee” reviewed in two Toronto papers.
And we’re still waiting to see it. And
believe us, Ananoiisn’t the worst house
for this kind of pmnmtional deli”qmcy.
FOR rwo months now. returning que+
tionnaires for our Readers’ Survey
(Nov./Dee. issue) have been piling up.
As we go to press, 1,600 of them from
all over Canada awxit processing and
analysis by our research specialist,
Robert Farrelly. To the best of our
knowledge, the survey is the most extens&e ever undertaken amongst Canadian readers. The results wilI be .ineluded in a series of special features
on bookstores. libraries. publishers and
writers i” future issues of Books In
Canu~-&. It is hoped also to nuke the
collected data available in booklet
form. Thanks are due to both the
Secretary of State, who funded the
project as part of Intertmt&ul Book
Year, and to our readers, who have
responded so enthusiastically.

IN A RE~ZCENT promotionsI handout for
its forthcoming publication of Donald

.._._...

_._

-.

Jack’s two-nwe.lBatrdyPapers, Double&y rightly attributes the phrase “Bandy Iives!” to Books In Cnmxkz and
goeso”tos+
L a d y ChstterIey, L.%U Pearron,
Lloyd George, Rexmy \Vhiteosk, Winsbmchu&iu-the.y’reauinthem
with Sopwith Csmets and Bulrush
Stew and a malicious hone named
Marshall in Three G&rsFo?Me
and 7?&r Me In l7ze Mddk. . .
Our Managing Editor, Douglas Marshal& who revived interest in Donald
Jack in a pot% last March and who
advised Jack to submit his novels to
Doubleday, wishes to malte it clear
that he is “either equine nor malign.
To prove that he Is no mere neighsayer, he will review The Bandy l?apem
in our next issue.
JANUS

. .DIGGING
OUTA POT]
VOICES UNDERGROUND:
POEMS FROM
NEWFOUNDLAND
Edited by HAROLD HOR WOOD
new press
paper $2.95; 81 page8
‘rrviewcd by Ann Howell
DON’T LET Harold Ih~odd’s i”trcduetory pumce that “Some of these

poems .y+re rescued from waste paper
paskets,” deter you from fiiding the
voet netted in this slinl a”tholoKY.
;&e total sensory-input
of the rock phenomenoh” has done
his best tb suggest that these poets are
another trendy lot. There is confusion
in his fiuther assurances that the poets
are ‘*‘completely uninvolved in the
19th-cmltuly culture that is still b&g
peddled by the education establishment” and that “all play musical instruments . . . as did the writers of the
Elizabethan age, whom they so much
resemble,” and this contusion bnmediately lends the hope that Horwood
doesn’t know what he is talking about.
He is rendering these poets’tbe service
of antholo.gi&g them but the dii
se* of surmundii their wrk wi*

his decade gone jargon, of which his
inabiity’ to distinguish ‘trendy’ from
“contemporary” Is typical.
The poet hidii in this book is
Michael Wade, the one who “may eve”
end as a” English professor.” That
“may” connected witi Hmwood’s al-

lusion to the Elizabethans sheds a
gliier of the “OtiM that poetry is
good when it is in the mainstream of
tradition,carryI”gwithit all the echoes
of the attempts and all the shadows of
the imperishable shapes of Iiterah~rc..
The notion is accidental. It is certainly
not One of Hqrwood’s.
There are, all told, four m!~ represented here.. Des Walsh’s poems draw
from the old stream of myth He can
be heavy and obvious in his aUusions.
The Beast’ reeks of the usual readi”g
of ‘The Second Coming’:
liie bean Is now a hand
restksdy tumkg in your &earns
or wniting autriac ymu dew
whik the eyes ofa child
shed tcmx that M”B

the PIm of your hmrd
Most of ‘his poems baisnee on a”
intimatidn of the poet living in “‘a place
of fantasy and misunderstanding.”
Their tension lies in the imperceptiile
shifts that happen when the composite
world of fantasy is crackedby perceptions of reality. The poems are worth
reading when the tension holds as it
does in “Unwanted Journey”:
Benruth the sound of the wanen
and beimv due kvek of tbebmve8
sbldy wmppEdblluTflksdrowwed
mui Ialone can reach her
andsharethestmyofhadt?adjlexh

Honvood diiis any obvious influence of other Canadian poets on
his Newfoundland poets, but there is
in Des Walsh, at his best, not unpleasing facets of Leonard Cohen.
Fantasy is the poor cousin of vision
in poetry however, and it is Michael
\Vade who has the vision. Wade is
~c~rrentlyshldying English at Memorial
University. Hence the set up for Herwwd’s expected question “Aren’t you
afraid you’ll be spoiled by all that
academic hair-splitting? You wouldn’t
want, surely, to turn into the kind of
poqt you meet in post-graduate English.” The deadening assunptio” that
poets anywhere are of “a kid” is a”
insult to Wade’s craft. Consider “Ikts
mor”i”g I ate the sun’
iustarprinxlr of sugar over the cwmu
amitt wentdown likearmv~
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HOW
PARADISE
BEGAN

~enl~lh~outhtothe~rrmt&de fmm = &ht heartburn
I felt no ill &cts
SO n o w rfyou wonder why Igo around
Bitnngmeverymu, it’sbeauselliketo
sprad a Iltde Nnshim? wherew Iga

from this wistful humour to
tbe lyricism of his tribute to the ants,
the catalogoem aud the scholars in
*Cultivating Butt&lies’
He mOves

The old owl wits
it rnu~l be cold tonkht
yet someone /s srrring
in thcftowgo&n
camtir&? the t?ozen petals.
Perhaps It Is the nwl
with the icMd nose all kwt smnmer he numbered
every rose thatgK?w
,,ndjkd~now and then
a jiozen c47terpitfer
would gurtfy ptace it in q bw
so he coidd hnve butterflies
w-hen they burst and dlcd
,md he wtth pride would show them
the frmm meadow

ALEXAh’DER BEGG (1894)
The Ryemm Archike Series
McGmwHiU Ryenon
doth $12 95; iUumm?d; 568 ?uws

of bebwn boy
OURWIIICI the torment of yeam
mzd heaps I-s of youth
upon (I st~shouldered middk? age
l71e cat curled buo a haiku by the fi
tits with mz unattninnbte perfection
Always there is his sense of muttering

itat

remnattce
protects his poetry
from the pigeon-holing of Harold HorWOOd:

the knvs of a thousnnd centwies
burn undewoumi
The two mmaining poets

suffer
Howood’s ramping igmxance kindly.
They are part of tbe generation gap
and of the other hoary gaps that went
bump many nights ago. From Eric
Hoyles’ ‘Jesus Christ and Jesse James’ 100 bad OUI parents
couldn't get into their tip

of m others
Ukeyou digyowse8
One quote is enoughto

sling the reader
back into the mainstream of Michael
Wade, safely out of the murk of
“counter culture”, grateful to Harold
Howood only for bringing him into

_ . _ __ .____.
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fmt published in
1894, is the most complete history of
British Columbia up to its publication.
No. subsequent work has touched with
such wholeheartedness all the abundant skeins of life that made up the
early tapestxy of the province.
The book is divided into four sec.
tions: early discoveries, the fur-trading
period, the colonial period and the
confederation period. The section on
early discoveries is the short& by far
as there is the least documentary evidence for this period. Begg relies
most heavily on the log of the voyages
of Captain Cook to Nootka, but it is
of interest to note’that even at this
early juncture there was an absence of
that almoephere of distrust which so
discolowed the relationship between
the Indians and the white men south
of the border.
The second section on the fiutrading period is, necessarily, very
concerned with the Hudson’s Bay
Company. Often criticized for bejng a
monopoly, of not giving fair bar@s,
it Is largely due to the company’s contiouous quest for new fur-bearing
grounds and tbc sending out of traders
to cultivate these was that much of
the totally-unknown hinterland was
opened up fox eventual colonization.
The last two sections of the book
coyer the colonial and confederation
periods. Blanshard was th6 fmt governor of the Vancouver Island colony,
but Begg is not terribly impressed
with his record - as neither w&e the.
colonists. Blanshard’s task was very
difflllt fox he was not of HLK stock
and Victoria was. The man who repbxed him.~howew, was of a much
subtler mettle; James Douglas oversaw
the emergence of a united colony in a
manner which few others could have

THIS HISTORY,

\Vade’s deftness with quick sketches of’
people and animals am scattemd
tbmughout this small selection:
all the pin andjoy

this

HISTORY OF B.C. FROM
ITS EAR bl EST
DOSCOVERY TO THE
PRESENT TIME
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emulated. Although his hands were
most effectually tied in the San Juan’
boundary dispute, he handled the wry
complex problems inherent in the gold
shikesontheFmserandintbe Cariiou
which together brought such an influx
of settlers that for thz fmt time the
fur tmde \v& superseded as the&rime
industry. Along with the miners delving for gold came missionsriea delving
for souls and Dou&s bad to deal with
the Hydra of a statemli&m. In recognition of his sexvices to the colony he
was knighted io 1863 and it was perhaps because of his outward-loolsnp
regime that British Columbia joined
confedemtion.
Its joining was most particulady
dependant upon the construction of a
deavour was so long del&ed that there
were quite active motions in tbe prov.
ince to secede fmm the federation.
However, on Nov. 7, 1885, the last
spike was nailed “well and truly irs”
and Canaaa was a united nation.
Wth Confederation, there was introduced into the province a whole
host of missionaries of various pemoasionstoearryonthcgoodworkof
those early exploratory missionaries
who had done so much in the early
days of the region. Neither was edocation overlooked - a long roster of
schools was established in all parts of
the province. Begg concludes his his
tory at the eve of ti 20th.century
with the visit of L&l Aberdeen, tbe
Govem.or-General of Canada.’
He slso covers admirably ‘every
0the.r point of dispute - the extmvagantclaimsofspabltoalmostthc
whole of the Pacific coast, the union
of the North-West and Hudson’s Bay
companies, the conflict between the
i&nd and mainland settlements; and
everysmallppint-difTeringmining
techniques, average camings of miners
for various years, members of various
legislatures, what happened to the
descendants of various nMables, etc
In fact the modern reader is almost
i&dated by the welter of facts at his
disposal.
One point though: I would have
placed a higher value on this book if
‘the present publishem, at the cost of
historical verisimi@de, had included
an index, the absznce of which is VW
distressing, especially + it should be
used as a work of reference. However,
as a photo-copy of the original edition
it is a commendable addition to any.
one interested in the period. q

DOUGAL FRAZER

. .

IjOW ISIT WITH YOUR
In the past year Books in Canada has had a number of
requests for supplies of the magazine from co-ordinators of
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STRAIGHT
LEFT AND
RIGHT CROSS
MORE POEMS FOR
PEOPLE
MILTON ACORN
NCPress
paper s1.7* 112 pages
reviewed by John Oughton

colIection by Milton Acorn
provides an updated documentary on
the dialectical process of poetry and
Marxism meetlng lo bne man. Acorn
recommends in the polemic “On Not
Being bed by the Nazis’? that one
“include in every possible poem one
line or passage designed to give acute
physical pin, or its equivalent, to any
reactiinary ‘who mlght read it.” Althoughtbat prescription obviously provides ammunition for fm back at
critics, Acorn does have the dlscrimlnation to allow that some poems simply
cannot embrace politics.
Some of the new longer poems are
admirable combinations of art and la
butte; in “Gentle Goddess” and ‘The
Universe and I” Acorn makes his own
personality serve as the bridge between
Marx and Art. Form and content are
inseparable, and the poems work in the
simplest sensor of the verb. Similarly,
“The Mine k Also of Nature” discovers more than coal in the pits of
Cape Breton; it must be one of the best
poems yet written about the mines.
However, many of the purely political poems are less satlling. Acorn
views himself as a largely solitary
fighter, and thus hyperbolizes from
hls)ovely poem “You Growing”: “Write
something like that and you’ll get on a
thouand academic blacklists.” The
revolutionary catcalls sometbnes overpower the poetry, and Acorn,% comments on other poets reveal an unfortunately narrow deftition of literature. Who else would state with a
straight face that “Boweriog and
Nichol are good colonial boys -without a thought in their heads which
they will reveal.” Certainly Acorn, like
Quebec’s Mlchel Tremblay, deserves
THE NEW
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more recognition from official *oorces
than he has yet received, but this fact
does n&t mean that those who have
mcelvad Governor General’s awards are
without virtues of their own.
Acorn’s more generous side is 18
sponsllle for the most successful
poems, lyrics of the quality of “Live
with Me on the Earth” and manlfestoes
such as “Bethuniverse” whose expression matches their sentient. Another facet of the poet’s character is
his fondness for quoting obscure facts
and statistics conccmlng many things;
these kernels of wisdom pop up ln
several of the poems, but become
almost a sort of patriotic-mllitarlstic
corn in the essay “What are the Odds?”
in which Acorn documents his. hlgh
opinion of.the Canadian flghtlog man.
Yet, in-his own terms, Acorn has
succeeded with MorePoems for People.

book wlll stimulate any reader,
although not always on the plus side
of the pleasure/pain line. I foond the
experience of readll it a truly dla1ectlcaI one, in which admiration at a
fine poem would immediately be SUD
ceeded by disbelief that the same poet
could offer such a roughly faahloned
raspberry as the next one. Acorn ls the
wrt of poet, and Fan, who challenges
your own tastes and commitments,
while believing totally ln hla own. Thus
there’s an sffmatlve flavour to most
of the poems, and Acorn’s persona as
two-fisted poetic slugger on the side of
the Canadll worker is a unique one in
our literature. Hit ‘em again, Milton. 0
The

THE VORTICAL MOSAIC
VORBICISM AND THE ENGLISH
WILLIAM C WEES
nvkwd by H G.
“De&n

is not art. Design is n o t

tenibty si@ticant. Dal@ is

not

aIwxys better than notw
--Im Chcrmayeff, quoted

by Janet Malcolm, The New
Yorkcr.1uly 15.1972

WHEN THE

University of Toronto Press
quietly unveiled its sleek new 1972 line
of footnotes, bibliographical entries,
and divers scholarly apparatus, it
proudly noted that every citation was
completely redesigned - from dazzling
typographical innovations to the latest
aerodynamically designed punctuation.
When your reviewer was invited to
test-read a prototype model, Professor
We& little ditty on Vortlcism. I hardly
expected to find the experience quite
an novel. For the jaded @ionado, the
newest U of T books arouse longforgotten memories of how it most
havl felt back when you first learned
to read. The unfamillarlty; the uncomfortable sensation of being lost; tha
anxiety; the fear.
I suppose my own special admlratlon
fqr the Press’s achievement must date
from that brief instant - after spendiog
five minutes or 80 of increasing confusion in search of the date and place

-
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Leuitch

of publication for a quotation cited in
the first paragraph of the Introduction
-. when I succumbed to mlsglvings
about ti. literacy, the sanity, and the
respective parentage of the author, the
editor, and the eminent designers thems e l v e s , Alao Fleming and Wllam
RUetcr.
Later, I asked several friends, all of
whom claimed noddlog acquaintance
with the Bngllsh language. to test their
speed and &ill on this academic gymkhana. Elapsed time required for one
experienced Toronto editor was about
seven minutes; the editor of this publlcation yelled “Uncle” after a punishing
10 minutes of feverish scanning and
exhausted patience.
While no description can compare
wlthafirst-hand, behind-the-book spin
around the track, I’ll try to give our
more sedentary readers just a glance at
the exciting challenges o&red by what
promises to be the new U of T Press’s
policy for all future szholarly pubIiCatiOItS.

On page “3”(i.e., unnumbered), the
fust line reads as follows, viz.:

--

-.

---..---.-- ..-.._. - -_.. -_. __

‘Vorticirm. in fact, was what I. perdid and raid, al a cabin

sonally.

period.’ Wyndhm Lewis)~

The parenthetical insertion of the
speaker’s name helps, but the context
gives no hint as to either the circomstawes in which it orlgmally appeared
or the date of original publication.
Needless to say, a” isolated quotation,
by itself, is meaningless and worthless
as evidence to qualify or support the
argument or claim being presented.
That being obvious, one might speculate what convenience the reader might
have enjoyed had the author or his
editor merely supplied the necessuy
information ln the same line. It requires
little imagination to think of ways.
Or, at k&t, on the same page, which
iswhere’footnotes”are usually found.
But, no, we must keep our finger on
OUT place and llip pages to the back
of the book.
‘On page “229” (unnumbered),
under ‘Notes.” we read:

No doubt, this confirms something.
But it doesn’t tell us much that’s help
fill. Where? When? It even raises a new
question: Is Mr. L. being quoted by.
someone else and from another context? Who wrote the text being cited?
Is it a” anonymous essay? A book by
some other scholar (who?)? A manifesto or Pests&r@ or what? Where
was it published? England? The U.S.?

-. -

- --
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---

more banished from the U of T press,
condemned to linger in that unhip
typographical limbo inhabited by such
lesser lights as Oxford University Press,
Cambridge U.- P., Harvard, California,
Princeton, Yale,Chlcago and Columbia.
In homage to the Creative Pizaa
of “Flemk@sPmss”(aswe shall henceforth think of it), let us return to that
titiBating little note uncovered on
p. “229” - that is, If you haven’t lost
either that place, or p. ‘3:’ where we
started. We plunge into the hlndparts
of the “Bibliography: p. “243” (unnumbered), which i s subhea%ed:
“Books; Pamphlets. Exhibition Catalogues, Brochures, Films.” Of course,
nuny.readers may jump to the very
end of this “Bibliography” section,
assuming tha’t it is coherent and continuous. They’re wrong. Certainly, it is
a” understandable error, for the designers. have neatly avoided leaving any
sign or clue that might otherwise
indicate two (2) additional bibllographical categories under.which a”
entry might be found. Thus, the onwarned readers who start from the
back, on page 262 (numbered), won’t
find what they’re looking for. They
atop. Scratch their privates in deep
contemplation. The completely demoralized may nluctantly begin to
hop listlessly from page to page. The
betterdllclplimed, organized minds,
particularly those trained in cryptoanalysts, ciphers and COBAL language

Canada? De+mark? And when? We’ve
reached the first cul de mc. Apparently,
we need to look further.
Although impatient grad students
and other persons who might consult
this book for crassly expedient purpose; of scholatshlp and literary. msearch may question the philosophy or
aesthetic value of eviscerating the contents of a “standard” or “conventional”
tirat entry, and instead, wish to keep
intact what ordinarily would be corn.
plete and self-contained. This new
U of T “style”divides that tnfoimation
so .+at, for all practical purposes, the
sertoos ma&r most necessarily search
in more than one phce before he can
eventually piece together, lndependently, the completed citation. The
sense of accomplishment tends to wear
after the first few efforts.
(N.B. - observant readers and professional copy-editors who had to look
twice at the “Note” reproduced above
may wonder where is the punctuation
of yesteryear. What happened to the
periods, commas, and colons we all
grew to know and love? Ah, well,
behold the Meisterstiick of Fleming’s
artistic and creative Book-Design,
assisted by Et Alla. So eat your
hearts out, you johnny-come-latelies!
Or despair.)
Let us celebrate the memory of that
“old” and “‘obsolete” footnote that
served us so well. Now, it is forever-
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page “245,” and intuit that this is but
the initial grouping.
(Call it Section T or “A:’ if you
cannot remember alI the page numbers
- although you may not remember all
the different ktnds of items listed ah
each sub-section either, so you might
keep a bookmark there. too; you
probably should keep another marker
to hold your place back in the Notes,
as well as something besides your toofew fmgers to hold your spot way back
in the text itseW, it you can’t mentally
distinguish among the three (3) separate bibliobphieal sections, why not
letter them in by hand? It’ll give you
a gnat sense of participation. like
completing a children’s colouring book
or painting a picture by numbers, and
is especially good therapy for’people
undertaking Jungian analysis.)
The second section of the Bibiography, pa@ 251, is entitled: “Essays
in Books; Articles, Photographs, and
Drawings in Newsppers end Magazines.” The third section of the Bibliogmphy, page 261. is “Unpublished
Material.” We already looked there.
Returning to p. “229,” at Note
No. 1, we observe that the title is
italicized. Ordinarily, this would be
true of books, but mbst other items
are usually placed in quotation marks.
On the other hand, we don’t knoyf for
sure whor it might be in this ease, do
we? It could be almost anything,
couldn’t it? Perhaps, it is one of those
‘Films”? Or, it might be a ‘Drawing
in a Newspaper.” And until, or unless,
we know what kind of publication this
.title represents, then we must search
in tom coch of the three separate
sections of the BibIiography - four (4)
different places we most locate and
examine, while still maintaining our
origimd place, and (hopefully) remembering what exactly it was we were
rea$mg and thinking about in the
fmt place.
Since you r&y not ah&s find the
required pages without rifling forwards,
and backwards within each respective
section;imagine how much time might
have been saved If, say. the three (3)
detached fragments of the Whole Blbltogmphy ware simply combined into
8, single, continuous section. Aren”t
you happy the U of T Press didn’t sell
out to this sort of crass commercialism?

Honest cmftsmanship should newx be
confused \;ith bung@ incompetance.
Elegant, one-of-a-kid, customized
hot-rods of a book deserve to flash at
the big auto shows; scholarly publishlng, as Messrs. Fleming and Rueter
remind us, is more than just rolling
another numbing four-door sedan off
the Bii Three’s Detroit assembly lines.
Yes, now we have the bookish parallel
to those chrome tins (and those Nehru
suits we secretly craved). tie kitsch
is timeless.
Not everyone could have figured
out the arbitrary and amusingly capricious distribution of bibliographical
enfries among these three ad hoe
categories (so wittily lacking in dreary
precedent or “established practice”).
Formerly, any dolt - in fact, tituslly

ewxyons - whohas ever used a footnote, or a “‘Note,” has always managed
to cram everything the interested
reader could want to know, all into
one se.If-sutRcient entry. But flying in
thefaceof convention, the UofTPress
challenge&is standard usage.
Only an insensitive Philistine would
much time Flemlna’s desian wastes.
Weshouldn’t

ovcdo& the mLaphysid

sideof thisargument. Regard the Disintegrated Footnote as dispersed into
phenomenological particles of count0
information, Each a Part of the One,
the Whole and Divine Bibliography;
Seeking, yet Never Finding, Cosmological Unity through Mystical Reintegration of Author, Title and Place
of Publication. q

AN ADMIRABLE
SNOiX&WN
WHITE ESKIMO
HARO.?.23HORWOOD
Double&y: cloth 8595; 228 pn8a

mviewd by Isaac Bickerstaff

&AU

OUtiNGHAM, the great White

Sphit of Harold Iiorwood’s excellent
novel, is a hem of the old school, “like
Richard the Lion-Hearted, or Jason, or
GIigamesh in the epic,” as another
character judiciously dcclaies. Yet Horwood makes him believable, a singular
accomplishment at a time when fm
iion’s heroes are typically rabbits or
portnoys or pooh.%
His epic story is recounted some
years after GilIingham’s death by two
old Labrador hands Who are among a
smaB ~axty on board the S.S. Kyle, en
route from Newfoundland to Malckovik
and ultimately to Naim. It had been to
.Natm, we learn, that GiUb@am had
tmkked, his komatic heaped with a
fortune in pelts, after his fti season.
trapping, alone in a remote northern
bay thought by the Eskimos to be
haunted. ImmediateIy upon his arrival
in Naim. he had been perceived by the
Immit as a shaman, an “angekok” who
had come ‘by no ordinary mems, out
of a land where mortals did not live
but where spirits were abundant -that
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say the interior mountains o f
Labrador.”
Soon Gii had made a swum
enemy of Manfred Kosh, the local
missionary who ruled the natives like
an lgth-centmy schoolmaster. The
people were poor, Gfllingbam had a+’
nounced, “because they follow the
ways of the white men, who do not
ondustaod this land or the nelds of
the people. They are poor because they
have beeo taught to sing hymns at
times when they should be hunting,
and to wail and recite prayers when
they should be out upon the mountains.” Two-thirds of the people of
Naim had joined the outlaw party of
the White Spirit, making long hunting
and trapping forays into the interior
and up the coast, in deface of Kosh
and his foreign God. Gil&ham. impressive in size, Vi in appearance,
skilled in hunting and trapping, utterly
fearless, had led the Inmdt back to the
old was away from the cripp@
softness of settlement life. He had
,begunto melaim and repeople the land.

is to
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At last, however, h&.nfred Kosh
had exacted revenge. Hehad engineered
the arrest of his upstart enemy for the
murder of Abel Shiwak, the White
Spirit’s Eskimo hunting partner and
song brother. After travelltmg south to
be tried and, ultimately, declared bmocent, Gii had been unable to
return to Natm for two years. ~hen,r
his sight failing, hc had set out alone
into unexplored territory on “a journey in search of itself.” He had never
returned.
ThtWtghOOt the tellii of the Gil&!ham saga. Honvood liins the white
dead land of Labrador with such skill
that it becomes for the reader, as for
tXlingham,“‘a splendid land - I mean
real& splendid, lie a country in a
vision”:
And the caribou did not fatl. Ghcsttit?+ they drifted in mt herds acloa
the land, over banens l&htIy clothed
in ticbe~, their hoofs malting a~s.,,md
like. castmets, ru ulough a thousand
dancers passed, wraitbtike under the
yellow sun and tbd white moon. scudd@ with the clouds ad the lone
WILT here and there, the arctic hares
Mtte with apprOacbb& wblter sattering befme them into the etipty
land, then gathering in little *cup

.

agaIn, sitting erect agah, posed Ike
kacmrcos.to watch them PW, the

tlickering lights of the sky a
the white wolves pwlng
o n sttent paw muftii hare and
caribou and .mcure and lemming.
brcu~t wind-trmvUb,g ever the hard
land, waiting always for the stm&.r,
the wuk, the old, and snatching as
they went from the short, tau&
vegetation, tk fat littta rOdents that
bad strayed tee far from tbetr burrow%Tbe caribou moved like a force
c f nature, ltke winter coming upon
the tami And they did not Id.

..-..
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A check list of recent and current
Canadian reference books.

In such a place, it is clear, only one

of Giuingbam% ““common courage
and resources could have accomplished
what he did.
I unreservedly recommend White
Eskimo, espeeialiy to all those fir
lionados who. lie me, fmd them&es
emtlating the protagonists of their
entertainments. Imitating wastrels and
nincompoops may have its rewards, but
once you’ve tried a journey in search of
itself you’ll never look back. 0

Antiques in Ontario: Canadian Antiques Yeaibook 1973. Clock House,
Box 103. Peterborough, Ont. “Ageographic Qimctory and buyers’ guide”
which seems to tell everything the
antique hunter would need to know lists of antique dealers atid antiquarian
booksellers, merchandise and services,
directory, maps, siltir marks and many
advertisements.
Bibliographies on: Canoc~ and Canoe
ing. L.ivres Fran& People in Books.
Louis Riel. Seskatchewan Homecom
71. Union List of Serials. Women. All
availablC on ‘request (paper) from:
Bibliographical Services Division, Provincial Library, Regina, Saskatchcwao.
Canada 1972 (Bngltsh Edition). Year
Book Division, Statistics Canada. Paper
$1.50; illustrated; 336 pages. selfdcfmed as “the Annual fiandbook’of
present conditions an@ recent pmgMS,” this is the Weapon of the dogmatist. Useful for confounding enemics,
inflating journalistic trial balloons and
tarti% up term papera: Those made
dizzy by statistics may find solace in
the hundreds of predictable pictures.
Gmdian Annual Review for 1970: A

reference guide and record. Edited by
John Saywell. University of To&to
Press (1971). Cloth $30.00; illmtmted;
637 pages. With the 1971 edition due
any day now, thne to get this one on
the shelf if it isn’t there already. Featurns a well-balanced documentary op
the October Crisis by John Saywell.
And of course puts on record surveys
of 1970 in every sphere of our national
life. Except Publishing and Literature
- an incxpticable and inexcusable gap.
Cat&gue of Cenadii Rmurees .on
the Family. The Vanier Institute of
the Family; 1.51 Slater street, Ottawa
KIP SH3. Paper. An exhaustive bilingual catalogue of printed and audio61
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visual materials on every aspect of
family life.
ACheck&tofCanadhmIiterahue
and ~ackgroond Mate&k, 1628-1960.
(2nd Edition, mvised and enlarged.)
Compiled by Reginald Eyre Watters.
University of Toronto Press. Cloth
$30.00,1085 pages. “A comprehensive
list of the books that constitute Canadian literature written in E@sh; and
second, a selective list of other books
by Canadian authors that reveal the
backgmunds of that literature.” With
16,000 titles listed here by 7,000 Csnadian authors, we have ample confirmation that Cmadiin literature did exist
before the newnationaiism. Averitable
thesis mine. .

monton, Alta. Paper unpriced; 44
page!. A neat and well-planned guide
to primary and secondary materials
in CanLit.
InventoryofReseamhinProgKssin
the Humanities, 1972. Humanities Re
search Council of,Canada, 151 Hater
Street. Ottawa KlPSH3. Paper onpriced; 78 pages. A thorough (and
fascbwtin8) list of current research in
the humanities in Canadian universities.
A Reference Guide to English, Americq md camdim Literahue. Inglis
F. Bell and Jennifer GaUup. University
of British Colombia Press (1971). Paper
unpriced; 139 Pages. A handy tool for

TheCnrpuaDirec&y&Ahnanacof
Csneda, 1973. Edited by James D. HiIborn. Corpos publishers Services, 6
Cmscent Road, Toronto. Cloth $18.95;
900 pges. Formerly the Mc$aw-Hill
Directory and Almanac has been IQ
oatriated and is now uublished by a
the largest annual reference*bobk we
.hava. \Vith comprehensive sections on
Government, Information, Conmmnications, Business, Education, Fii
and what you will, it should serve as
Bible to both fact-freak and professional researcher.
Creati\= Canada: A biogmphtcal di*
tiousry of 2Oth-century creative and
performing artists. Volumes One and
Two. Compiled by Reference Division,
McPherson Library, University of WD
toria. Published by University of Toronto’press. Cloti $15.00 each; 310
pages and 306 pages. With the publication of Volume Two, Volume One’s
glaring deticiencies become less infuriating. The terms of refenmce remsin confosing; the allocation of vast
space to some kinds of ‘artists” (tlhn
producers, for instaoce) and minute
space to others (writers, for iostaoce)
still seems prejudi*al, and the cap&
cious division of artists between the
two vuhnnes, each with its own alphabetical sequence, is grossly infuriating.
A shame for such an important book,
but it will have to serve until someone
does better.
English-&nadiao literatorez A student
guide and annotated bibliography. The
Athabascao Publishing Company. Bd-

Unitt’s Canadian P&e Guide to Antiques & Collectibles, Vol. Four, 1972.
clock House, Box 103, Peterborotigh,
Ont.Pap~$895;iUustrated;304pages
This ilhwtrated “8uide to price trends
in Canada” seems to have lists and
prices for just about every old thing
you might want to collect for either
fun or protit.

YESTERDAYS HORRORS
-~

WITH WOLFE TO QUEBEC
OLIVER WAR&k%?
COIli?lS
cloth $895; ilbmmt& 224 plrgcr.
reviewed by Ronald Butler
of Canadians that they
know little, and me less, about the
rrIsOFTl3t4 said

history of their country. In addition
=;z Eao;;;F;z;tz
fn learning of the’ past disputes between those two countrles.
If With Wolfe To Quebec were to
betime required reading at our seats
of learning much of .@a ignomnee
would be remedied insofar as the most
vital part of our history is concerned.
The war for Quebec, in reality only
skirmishing in comparison with modem wars, was equally as brutal and onpleasant for the individual as anythiog
that has happened in Viet Nam.
The fact that only a few were
mutilated and killed at anyone time
in that old affair was of no conseqoence to the slaughtered, and the
agony of the farmer, whose house was
built at such expenditure of labour,
when he saw it go up in flames. was as
real as that of the Vietnamese peasant
of today, which sll goes to show that
maoisnomoreciviliacdnowtbanhe
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the undergraduate student, list@ essntial reference materials needed for
unpriced; 139 Pages. ‘A handy tool
for tbe undergraduate student. list@
essential reference materials needed
for courses and essays in the three
literatures.

.

was two centuries ago - he

is simply

better equipped techntcally to perpetrate his barbarities upon the weak.
General Wolfe himself appears to
have had a peculiarly split personality.
A civilized gentleman “off duty” and
a rotMew disciple of Attila when “on
duty”. He was a great leader of men, a
brilliant strategian and tactician, and a
brave man, and his brotslittes were no
more than tbm ofhis times. or of now.
Few people have a&&d so much
in the short span of 32 years. Re
grettably With Wolfe To Quebec suffers
from a rather pedantic style which
tends to detract from its interest. This
is unfortunate for it is well printed
with plentifti aod excellent ilhwtrations. Regardless of this it is a book to
be recommended to all who are interested in the story of the formation
of the @naditi.nation, since, apart
from its broad historical value it gives
much detail of a way of life long gone.
RONALD BUTLER, whos? son is
thenove8stJuanButler.isanamatuu
dhistw and lived in Tmonio.
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WHERE THE WAGON UJED’ by R. D.
Symons_A classic memorial to an almost extinct way of life. After 60 years in
the saddle, the author writes knowledgeably and eloquently about what a cowboy
actually did. More than 70 sketches by
Mr. Symons. $8.95.
A NORTH AMER~CAN.EDWCA-iTOGN,’
A book of short fiction by Clark BlaiseLibrary Journal has called Blaise an “exciting discovery” and A North American
Education an “intense and beautiful book”
in which “the best stories’ are joltingly
alive, like pieces of autobiography”. $6.95.
THE BANDY PAPERS (Vols. 0 and PI)’
by Donald Jack-The fictional comic
character, Bartholemew Bandy, returns to
delight readers with his barely possible
exploits in THREE CHEERS FOR ME
( V o l . I ) a n d ITHAI M B NN PWE
MIDDLE (Vol. II). $7.95 each.
T H E lMPLOSlDN CONSPIIRWCV bv
Louis Nizep-Soon to be a documentary
film, this is the celebrated lawyer’s dramatic study of the Rosenberg case involving theft of U.S. atomic bomb secrets for
the Soviet Union. $10.00.
T H E SAiLOR AND I-WE FOX by
Brian Burland-A magnificent suspense
novel about a retired Bermuda boxing idol
whose encounter in the ring with-a jaunty
young black produces savage excitement
and a rare insight in!0 the two men in.
volved. $6.95.
A WIND IN THE DDGR by Madeleine
L’Engle-The heroes of the phenomenally successful A Wrinkle In Time, return in
this fantastic new adventure story that
again displays the author’s imaginative
power and storytelling gih. $5.75.
A M E R I C A N MBSCHllEL= by A l a n
Lelchuk-Hailed in an Esquire article as
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“a brilliant and original comedy on the
subject of the immediate present . . .”
American Mischief is a rich and unsettling
experience, a reminder of the exhilarating
power of the novel. $10.25.
RHlE MANllPDLARED MAN by E-her
Vilar-In this thought-provoking book,
Esther Vilar places the blame for sexual
inequality squarely where she sees it
belongs; on the shoulders of women themselves. $6.95.
SNOWFBRE by Phyllis A. WhitneySuspense, danger and romance fill this
fascinating story of a. bizarre murder in the
Poconos mountains that reaches a breathtaking climax--on skis. $7.95.
THB CAURQ DGCDMENPG
b y
Mohamed Heikal-The influential editor
of the Cairo daily A/ Ahram tells the inside
story of Nasser and his relationship with
world leaders, rebels and statesmen.
$11.50.
MY LdFE ON BHE MAFIA by Vincent
Ueresa, with Thomas C. Renner-An
absolutely unique book. Vincent Teresa is
the only high-ranking Mafioso ever to
break the code of silence and to write his
memoirs. $10.25.
GCUGPDG AND SQDlD by JacqwesYves CousPeau and ‘Philippe DioleCaptain Cousteau and his men find these
escape-artists of the sea not at all the
nightmarish killers of Jules Verne, but shy,
playful, intelligent-and, if anything, a
friend of man. $11.50.
UHE LllRERAli-ED By Henry Guti~nA big new novel by the best-selling author
of The Voyeur, The Exhibitionist and
Vector. Set in a United States gripped by
a severe economic depression, it is marked
by suspense, imagination and insight.
$9.25.
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sWatch.for these and other titles at good bookstores everywhere.
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